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Background: The increasing difficulty experienced by general practices in meeting patient demand is leading to new approaches being tried, including greater use of telephone consulting.

Objectives: To evaluate a ‘telephone first’ approach, in which all patients requesting a general practitioner (GP) appointment are asked to speak to a GP on the telephone first.

Methods: The study used a controlled before-and-after (time-series) approach using national reference data sets; it also incorporated economic and qualitative elements. There was a comparison between 146 practices using the ‘telephone first’ approach and control practices in England with regard to GP Patient Survey scores and secondary care utilisation (Hospital Episode Statistics). A practice manager survey was used in the ‘telephone first’ practices. There was an analysis of practice data and the patient surveys conducted in 20 practices using the ‘telephone first’ approach. Interviews were conducted with 43 patients and 49 primary care staff. The study also included an analysis of costs.

Results: Following the introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach, the average number of face-to-face consultations in practices decreased by 38% [95% confidence interval (CI) 29% to 45%; p < 0.0001], whereas there was a 12-fold increase in telephone consultations (95% CI 6.3-fold to 22.9-fold; p < 0.0001). The average durations of consultations decreased, which, when combined with the increased number of consultations, we estimate led to an overall increase of 8% in the mean time spent consulting by GPs, although there was a large amount of uncertainty (95% CI –1% to 17%; p = 0.0883). These average workload figures mask wide variation between practices, with some practices experiencing a substantial reduction in workload. Comparing ‘telephone first’ practices with control practices in England in terms of scores in the national GP Patient Survey, there was an improvement of 20 percentage points in responses to the survey question on length of time to get to see or speak to a doctor or nurse. Other responses were slightly negative. The introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach was followed by a small (2%) increase in hospital admissions; there was no initial change in accident and emergency (A&E) department attendance, but there was a subsequent small (2%) decrease in the rate of increase in A&E attendances. We found no
evidence that the ‘telephone first’ approach would produce net reductions in secondary care costs. Patients and staff expressed a wide range of both positive and negative views in interviews.

Conclusions: The ‘telephone first’ approach shows that many problems in general practice can be dealt with on the telephone. However, the approach does not suit all patients and is not a panacea for meeting demand for care, and it is unlikely to reduce secondary care costs. Future research could include identifying how telephone consulting best meets the needs of different patient groups and practices in varying circumstances and how resources can be tailored to predictable patterns of demand.

Limitations: We acknowledge a number of limitations to our approach. We did not conduct a systematic review of the literature, data collected from clinical administrative records were not originally designed for research purposes and for one element of the study we had no control data. In the economic analysis, we relied on practice managers’ perceptions of staff changes attributed to the ‘telephone first’ approach. In our qualitative work and patient survey, we have some evidence that the practices that participated in that element of the study had a more positive patient experience than those that did not.

Funding: The National Institute for Health Research Health Services and Delivery Research programme.
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Every one of us wants to be able to visit our family doctor when needed. With so many more patients, this is becoming increasingly difficult. The study looked at a new way to ask for help from one’s doctor to see if this would save overall time and NHS money. Patients were asked to speak first to a general practitioner (GP) or doctor by telephone to see if their problems could be dealt with over the telephone or if they needed to see the doctor in person. Practices using the ‘telephone first’ approach were compared with other practices that were not using it.

In a patient survey, it was shown that just over half of patients found it easier to make appointments with the ‘telephone first’ approach than with the previous system, with nearly one-quarter finding it less easy or the same. It was quicker to make an appointment in those practices using this new way, but, when asked, patients and practice staff had strong views both for and against the new system. Factors affecting patient satisfaction included the ease of getting through to the general practice on the telephone and how easy it was to wait for the callback from the GP (e.g. if the patient was at work).

‘Telephone first’ greatly increased the number of doctor consultations by telephone, with around half of problems managed in this way. This led to more work for practice staff, although there were big differences between practices, with some having much more work and others having much less. There was not much difference in the use of hospital services or in the costs of hospital care.

Although the study showed that, by using the ‘telephone first’ approach, many health problems can be dealt with over the telephone, this will not solve the increasing need for care by our family doctors.

Margaret Johnson, patient and public involvement member
Scientific summary

Background

Efforts to address the rising workload in English general practice have focused on expanding the workforce and providing alternatives to face-to-face consultation, including telephone consultations. However, none of these has had much impact on demand for care, and a recent major randomised controlled trial (RCT) of telephone triage (i.e. the ESTEEM trial) found that telephone triage increased overall general practitioner (GP) workload.

An alternative approach to telephone consulting, which offers a radically different pathway for patients seeking a GP appointment, has been developed by two commercial providers: Doctor First® (Productive Primary Care Ltd, Woodhouse Eaves, Leicestershire, UK) and GP Access (Cossington, Leicestershire, UK). The major principles of these systems are the same, and implementation of the ‘telephone first’ approach is preceded by a careful analysis of patterns of demand in the practice, with data collection in the practice supported by one of the commercial providers. When the new approach is introduced, all patients phoning for an appointment with a doctor are asked by the receptionist to speak to a GP on the telephone first. After phoning, patients are called back by a GP and a decision is made by the doctor whether the patient needs to come in or whether their concern can be satisfactorily dealt with on the telephone. Practices are offered management support for introducing this system by the commercial providers and literature from the companies claims major reductions in general practice workload, reduced hospital utilisation and improved patient and staff satisfaction.

Objectives

Our research addressed three main research questions in relation to the ‘telephone first’ approach offered by Doctor First and GP Access:

1. How does the ‘telephone first’ approach affect patient experience and use of primary and secondary care services?
2. What is the impact of the ‘telephone first’ approach on the nature of consultations for patients and staff, and how appropriate is this approach for hard-to-reach groups?
3. What are the cost consequences of the approach?

Methods: data sources, study selection, data collection, data extraction and data synthesis

The study design used a controlled before-and-after (time-series) approach using national reference data sets. It also incorporated a qualitative element, to explore the ways in which the intervention was experienced by staff and patients, and an economic element, to understand the cost consequences of the approach.

The study used the following sources of data:

- Data provided by one of the commercial providers (GP Access) on number and type of appointment, time between booking and patient getting an appointment, length of appointment, total time spent consulting and continuity of care (usual provider continuity score). The main before-and-after analysis was done on an intention-to-treat basis, including 1,926,979 appointments up to 12 months before
and 12 months after the change in all 59 practices that had used GP Access to assist with introducing the new system. However, some of these practices had stopped using the ‘telephone first’ approach or were using some form of hybrid system (e.g. allowing a degree of advance booking for face-to-face appointments). We therefore carried out a sensitivity analysis restricted to 997,772 appointments in 27 practices that we believed were operating consistently with the commercial company’s protocols based on information provided to us by the company. These two approaches to analysis generally produced similar findings.

- A postal patient survey sent to 1873 patients who had a ‘telephone first’ telephone consultation with a GP in the preceding 2 days, conducted in 20 intervention practices.

- Before-and-after analysis of questions from the national GP Patient Survey on access, ability to see or speak to a preferred GP, doctor–patient communication and overall recommendation; this compared patient experience in 146 practices introducing the new system with a 10% random sample of other practices in England. As with other analyses, a sensitivity analysis was conducted that was restricted to the 27 practices that we believed were operating consistently with the commercial company’s protocols.

- Interviews with 42 patients from 12 practices that were selected to include a range of list sizes, deprivation scores, patient ethnicities, rural/urban locations, commercial providers supporting the practice, and payers (Clinical Commissioning Group or self-funded). We interviewed patients who indicated in their survey responses that they preferred the new system and patients who indicated that they preferred the old system. We conducted a thematic analysis of interview transcripts.

- Interviews were conducted with 49 staff members from 12 practices (21 GPs, 14 reception/administrative staff, 10 practice managers, two nurses and one joint interview with a practice manager and an administrator). We conducted a thematic analysis of interview transcripts.

- Analysis of hospital utilisation data (Hospital Episode Statistics) comparing use of accident and emergency (A&E), emergency and elective admissions and outpatient attendance before the ‘telephone first’ approach with after the ‘telephone first’ approach. Before-and-after analysis compared trends with other practices in England. As with other analyses, a sensitivity analysis was conducted that was restricted to the 27 practices that we believed were operating consistently with the commercial company’s protocols.

- A cost–consequences analysis estimated staff and non-staff costs for practices of introducing the new system. We conducted a before-and-after analysis of prescription costs, costs of A&E attendance and hospital admissions compared with trends in other practices in England.

Results

The new approach to telephone consulting had a major effect on patterns of consultation, with a 12-fold increase in telephone consultations [95% confidence interval (CI) 6.3-fold to 22.9-fold], a 38% reduction in face-to-face consultations (95% CI 29% to 45%) and an overall increase in both types of consultation of 28% (95% CI 17% to 39%). There were equally dramatic changes in time from booking to appointment time – from an average of 4 days for face-to-face appointments before the change to an average of 0.9 days after the change. Although an increased fraction of consultations conducted by telephone led to a decrease in the average length of consultations, the length was similar before and after the change for specific types of consultation (10.9 minutes before to 10.2 minutes after the change for face-to-face consultations and 7.7 minutes before to 6.2 minutes after the change for telephone appointments). Given the increase in the total number of consultations (face to face and telephone combined), we found weak evidence of an overall increase in length of surgery consulting time of 8% following the change, although there is a large amount of uncertainty in this estimate (95% CI −1% to 17%; \( p = 0.0883 \)). Although these results were broadly similar in the sensitivity analyses that were restricted to practices operating the new system throughout the period of data collection, there was wide variation in patterns of consulting in individual practices, with some experiencing substantial decreases in overall consulting time, whereas others experienced a large increase. Practices also varied greatly in the proportion of telephone consultations that were followed by a face-to-face consultation.
A total of 873 survey responses were received from 1873 patients who had recently had a telephone consultation with a GP (response rate 44.7%, ranging from 22.8% to 58.9% in the 20 practices studied). In > 50% of cases, the telephone consultation was followed by a face-to-face consultation (43.9% with a GP and 7.3% with a nurse). When asked how convenient the patient found talking to a doctor on the telephone before making an appointment, equal numbers of survey respondents found it less convenient or not different (22% for each), but a majority (56%) reported that the new system was more convenient. Among patients who reported that it was more difficult to communicate with the GP on the telephone, the most common reason was that they found it difficult to explain the problem over the telephone (47% of those who found it more difficult to communicate over the telephone). Overall, 30.6% of respondents preferred the telephone triage system to the previous appointment system used by the practice, 32.7% would prefer to return to the old system, and 36.6% did not mind either way; however, we were concerned about bias in practices that agreed to take part in the survey: national GP Patient Survey scores were substantially higher in these practices than in those that declined to take part in our patient survey.

In the analysis of patient experience from the national GP Patient Survey comparing the intervention practices with all practices in England, following the introduction of the scheme, patients reported a small, but statistically significant, increase in convenience of appointment (0.38 percentage points more positive) but there were small, statistically significant reductions in overall experience in making an appointment (0.44 percentage points more negative), reported doctor–patient communication (0.89 percentage points more negative) and ability to see their preferred doctor (1.25 percentage points more negative), all on a scale of 0–100 points. However, the biggest difference by far was a 20-percentage-point improvement on the scale of 0–100 points in intervention practices in responses to the GP Patient Survey question on length of time to see or speak to a doctor or nurse. This was equivalent to an average improvement of nearly one full category in the four-point scale used in this national survey (how long after initially contacting the surgery did you actually see or speak to them: on the same day/next working day/a few days later/≥ 1 week later).

Patients expressed a wide range of views in interviews. The new system clearly suited some people, allowing them to avoid the need to come into the surgery, but it was problematic for others (e.g. when it was difficult for someone working in an open-plan office to take a callback). However, a substantial proportion of negative comments were about the operation of the scheme itself rather than the principles behind it; for example, patients may not have minded being phoned back by a GP, but they complained about difficulty getting through on the telephone, restricted times when the telephone lines were open, lack of flexibility in scheduling the callback from the GP and lengthy delays before the callback was made.

Patients also described factors that made it easier for them to use the new system. These included being articulate and having the confidence to press for what they wanted, having flexibility in their schedule and having an existing trusting relationship with the GP who decided whether or not a face-to-face consultation was necessary.

Patients identified not speaking English as their first language to be a problem, but, contrary to our expectations, older people expressed generally positive views about the new system. Indeed, none of the nine patients aged > 75 years whom we interviewed stated that they would return to the old system. Patients who were at work found it less easy to manage the new system (e.g. not knowing when the GP would call back or not being able to take telephone calls at work).

A wide range of opinions was expressed in staff interviews, with strong positive and negative views being expressed by individual staff members, sometimes within the same practice.

Table a draws together the enablers of and barriers to the successful adoption of a ‘telephone first’ approach in primary care, as outlined by practice staff in interviews. Staff articulated these enablers and barriers as factors that had assisted in the successful adoption or as challenges to the adoption of the new approach.
Members of staff who were interviewed also described changes in the culture of practices, including greater cohesiveness, with staff being more supportive of each other; however, a wide range of views was expressed, and there were descriptions of tension within the team, especially when one GP was opposed to the new system. Overall, the majority of interviewees said that they would prefer to stay with the new system rather than revert to their old system; however, for staff in practices that had tried but not successfully implemented the ‘telephone first’ approach, there could be considerable negative impacts on individual staff members and the practice as a whole.

We found only minor changes in secondary care utilisation, with small (2%) initial increases in admissions following the practices’ move to the ‘telephone first’ approach. There were no initial changes in A&E attendance but there was a small (2%) decrease in the rate of increase in A&E attendances compared with other practices in England (comparing the 2 years before the intervention with data from 1–2 years after the intervention). We found no evidence that the ‘telephone first’ approach would produce net reductions in secondary care costs.

**Conclusions**

This study evaluates a radical approach that is founded on the principle that a substantial proportion of regular general practice consultations can be conducted by telephone, and that requires all requests for a consultation to initially involve a telephone consultation.

A rigid ‘telephone first’ approach does not meet the needs of all patients, and the combination of telephone and face-to-face consultations was associated with an 8% increase in overall consulting time in practices adopting the new system. However, there was wide variation between practices, with some experiencing a substantial increase in demand (possibly attributable to increased availability of telephone consultations in practices with previously high levels of unmet need). Views of this new approach vary widely among both staff and patients, and strong opinions, both negative and positive, were expressed.

An approach that requires patients to be called back by the GP before any face-to-face appointment can be booked suits some patients better than others (e.g. it suits those who have flexibility in their day and can easily be called back). Some practices had, therefore, modified their original approach to allow limited advance booking of appointments; however, this only works if there is sufficient capacity to deal with both telephone and face-to-face consultations in a given day. A ‘telephone first’ approach is not a panacea for meeting demand for care and it is unlikely to reduce secondary care costs.
Recommendations for future research

A key question for practice, which could be addressed by future research, is how to develop systems that are flexible enough to meet the needs of all their patients. Although a rigid ‘telephone first’ approach for all consultations does not do this, we observed practices that were modifying this approach (often on an ongoing basis) to meet the needs of patients as closely as they could. Successful approaches are likely to be different in different practices and more work could be done to identify what works best in different circumstances.

A second issue not addressed in this study relates more generally to the approach that practices take to matching capacity to demand. More work could be done to investigate how predictable patterns of demand are, and to what extent reallocation of human resources could reduce the pressures that practices are under.
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Chapter 1  Context
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A commission on the future of the primary care workforce in England,4 published in 2015, highlighted a number of challenges for primary care, including an increasing population size, an increasing number of patients with complex needs and an increasing overall demand with growing numbers of primary care visits each year. A number of changes have taken place in primary care to respond to these changes in demand. These changes include greater use of telephone or e-mail systems for triage or telephone consultation as an alternative to face-to-face appointments.

Despite the growth in the use of telephone consultations in general practice in England, there is limited evidence as regards their effectiveness in reducing overall workload in primary care, with studies suggesting that increasing the use of telephone consultations has a neutral impact on workload or may actually increase it (see Chapter 2). Currently, two commercial companies in England, GP Access Ltd (Cossington, Leicestershire) and Productive Primary Care Ltd (Woodhouse Eaves, Leicestershire; commonly known as ‘Doctor First’®), offer a new and significantly different pathway for patients seeking a face-to-face general practitioner (GP) appointment. The approach was first rolled out in 2011 and has been taken up by a small but growing number of practices (147 practices had been using the approach for ≥ 6 months at the time of this study). Starting with a detailed analysis of demand and workforce capacity, the ‘telephone first’ approach (described in detail in the following sections) promoted by these companies requires all patients requesting an appointment to first speak to a GP on the telephone rather than arranging a face-to-face consultation directly. After contacting the surgery, patients are called back on the same day by a GP and, at the end of this call, a decision is made regarding whether the patient needs to come in to see a GP face to face (usually on the same day), whether they need to be directed to an alternative health-care provider or whether their concern can be satisfactorily and appropriately dealt with on the telephone. At the start of the day, the majority of GP appointment slots are free, giving GPs the control to determine when, and for how long, to book face-to-face appointments. Patients are required to contact the surgery on the same day that they wish to be seen. It also means that all patients requesting an appointment with a GP will at least speak to a GP on the same day. Figure 1 shows how a ‘telephone first’ system typically works. We suggest the term ‘telephone first’ for this approach to differentiate it from ‘telephone triage’ or ‘telephone consultation’, which are terms used widely in the literature. ‘Telephone triage’ implies assigning priority to seeing patients, which, although this is an element of the ‘telephone first’ approach, is too limited to describe the wider system change. ‘Telephone consulting’ involves a discussion between a health professional and patient focused on the management of an existing condition or the diagnosis and treatment of a newly presented condition.
Significant claims have been made as to the effectiveness of these ‘telephone first’ systems; for example, in 2013, a NHS England guide to the evidence base for urgent and emergency care stated that:

Proven and tested systems exist in England, where telephone consultations are used routinely in general practice, whilst other developed systems include telephone assessment of all patients prior to attending the practice [...]. The ‘Doctor First®’ model [one of the operating models available] has demonstrated a cost saving of approximately £100k per practice through prevention of avoidable attendance and admissions to hospital.

Reproduced with permission from NHS England. Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0

These claims are based on data from companies that have a commercial interest in promoting their product. Despite this overall positive assessment of the Doctor First model, the NHS England report also highlights that there is insufficient evidence to know to what extent these systems may generate new demand through help-seeking for minor conditions, the acceptability of the non-face-to-face consultations for certain patient groups including older people and any consequences for patient safety, for example through the loss of visual clues.

Evaluations and academic literature have not focused on ‘telephone first’ systems to date; for example, a recent cluster randomised controlled trial (RCT) (the ESTEEM trial) provided robust evidence comparing nurse-led and GP-led triage systems in primary care. In contrast to the ‘telephone first’ approach, in which all requests for face-to-face GP appointments are triaged, the ESTEEM trial practices were running a traditional booking system in which the majority of appointments are booked in advance by reception staff and triage was used only for patients requesting same-day consultations within general practice.
As ‘telephone first’ systems are being rolled out across England, there is a need for rigorous evaluations to understand the impact of these telephone-based systems. These evaluations may include understanding patient experience, including appropriateness for hard-to-reach groups; impact on consultations from the perspective of patients and staff; and impact on subsequent use of primary and secondary care services.

It is also important to understand the cost consequences of these systems for general practice.

**Study design**

This evaluation of the ‘telephone first’ approach was a multimethod study. A number of methods were used to enable detailed exploration of the impacts of the ‘telephone first’ approach in general practice. The study comprised three key elements: (1) quantitative, (2) economic and (3) qualitative. The study design used a controlled before-and-after (time-series) approach using national reference data sets; this approach enabled exploration of the impacts of the ‘telephone first’ approach on primary and secondary care services; the latter was a particular focus of this study, given the claims made about ‘telephone first’ approaches in NHS England literature. Such documents also advocate the cost savings of such an approach; as a result, we incorporated an economic element in the study to explore the cost consequences of the approach in general practice.

Given the radical change that a ‘telephone first’ approach has on the way a practice operates, we also wanted to identify the impacts on patients, staff and hard-to-reach groups. We used a qualitative approach for this element of the work, to enable us to explore in detail the views and experiences of staff and patients using a ‘telephone first’ approach.

**Aims and objectives**

Our research sought to address three main research questions:

1. How does a ‘telephone first’ approach affect patient experience and use of primary and secondary care services?
2. What is the impact of ‘telephone first’ approaches on the nature of consultations for patients and staff, and how appropriate is this approach for hard-to-reach groups?
3. What are the cost consequences of a ‘telephone first’ approach in general practice?

To address these questions, we used a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches and a cost–consequences analysis for the economic evaluation. The research focuses on practices using a ‘telephone first’ approach provided by one of two known commercial providers in England: Doctor First (provided by Productive Primary Care Ltd) and GP Access (provided by GP Access Ltd).

**Selected ‘telephone first’ approaches**

*Figure 1* summarises how both approaches (Doctor First and GP Access) work for patients seeking an appointment. *Box 1* provides further details for patients seeking an appointment with a GP, based on the GP Access standard approach. For all contacts, patients are encouraged to telephone the practice, although exceptions are expected for patients for whom this is not feasible (e.g. deaf patients). It is important to note that systems can be adapted by practices. We found more information on a specified standard approach for GP Access than on a specified standard approach for Doctor First, and this is reflected in the detail provided in *Box 1*. 

© Queen’s Printer and Controller of HMSO 2019. This work was produced by Newbould et al. under the terms of a commissioning contract issued by the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care. This issue may be freely reproduced for the purposes of private research and study and extracts (or indeed, the full report) may be included in professional journals provided that suitable acknowledgement is made and the reproduction is not associated with any form of advertising. Applications for commercial reproduction should be addressed to: NIHR Journals Library, National Institute for Health Research, Evaluation, Trials and Studies Coordinating Centre, Alpha House, University of Southampton Science Park, Southampton SO16 7NS, UK.
Support offered by the companies

It is important to note that the two providers do not just provide a ‘telephone first’ appointment system but seek to work with practices to understand and manage demand and provide support in the implementation of and transition to their specific ‘telephone first’ approach. Doctor First has a three-stage approach for transitioning to a ‘telephone first’ approach over an 18-week period: (1) data gathering, to help practices to gain a clear understanding of activity, backlog, capacity and demand in order to identify how many clinical sessions are required per day to meet the demands of patients (takes 4–8 weeks); (2) an implementation phase, to reduce backlog of appointments and provide training to all staff to help with the smooth transition to Doctor First, inform patients of upcoming changes and clinical system configuration (takes 10 weeks); and (3) following ‘going live’, 4 weeks of patient feedback and monitoring to help gather views on the system and communicate with patients.9

The other provider, GP Access, has a five-stage approach over 12 weeks; this is described as (1) coming to a consensus among partners and appointing a change leader (week 1), (2) preparing the whole staff team, patients and the system [includes an e-learning session for GPs on telephone consulting (weeks 1–3)], (3) support on the launch day (weeks 3–4), (4) access to rapid support by telephone following changeover (weeks 5–11) and (5) confirming decision to continue with approach 12 weeks after implementation. GP Access also offers practices a 3-month subscription to an analytical support service, which provides measurement, feedback and advice to address problems as they arise.10

Reported benefits of the approach

Both providers report substantial benefits of the system to practices, in terms of both reduced stress for practice staff and cost savings as a result of time saved and more efficient use of time. The providers also report that practices that have switched to the new system have increased patient satisfaction. The nature of the claims made by Doctor First and GP Access on their websites are summarised in the following sections. As noted, there is no independent evaluation to date to support or refute these suggested benefits; our study seeks to address this gap in the evidence base.
Claims made by Doctor First
On its website, Productive Primary Care has made a range of claims relating to benefits of Doctor First for both patients and GPs/practice staff. For patients, the stated benefits include being able to see the doctor of their choice at the time they choose, greater patient satisfaction (as indicated by a reduction in complaints) and the fact that the approach ensures that the sickest patients are seen first. With respect to clinician satisfaction, claims are made regarding the system enabling a more productive and satisfying way of working, with increased knowledge of and control over workload and working life. With respect to benefits for practice staff, it is claimed that there are improvements in the work environment and satisfaction of reception staff as a result of the availability of sufficient appointments to meet the needs of all patients (so that they are no longer acting as a barrier to, but rather as a facilitator of, the patients’ journey through practice systems) and the fact that they are not required to make decisions outside their area of expertise, which would be better made by clinicians. In addition, claims are also made regarding benefits to the practice overall, including the near-complete disappearance of ‘did not attends’ (DNAs), financial savings (for reinvestment) of > £30,000 per annum per full-time GP, and a happier work environment as a result of a reduction in stress for patients, GPs and practice staff alike. Finally, there are reported benefits with respect to savings for the NHS more broadly, with reference to a 20% reduction in accident and emergency (A&E) attendance for practices using Doctor First.

Claims made by GP Access
Similarly, GP Access has made a range of similar claims on its website. Patient satisfaction is identified as a key benefit, linked to reported improvements in continuity of care (e.g. an increase in continuity of care in one Norfolk practice from 53% to 60% over 6 months following the introduction of the approach, and 80% continuity being achieved in a Dorset practice that had been using this model for 11 years) and the claim that the approach provides the capacity for the GP to see the patients who need to be seen as soon as possible and usually on the same day. With respect to benefits for GPs and practice staff, claims are made regarding the potential to raise GP productivity by 20%, leading to reduced stress, saving time and resulting in a happier practice. Again, claims are made regarding benefits to the practice overall, including reductions in the numbers of DNAs and financial savings (with reports of a saving of £90,000 per annum in one Leicestershire practice). Finally, there are reported benefits for the wider NHS, with a reported 20% reduction in emergency admissions from practices using the GP Access model.

Structure of the report
This report begins by presenting a literature review of existing evidence around telephone consultation approaches in general practice, designed to establish what is already known about our main research questions (see Chapter 2). The following chapters present the method and results from each of the main parts of the study, namely analysis of data from practices (see Chapter 3), our patient experience survey (see Chapter 4), our practice manager survey (see Chapter 5), analysis of data from the national GP Patient Survey (see Chapter 6), analysis of hospital utilisation data (see Chapter 7), economic analysis (see Chapter 8), interviews with patients (see Chapter 9) and interviews with staff (see Chapter 10). The discussion and conclusions are presented in Chapters 11 and 12.

Impact of patient and public involvement
The study team benefited from input from a number of patient and public involvement (PPI) members during the study; for example, the PPI members recommended the inclusion of out-of-pocket patient expenses in the economic analysis. We also had patient input on written documents, such as patient information leaflets and consent forms, ensuring that information disseminated to participants was suitable and understandable to a lay audience. Rather than repeating this information in each chapter, we have summarised the contribution of PPI in Chapter 11, Impact of patient and public involvement.
Ethics approval and consent

This study was reviewed and given a favourable opinion by the West of Scotland Research Ethics Committee 5 (reference number 15/WS/0088). Written informed consent was sought from all participants for participation in and audio-recording of interviews and for the publication of anonymised quotes.

All required research governance approvals were obtained.

Changes to the protocol

During the course of the study, under the guidance of our study steering committee (SSC), a number of minor changes to the original protocol were made regarding the design and methodology of the study. The changes relating to each element of the study, along with the rationale underlying the amendments, are set out in the following sections.

Analysis of administrative data from general practices (see Chapter 3)

Changes to the outcomes considered
In addition to the outcomes presented in Chapter 3, our original protocol stated that we would also analyse DNA rates, waiting times in surgery, recall rates and time for GPs to return calls. However, when we got into detailed discussion with the commercial provider who was making data available, it was clear that these data could not be reliably extracted and, therefore, they were not in the list of data items supplied by the company.

Patient experience survey (see Chapter 4)

Change to the number of practices surveyed
The number of practices taking part in the patient and carer survey element of the study was reduced from 28 (as specified in the original protocol) to 20, and the number of surveys sent out by each practice was increased. The rationale for this change was to ensure a more efficient use of resources without significantly affecting the power of the study to detect differences between groups. Under the original plan, we anticipated 450 responses from 28 practices; 837 responses were ultimately received from 20 practices.

Change to inclusion criteria for patients and carers
On the recommendation of the SSC, changes were made to the inclusion criteria for patients and carers to be sent a survey in order to address potential risks regarding confidentiality for particular groups of patients (e.g. teenagers, patients at risk of domestic violence and patients dealing with sensitive issues, for whom receiving a postal survey indicating that they have had a recent appointment may be a risk to confidentiality). A step was introduced into the protocol: GPs screened the list of patients selected to receive a survey and removed those patients for whom inclusion was considered to be a risk. In addition, whereas parents of patients aged ≤ 12 years were sent a survey to complete on behalf of the child, parents of teenage patients were excluded because of potential risks to patient confidentiality for this age group.

Patient experience: analysis of data from the national GP Patient Survey (see Chapter 6)

Change to included covariates in regression models
In the original protocol, practice-level covariates (practice size, rurality, deprivation and ethnicity/age/sex profile) were planned to be included in regression models along with patient-level covariates. However, on attempting to run these models they were found to be very slow to converge, making analysis impractical.
As a random intercept for practice was included, the practice-level effects should already have been controlled for, and so these variables were dropped from the analysis to simplify the models. It was not expected that this would make any material difference to the results obtained.

**Secondary care utilisation: analysis of Hospital Episode Statistics data (see Chapter 7)**

Change to included covariates in regression models
As with the analysis of GP Patient Survey data, it was found that the models using Hospital Episode Statistics (HES) data were very slow to run and simplifications had to be made. Again, practice-level covariates were not included in line with the GP Patient Survey analysis. It was not expected that this would make any material difference to the results obtained.

**Economic analysis (see Chapter 8)**

Change from postal to telephone survey for collection of cost data
In developing the survey on costs (which was to be completed by practice managers at all intervention practices), it became apparent that, given the complexity of some of the answers required, and following discussion with external colleagues with experience of gathering similar data, it would be more appropriate to complete the questionnaire over the telephone than by sending it out by post. This enabled the provision of guidance and support in completing the required information that would not have been possible if it had been completed independently in paper form. Sending out a complicated questionnaire by post would have been likely to result in a low response rate.

Reduction in the number of practice managers invited to participate in the cost survey
Because it was anticipated that a better response would be achieved by using a telephone survey than by using a postal questionnaire, we revised the protocol so that we planned to approach up to 30 practice managers, selected at random from the 102 intervention practices, rather than sending a postal questionnaire to all practice managers. In total, 18 practice managers participated, and this sample was considered sufficient to gain an understanding of the costs involved.

Change to method for obtaining pricing of systems
Fees paid to the commercial providers were provided by the practice managers in the cost survey. Therefore, it was unnecessary to contact the providers for this information.

Change to analysis approach for cost survey data
Because of the anticipated difficulty in obtaining reliable quantitative data, we altered the approach to the analysis of the cost survey data to comprise a description of the cost items involved, supplemented by limited quantitative analysis (including identification of upper and lower cost bounds for sensitivity analysis) when meaningful and appropriate.

Change in the time horizon
In the original protocol, we proposed using data extracted for up to 3 years prior to and up to 2 years post the adoption of a ‘telephone first’ approach. Instead, we simply used Prescription Cost Analysis data (NHS Business Services Authority) and HES data from 2009 to 2016 in control practices and ± 12 months from the launch of ‘telephone first’ in intervention practices, mirroring the outcomes analysis.

Change to summary of results
Because we were unable to estimate a mean cost of installing and running the systems in a reliable quantitative manner, we do not present an overall cost per month but instead present a text summary of all of the cost components.
Interviews with patients and staff (see Chapters 9 and 10)

Change to the number of practices involved in the qualitative element of the study

In the original protocol, we planned to interview patients and staff at eight practices about their experiences relating to the ‘telephone first’ approach; however, in order to allow greater variation in the characteristics of the practices selected for study, because of the observed wide variation in practice setting, practice characteristics and how the approach had been implemented, we proposed to increase this number to 14 practices.

Analysis of disenrolment data (not conducted)

The original protocol included examining disenrollment data. However, because of the delays in obtaining HES data, we decided not to request additional data on disenrolment as it would have caused further delays in the delivery of the project.
Chapter 2 Literature review

The literature review aimed to review and synthesise existing evidence around telephone triage and telephone consulting in primary care settings in the UK and other high-income countries.

Methods

Our review drew on scoping review methodology20 to establish what is known about telephone triage and telephone consulting broadly, and in relation to our three main research questions. We sought to capture but did not explicitly search for or restrict our search to ‘telephone first’ approaches. Full details of the search strategy, inclusion and exclusion criteria and data extraction and synthesis are given in Appendix 1. An electronic search of the PubMed research literature database was conducted up to 9 November 2016. In addition, The King’s Fund Health Management Information Consortium (HMIC) data were searched (from 1995 to 16 January 2017). The main search terms were ‘primary care’ or ‘general practice*’ AND ‘phone’ or ‘telephon*’ AND ‘triag*’ or ‘consult*’. Studies were excluded if they had a sole focus on nurse-led, emergency or out-of-hours triage, if they were published in a language other than English and if they did not focus on high-income countries. No exclusions were made on the basis of publication type or on date of publication for PubMed. Guided by our research questions, data were extracted on study type and methods, type of telephone system (triage or consultation or both), details of telephone system, setting (geographical and health care), reported outcomes [health outcomes, patient safety, staff experience, patient experience (hard-to-reach groups), impact on service use, impact on consultation, and cost] and other notable findings. We sought to undertake a narrative synthesis rather than pool numerical results, based on our research questions and knowledge of the literature. We did not seek to exclude studies based on quality, although we noted methodological concerns in our synthesis.

Results

A total of 911 articles were identified via the database searches outlined in Methods and detailed in Appendix 1. Of these, 836 were excluded based on screening of titles/abstracts, in line with our inclusion and exclusion criteria, and 75 were selected for full-text review and data extraction. Of these, two were unavailable and 18 were excluded following full-text review, because they did not contain empirical research or only touched tangentially on telephone consulting.

Fifty-five papers were included in the review: 23 relating explicitly to telephone triage systems, 31 to telephone consultations and one to a range of primary care patient interfaces, such as e-mail. Papers came from the UK (53), the Netherlands (1) and the USA (1). These included 22 non-peer reviewed pieces (e.g. news articles, editorials, letters and opinion pieces) and 33 peer-reviewed articles. Study types included:

- studies related to two RCTs (8 papers)
- systematic reviews (2)
- a literature review with undefined methods (1)
- an audit (1)
- qualitative interview/focus group studies (4; across 5 papers)
- patient–doctor dialogue analyses (3)
- studies using primary survey data (of patients, practice staff and/or GPs) (12)
- a national retrospective analysis of the amount and nature of primary care activity (1)
- quantitative analyses of prescribing behaviour (1) and patient recall of the content of consultations (1).
**Key studies and bodies of work**

The majority of studies reviewed were based in the UK (53), and among these it is worth noting two dominant bodies of work, that is, papers relating to the same study or involving the same authors.

The first is the ESTEEM trial, to which nine papers relate.\(^6,7,21-27\) The ESTEEM trial was a cluster RCT comparing nurse-led and GP-led telephone triage systems with usual care for patients requesting same-day consultations in general practice in England.\(^28\) The core intervention in the ESTEEM trial consisted of a number of steps. Following an initial telephone conversation with a receptionist, patients requesting a same-day face-to-face appointment with a GP were called back by either a nurse or a GP. The phoning clinician discussed the patient’s condition and chose from a range of management options, such as dispensing self-care advice, booking a same-day or future face-to-face appointment or referral to other appropriate services.\(^6\) In addition to presenting evidence around clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of GP- and nurse-led triage, papers resulting from the trial also explore patient and staff experience, patient satisfaction and impact of telephone triage on GP workload.

The second dominant body of work is a series of five papers by McKinstry and colleagues.\(^29-33\) These include qualitative research around GPs’, other staff members’ and patients’ views on the safety and appropriateness of telephone consultations compared with face-to-face consultations, as well as a two-site RCT investigating the use of doctor time and subsequent service use for telephone consultations compared with face-to-face consultations (as a way to manage requests for same-day appointments).\(^31\) The RCT excluded urgent cases and patients asking to speak to the GP specifically for advice. In addition to the original journal articles, the RCT also accounts for seven letters to journal editors,\(^34-39\) written in response, and one editorial\(^40\) included in our review.

**Terminology**

The literature refers to both ‘telephone triage’ and ‘telephone consultation’, but it can be challenging to differentiate what is meant by each. In many cases, the terms appear to be used interchangeably or are ill-defined or poorly described.\(^41\) The term ‘telephone triage’ is generally applied to an approach in which patients requesting a face-to-face appointment are asked to first speak to a doctor by telephone before a decision is made regarding whether or not the patient needs to attend and how quickly that should happen. ‘Telephone consultation’ can be understood as a more general term, which encapsulates consultations undertaken as part of triage or consultations that are undertaken by telephone for other purposes, such as scheduled check-ups or follow-up for the management of chronic conditions. In this chapter, we use the term ‘telephone consultation’ to encompass both triage and more generic consultation systems. It was not clear if any of the systems covered in the literature related directly to ‘telephone first’ approaches as presented in this study.

**Prevalence of telephone consultations**

There are few empirical studies that give an indication of the level of use of telephone consultations in general practice. A survey of general practices in Devon, published in 2001, showed that 19% of practices (\(n = 15\)) surveyed were offering telephone consultations for patients seeking same-day appointments that were not deemed urgent. A survey of practice managers in Wales, published in 2008, reported that 42% of those who responded (\(n = 167\)) had introduced GP telephone consultations more systematically since 2003, when a new General Medical Services contract was introduced. More recently, a survey of the use of different forms of alternatives to face-to-face appointments\(^30\) showed that two-thirds of practices (211/318, 66%) surveyed, across south-west England and Scotland, reported that they were using telephone consultations ‘frequently’, although this was not further defined.

Before the publication of a retrospective analysis of 100 million consultations in England (2007–14)\(^44\) in 2016, information on the proportion of consultations that take place by telephone within a general practice was mainly restricted to information provided by individual GPs in letters to journals. In these,\(^34,37,45\) GPs make the claim that telephone consultations form an important part of appointment provision, accounting in one case for 43% of all appointments.\(^45\) The much larger retrospective analysis by Hobbs et al.\(^44\) included analysis of
GP and nurse consultations for registered patients at 398 English general practices from April 2007 to March 2014. The largest change observed in patterns of consultation over this period was a doubling of GP telephone consultation rates. This increase compared with a 5.2% increase in GP face-to-face consultations over the same period, although face-to-face consultations still accounted for 90% of all consultations despite the increase in use of telephone consultations.

**Impact on access to primary care**

One potential advantage of telephone consultations is that they improve access, either by negating the need to travel or by increasing convenience for patients; however, there is limited research addressing this directly. A qualitative study in Scotland\(^3\) reported that GP telephone consultations were generally seen to improve patient access. For patients who worked full time, had reduced mobility, valued not needing to travel to the surgery or lived in rural and remote areas, telephone consultations were seen as a helpful way to overcome physical distance and the need to travel. In urban practices, greater emphasis was placed on using telephone consultations for acute presentations as a way of managing demand.

The ESTEEM trial of telephone consultations for patients requesting same-day appointments\(^2\) reported that, although the introduction of the telephone consulting system was associated with improved access in terms of getting through on the telephone, there was no overall difference in ease of access to prompt care, comparing patients receiving the GP-led telephone system and those receiving usual care. The study also found that the introduction of telephone consultations did not seem to alleviate the challenges faced by working patients in accessing flexible and convenient care.\(^2\) Patients unable to take time away from work or who could do so only with difficulty reported lower satisfaction than those who did not have these challenges, and this did not vary depending on whether patients were receiving GP-led telephone consultations or usual care.\(^2\)

**Perceived appropriateness of telephone consultations**

Patient and doctor perceptions of the appropriateness of using telephone consultations to deliver care in general practice appear to be given most focus among earlier published studies. Two studies\(^4\),\(^5\) found little agreement between doctors and patients in perceived appropriateness of GP telephone consultations for a given complaint. Stevenson et al.\(^6\) found that, after face-to-face consultations, doctors and patients were in agreement about only 5.5% of 1067 face-to-face consultations in terms of whether or not the issue discussed could have been dealt with by telephone. Doctors showed a greater inclination towards telephone use than patients, with consultations considered in hindsight to be appropriate for management by telephone in 13.9% of cases for GPs, as opposed to 11.4% of cases for patients.\(^6\) The single-practice study by Kernick et al.\(^7\) also found little agreement between patients and doctors, who were separately interviewed before booked face-to-face consultations regarding whether they felt that the patient could have been appropriately managed by a telephone consultation with the GP or a consultation with a specially trained nurse. The study reported that both patients and doctors considered that only a small number of cases were suitable for management by telephone (5.8% and 5.1%, respectively). Among GPs interviewed by Hallam,\(^8\) there was broad agreement on the types of complaint that could be appropriately handled by telephone, including minor, self-limiting conditions and certain recurring conditions, whereas those thought to be inappropriate for telephone consultation included chest pain, abdominal pain, breathing difficulties, illness in a young child or new patient, non-traumatic bleeding and high fever.

More recently, the ESTEEM trial process evaluation\(^9\) suggests that patients are more open to telephone consultations and have greater confidence in the GP assessing their problem on the telephone. Patients appreciated the convenience offered by GP telephone consultations and felt that it made sense for the doctor, rather than the patient, to decide whether or not an appointment was needed and to weed out ‘time wasters’.
Experience of patients

Patient satisfaction
A range of studies published from 1992 to 2015 report on patient satisfaction with GP telephone consultations. These studies tend to report high levels of satisfaction, although many do so without a comparator. Jiwa et al. reported that 98% of patients responding to a survey in one general practice were satisfied with the outcome of a GP telephone consultation and 84% [95% confidence interval (CI) 76% to 90%] would happily receive the service again in similar circumstances. Two RCTs reported no significant difference overall in patient satisfaction between those who received telephone consultations and those who received face-to-face consultations with their GP. Analysis from the ESTEEM trial also allowed comparison between patients managed by telephone consultation by a GP or by a nurse. Calitri et al. found that, compared with GP face-to-face consultations, patients who received a nurse telephone consultation alone, or who received a nurse telephone consultation with a subsequent GP face-to-face consultation, were less satisfied than those whose telephone call was with a GP initially.

Confidentiality
One discussion paper, one qualitative study and the ESTEEM trial process evaluation raise specific concerns around confidentiality and telephone consultations. The qualitative study involving patients, clinicians and administrative staff, reported a broad range of concerns. These related to conversations that could potentially be overheard (whether at home, in the surgery, at work or in public spaces) and the disclosure of personal information to the receptionist. In addition, difficulty of maintaining privacy in small communities, errors in identification and identity fraud, the use of answering machines, third-party conversations (e.g. between the doctor and a relative if the patient’s consent is unclear) and teenagers’ confidentiality, especially in relation to sexual health, were raised as concerns.

Experience of hard-to-reach and vulnerable groups
Although the introduction of telephone consulting may help to overcome some barriers to access for primary care, such as physical distance, a number of studies reflected concerns that telephone consultation systems may exacerbate access inequalities or differential experiences for hard-to-reach or potentially vulnerable groups of patients. Groups of concern in the literature include those without access to a telephone or with language or other communication difficulties, as well as older people, ethnic minorities and the economically deprived.

Older people
Two studies showed that older patients were one of the largest and most frequent users of telephone consultation services. Although a recent survey of general practices in England and Scotland highlighted concerns among some GPs that elderly patients could be disadvantaged as a result of telephone consultations, there is very little research from which to judge whether or not this concern is realised in practice. One study across five general practices found that older patients were not disadvantaged by telephone consultations in primary care, and that Patient Enablement Instrument (PEI) scores (a self-reported measure of a patient’s ability to cope with illness) following telephone consultations did not differ between older (aged > 70 years) and younger respondents.

Ethnicity
Two studies considered the experiences of patients from ethnic minority groups with telephone consultations and suggest that the pattern of experience is varied and sensitive to the type of health-care professional involved. In the ESTEEM trial, differences in satisfaction with different telephone consultation approaches reported between ethnic groups were generally small (with those from ethnic minority groups being less satisfied than British white patients), and substantially less than differences in overall satisfaction reported by ethnic minorities compared with white British patients.

However, an earlier qualitative study by Rashid and Jagger compared views and experiences of telephone consultations among Asian and non-Asian patients, and reported that more Asian patients disliked
management of illness by telephone and consultations that did not involve GPs (e.g. with a nurse) than non-Asian patients. The authors reported that only 6% of Asian patients reported difficulty explaining their symptoms in English and concluded that cultural differences were more likely to explain the differences in experiences and views of telephone consultations and other aspects of using health care.

Deprivation
The ESTEEM trial found a non-significant difference in reported convenience for GP-led telephone consultations and nurse-led triage compared with usual care by patients in more deprived groups.27

Experience of staff

Clinicians
Clinicians’ experiences were explored in the ESTEEM trial process evaluation,6,26 although the authors note that findings may have been affected by the implementation of telephone consultations under trial conditions.

The authors found that attitudes towards telephone consultations varied between practices and doctors. Telephone consultations were seen to benefit practices in a number of ways. They were viewed as an optimal use of resources, allowing them to allocate appointments more equitably, efficiently and rationally, and facilitating more appropriate appointments6 than before. Perceived benefits were accentuated by overwhelming demand that staff reported having experienced previously, and telephone consultations were often seen to have helped in this regard. Indeed, clinician’s experiences of reduced pressure and stress as a result of the introduction of telephone consultations were also noted across some of the grey literature.58

However, factors such as the effective allocation of resources and support, division of workload and roles and communication also affected successful implementation and staff acceptability. Workload disparity between clinicians was a key challenge, with some GPs taking on more calls than others, whether because of patient preference (e.g. female GPs taking on more female patients) or because of the use of a ‘duty doctor’ system, in which specific GPs were charged with taking calls at any given time. Although the latter could have the potential to even out workload, some of the staff who were interviewed felt that this placed additional burden on non-duty doctors, who had to cope with the demand for face-to-face appointments by doing additional sessions or taking paperwork home,26 thus highlighting the importance of careful planning in staff allocation in the use of telephone consultation systems. Although some GPs were entirely comfortable with using the telephone, others found the experience stressful, dissatisfying and inefficient.6 The manner in which system change is communicated and discussed among staff was also important to how the telephone consultation approach was received,26 and a supportive staff team and culture of adaptability to change improved acceptability.

Reception staff
Two studies reported on reception staff’s experiences and showed that these were mixed, possibly dependent on the model of telephone consultation and variable roles for receptionists within these. Receptionists interviewed as part of the ESTEEM trial felt that the telephone consultation system made their job less stressful by relieving the burden of finding appointments, dealing with patient frustration or having to make judgements about the urgency of patients’ complaints;6 however, the authors also noted the importance of resource allocation to support and empower reception staff in their new roles within the telephone-based system;26 and indeed a qualitative study in Scotland29 emphasised the discomfort felt by some receptionists because of the responsibility placed on them to request information about a patient’s condition(s) for the purposes of triage.

Education and training

The importance of education regarding the proper use of telephone consultations for clinicians and staff, as well as for patients, was highlighted by some authors, although it was not the main focus of any study reviewed.
Three papers from the grey literature highlighted concerns regarding a lack of specialised training for clinicians delivering telephone consultations, with GPs having to learn by trial and error. The lack of training for receptionists and their key role in distinguishing urgent from non-urgent cases was also seen as a potential risk to patient safety.

Patient education and understanding of telephone consultation systems was also a factor explored in the literature, although to a small degree. A published survey of four practices in England linked significant differences in levels of patient awareness of telephone consultation systems between practices to the practices’ approaches to publicity. These included receptionists telling patients, use of leaflets or posters or reliance on word of mouth. The study found that only half of the total number of patient respondents (n = 1025) knew that they could speak to a doctor by telephone. More recently, the ESTEEM trial process evaluation found that some patients were confused about how their new consultation system worked.

**Impact on the nature of consultations**

Two studies in the UK that compared the nature and content of patient–doctor interactions in telephone and face-to-face consultations found that telephone interactions were shorter and largely focused on single-issue or biomedical concerns. Telephone consultations emphasised biomedical information exchange over psychosocial or affective communication, and doctors used closed questions much more commonly than they used open ones; however, Hewitt et al. point out that brief telephone consultations are appropriate when telephone consultations for new problems would lead to a face-to-face meeting. The ESTEEM trial also compared nurse and doctor telephone interactions with patients in a sample of video- and audio-recorded consultations. They reported that, although the length of calls was similar, nurses asked patients more questions [mean 14.72 questions, standard deviation (SD) 6.42 questions] than GPs (mean 5.51 questions, SD 4.66 questions), on average, whereas GPs asked more questions eliciting patient concerns or expectations and to obtain medical history than nurses (43% of GPs’ questions were of this nature, compared with only 11% of nurses’ questions). In interpreting these apparently large differences, it is important to note that the nurses, but not GPs, were using computer-aided software when they took a patient history.

**Patient safety and health outcomes**

A number of papers raise concerns about patient safety in relation to use of the telephone as an alternative to face-to-face contact with GPs, and indeed conclusions with regard to safety have been the subject of disagreement and debate among researchers; however, few studies have provided empirical evidence to support these concerns. Studies that reported that telephone consultations appear safe did so only on the basis that patient–doctor communication can be adequate and patient recall of safety-netting instructions is improved. Most recently, although the authors could not rule out differences between groups for measures of safety, the ESTEEM trial found that GP- and nurse-led telephone consultations appeared safe, and were not associated with excess deaths, hospital admissions or attendance at emergency departments.

**Impact on service utilisation and delivery**

**Impact on primary care contacts**

The impact of GP telephone consultations on primary care workload and on the number of face-to-face appointments was a key issue in a range of studies, which suggests that, although telephone consultations can result in initial reductions in primary care demand, over time this may represent a redistribution of workload rather than an overall saving. There is some evidence in small-scale studies and claims in letters that GP telephone consultation systems reduced patient demand for face-to-face appointments, out-of-hours services and home visits. Earlier studies of patient perspectives also suggested that telephone consultations resulted in resource savings, as approximately three-quarters of patients surveyed who had received telephone consultations would have made a face-to-face appointment had they not spoken to the GP on the telephone.
However, the ESTEEM\textsuperscript{23} and McKinstry \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{29} RCTs suggest that an initial drop in face-to-face contacts is associated with a redistribution rather than reduction of GP workload. The authors found that GP telephone consultations led to an increase in consultations (of all types) in the subsequent 2 weeks (from 0.4 to 0.6 consultations, 95\% CI of difference 0.0 to 0.3 consultations)\textsuperscript{6,31,35,41} or an overall increase in combined telephone and face-to-face contacts compared with usual care.\textsuperscript{6,23}

The ESTEEM trial found that GP telephone consultations were associated with a 33\% increase in the mean number of contacts over the next 28 days compared with usual care (face to face and telephone combined) [2.65 (SD 1.74) contacts (telephone consultation system) vs. 1.91 (SD 1.43) contacts (usual care), rate ratio (RR) 1.33, 95\% CI 1.30 to 1.36]. Although GP telephone consultations reduced face-to-face contacts by 39\% (RR 0.61, 95\% CI 0.54 to 0.69), the mean number of telephone consultations per patient increased 10-fold. Thus, the authors identified an overall redistribution of GP workload with GP telephone consultations, with any time savings from reduced face-to-face contacts more than balanced by increases in the number of telephone contacts undertaken.\textsuperscript{6}

**Impact on the duration of clinician contact**

The ESTEEM\textsuperscript{23} and McKinstry \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{29} RCTs also examined the impact of telephone consultations on the duration of clinician contacts, and found no significant difference and some time savings, respectively, when compared with usual care. The ESTEEM trial found no overall clinician time savings from GP telephone consultations: the composite duration of clinician–patient contact on the day of the request was 10.3 minutes for GP telephone consultations and 9.6 minutes for usual care, with no clinically significant difference in the overall GP time required between the two.\textsuperscript{24}

The two-site RCT by McKinstry \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{31} found that the use of telephone consultations for same-day appointments was time-saving overall, in terms of patient–doctor contact, compared with those appointments that were made directly face to face, but the longest clinician contact was for those who consulted by telephone and were subsequently asked to come to the practice (mean 10.9 minutes, SD 4.4 minutes),\textsuperscript{35} however, shorter-term savings may have been offset by the higher subsequent reconsultation noted above. Two trials\textsuperscript{24,31} found that the duration of a GP face-to-face consultation combined with a preceding telephone consultation was longer than that of a face-to-face consultation in usual care.

**Impact on use of out-of-hours and emergency services**

Although the grey literature reviewed includes claims of lower numbers of A&E attendances as a result of the introduction of telephone consultation systems,\textsuperscript{68–70} the evidence to bear out these claims is limited, as only one study\textsuperscript{23} reported on the impact of telephone consultation systems on the use of health services outside primary care. The ESTEEM trial\textsuperscript{23} found no significant difference between the use of NHS Direct or emergency care services for patients assigned to GP- or nurse-led consultations and usual care. The authors found no significant increase in the proportion of patients with at least one emergency admission within 7 or 28 days of the consultation request, in either the GP- or nurse-led telephone groups, when compared with usual care. Additionally, similar proportions of patients reported contact with NHS Direct in the 28-day follow-up across the three groups (roughly 2\%), with similar mean numbers of contacts, at 0.05 and 0.04 per person for GP telephone consultations and usual care, respectively.\textsuperscript{23}

**Impact on costs**

Although significantly increased telephone costs\textsuperscript{45,49,58,68,71} and concerns around the initial financial outlay\textsuperscript{30} associated with the implementation of telephone consultation systems were raised in the literature, robust evidence on costs is sparse. An economic evaluation conducted as part of ESTEEM\textsuperscript{23} found that, although GP telephone consultations were associated with increased contacts, there was no significant difference in average costs of health care over 28 days from a same-day consultation request between patients who received GP telephone consultations and usual care, possibly attributable to the reduction in GP face-to-face contacts.
The impact of telephone consultation on prescribing behaviour was raised as another concern in relation to cost. Some authors argued that a tendency for telephone consultation to foster ‘automatic’ repeats of medication would result in overprescribing and higher costs for patients and the health system.72 Yet, studies that investigated prescribing patterns31,48 found limited use in telephone consultations or no difference in GP antibiotic prescribing behaviour compared with face-to-face consultations.

The potential for telephone consultations to offer patient cost savings, especially on travel in remote rural areas, has also been noted,79 but remains unexplored in the literature.

Summary

We have given an overview of the existing evidence base around telephone consultations in primary care as it relates to patient access, patient experience (including that of hard-to-reach and vulnerable groups), clinician and staff experience, the nature of consultations, patient safety, service utilisation (both within and outside general practice) and costs. Although the limited nature of the evidence has been noted here and elsewhere,36,54 in the last decade key studies and bodies of work, such as the ESTEEM trial23 and the work of McKinstry and colleagues,29–33 have clearly contributed towards a more robust evidence base in the UK. We did not seek to exclude studies on the basis of quality, which runs the risk of overinferring from poor-quality studies. This said, we have noted study type and any major limitations to interpreting findings throughout our synthesis.

In relation to our three research questions, the existing evidence around telephone consultation remains patchy and somewhat inconclusive. There is evidence to suggest that the content and focus of consultations is altered in telephone consultations compared with face-to-face consultations, but there is limited evidence from which to assess whether or not this has an impact on patient safety. Overall, patients seem no less satisfied with telephone consultations than with face-to-face consultations, although telephone-based systems do not appear to necessarily overcome challenges of access for those in work, or improve satisfaction for those living remotely. Nor is there evidence to suggest that particular patient groups, such as older patients, are specifically disadvantaged through the use of telephone consultation systems. Patients from ethnic minority groups may have different experiences of telephone consultations compared with white British patients, but the reasons for this need further exploration. The experience of clinicians and wider practice staff is varied and contingent on the system and practice context into which telephone consulting is introduced. In terms of resource use, although telephone consultation may reduce primary care contact (e.g. through consultation length) initially, it seems likely from the evidence that this is not sustained when subsequent contacts are taken into account. Similarly, it is not clear that telephone consultations result in changes in patients’ use of wider health services, such as emergency care, changed patterns of GP prescribing or potential cost savings. The evidence base needs to be strengthened in this regard.
Chapter 3 Analysis of administrative data from general practices

Data were provided by one commercial provider (GP Access) using data from administrative information within the clinical records of practices using the ‘telephone first’ approach. The analysis aimed to explore if, and how, appointments changed following the introduction of the approach.

Methods

Data on telephone and face-to-face appointments and on continuity of care were extracted from the practices’ computer systems by the commercial company up to 28 October 2016 and transferred to the research team as anonymised data sets for analysis. For individual appointment-level data, information was available regarding the date and time when an appointment was booked, the date and time when the appointment took place, the type of appointment (face-to-face, telephone, home visits or administrative) and who the appointment was with (GP, nurse or other). Continuity of care was measured over short time periods in the months following the introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach. The continuity of care data included the usual provider continuity (UPC) score (the proportion of visits that are with the most frequently seen GP) and patient age. To preserve anonymity, the commercial company created the UPC score; this was calculated for each patient who had two or more appointments in any 1 calendar month as the number of appointments with the GP most frequently seen divided by the total number of appointments in that time period. Patients could not be linked across different months. The company also provided details on the date when the ‘telephone first’ approach was introduced and the current status of the system [i.e. whether, in their view, the practices were still running the ‘telephone first’ system per protocol, running a hybrid system (e.g. permitting some degree of advance booking) or had ceased using the approach]. Only practices that launched the ‘telephone first’ approach before 31 December 2015 were included in the final data set to allow sufficient time for the system to have bedded in (potentially allowing ≥ 10 months of post-intervention data for each practice, although in reality this was often less).

As data were available for intervention practices from only one commercial company, there are no control practices. Care must therefore be taken in attributing changes to the intervention, as outside factors (e.g. other contemporaneous changes in the NHS) could have had an influence on the results. We examined changes in the following outcomes (see Table 1 for full definitions):

- number of appointments
- time waited for an appointment
- length of appointment
- total time spent consulting (by GPs) per day
- continuity of care.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria are outlined in Table 1. The reason for excluding appointments that took place on Saturdays or Sundays (and appointments booked on these days when considering the time waited for an appointment) was that the very small numbers compromised statistical modelling. Given their rarity, excluding these appointments was unlikely to have had an important overall effect on our conclusions.
Consultation lengths were determined by how long patient records were open for each consultation, rather than the actual time spent consulting. Although consultations lasting > 30 minutes do take place, we considered that recorded durations of > 30 minutes were more likely to reflect a record being left open beyond the end of a consultation and so, when considering the length of appointments or the total time spent consulting per day by practice GPs, appointments lasting > 30 minutes were excluded from the analysis.

**Statistical analysis**
Two types of analysis were carried out for each of the outcomes. The first was a before-and-after analysis, illustrated by the ‘superposed epoch graphs’ which (see Figures 2–4) in the chapter where the introduction of the system in each practice is set at time zero. A superposed epoch graph is a way of visually representing changes that take place over time in a number of practices when an intervention took place in all of the
practices but at different times. The plots show trends over time relative to the time at which the intervention started, which is defined as time zero, enabling visual inspection of changes before and after the intervention. Second, an interrupted time-series regression analysis was performed for each outcome, looking (1) for within-practice step changes at the time when the intervention was introduced and (2) for a within-practice change in the preceding trend (e.g. slowing down of a previous increase). We also model heterogeneity in these changes to examine whether or not the intervention has a different effect in different practices. Full details of the statistical analysis are given in Appendix 2.

A large proportion (30%) of data on length of appointment were missing from the practice data provided by the commercial company, especially for telephone consultations (52% compared with 18% for face-to-face consultations). Ignoring appointments with missing durations would have led to a systematic underestimation of the total time spent consulting. To overcome this, appointment length was imputed for those appointments with missing length and then added to the observed lengths to obtain a better estimate of the total time spent consulting for each day in each practice. Because we were imputing individual consultation lengths rather than total time spent consulting per day in a practice, a single imputation was made using a linear regression model similar to that used in the analysis of individual consultation lengths, but with fixed effects for practice rather than random effects, and stratified by before and after the intervention launch. Single, rather than multiple, imputation was used because of the computational burden. The use of single imputation will not lead to a biasing of estimates but may lead to an underestimate of standard errors (SEs). To combat this, the imputed SEs were multiplied by the square root of the ratio of the proportion of cases requiring no imputation.

Our main analyses were all done on an intention-to-treat basis. This included all practices identified by the commercial company as having used the ‘telephone first’ approach, even when the practices were using a hybrid form of the approach (e.g. by allowing some prebooked appointments) or had since ceased using it altogether. In this and other analyses, a sensitivity analysis (see Appendix 3) was performed, restricting the analysis to practices in which we believed, on the basis of information provided by the commercial company, that the system was being run consistently with the company’s protocols. The companies were asked to classify all practices that had used their ‘telephone first’ approach as ‘running’, ‘hybrid’ (i.e. allowing some additional degree of advance booking of appointments) or ‘reverted’ (i.e. had stopped using the ‘telephone first’ approach). In the per-protocol sensitivity analyses, we included only practices classified by the companies as ‘running’.

Results

The main intention-to-treat analysis included data from 59 practices with 1,926,979 appointments spread over 16,795 practice-days. The sensitivity ‘per-protocol’ analysis (see Appendix 3) included data from 27 practices covering 997,772 appointments over 8158 practice-days.

Number of appointments

Superposed epoch analysis

The mean number of appointments per 1000 patients per day was 16.5 (SD 6.3) before the intervention started; this increased to 21.8 appointments (SD 8.1 appointments) post intervention (Figure 2). This increase differed by appointment type, with decreases seen in the number of face-to-face appointments, from a mean of 13.0 appointments (SD 4.5 appointments) to a mean of 9.3 appointments (SD 5.5 appointments) (Figure 3), and increases seen in the number of telephone appointments, from a mean of 3.0 appointments (SD 4.0 appointments) to a mean of 12.2 appointments (SD 7.5 appointments) (Figure 4).
FIGURE 2 Superposed epoch analysis showing the change in the total number of appointments per 1000 patients per day relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

FIGURE 3 Superposed epoch analysis showing the change in the number of face-to-face appointments per 1000 patients per day relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means. Reproduced from Newbould et al. This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
Regression analysis

The changes observed in the superposed epoch analysis are reflected in the regression analyses (Table 2). There was a 28% increase in all appointments following the introduction of the intervention (RR at step change 1.28, 95% CI 1.17 to 1.39; \( p < 0.0001 \)), which comprised a 38% drop in face-to-face appointments and a 12-fold increase in the number of telephone consultations (RRs for step change are presented in Table 2; \( p < 0.0001 \) for all appointment types). It should be noted that the large relative change in telephone appointments in part reflects small numbers pre launch and that this relative increase is larger than the change in average figures as it represents the average within-practice change (the mean rate of telephone consultations pre launch will be more strongly influenced by those practices already doing many telephone consultations). Although there was a slight slowing in the initial rate of increase, the total number of appointments continued to increase post intervention by 4% per year (RR 1.04, 95% CI 1.04 to 1.05; \( p < 0.0001 \)). There was considerable heterogeneity between practices in the changes in total number of appointments with the 95% reference ranges suggesting that some practices reduced overall appointment numbers by up to 32%, whereas for others the total number of appointments increased by a factor of 2.4. The per-protocol sensitivity analysis produced broadly consistent findings (see Appendix 3).

Time waited for an appointment

Superposed epoch analysis

The mean number of days between booking an appointment and having an appointment across all intervention practices was 4.0 (SD 7.0) prior to the intervention and 0.9 (SD 3.9) after the intervention (Figure 5). Similar drops in time between booking and having an appointment are seen when restricting to face-to-face appointments [from a mean of 4.5 days (SD 7.4 days) to a mean of 1.8 days (SD 5.6 days)] and telephone appointments [from a mean of 1.8 days (SD 4.2 days) to a mean of 0.3 days (SD 1.7 days)].
### TABLE 2 Results of mixed-effects Poisson regression showing the effect of the intervention on the number of appointments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appointment type</th>
<th>Step change at transition</th>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Pre transition</th>
<th>Post transition</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>RR (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>RR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>1.28 (1.17 to 1.39)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1.07 (1.06 to 1.08)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1.04 (1.04 to 1.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face to face</td>
<td>0.62 (0.55 to 0.71)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1.03 (1.01 to 1.04)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.98 (0.97 to 0.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>12.04 (6.33 to 22.90)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1.11 (1.09 to 1.12)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1.46 (1.43 to 1.49)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a The heterogeneity is given in terms of the 95% reference range. This is the range of RRs for the step changes we expect to see across 95% of practices. It is estimated from the SD of random slope for step change ($\sigma_{ste}$) combined with the fixed effect of step change ($\beta_{ste}$) as $e^{\beta_{ste} \pm 1.96\sigma_{ste}}$.

*b Interaction $p$-value is for a test of whether or not the post-transition trend is different from the pre-transition trend.

**Note**
Adjustment is also made for month and day of the week as well as a random intercept for practice to account for different baseline levels.
Regression analysis
Decreases in the number of days to an appointment, seen in the superposed epoch graphs, are reflected in the regression analysis (Table 3). The time between booking and having an appointment dropped, on average, by 3.3 days (95% CI –3.8 to –2.8 days; \( p < 0.0001 \)) after initially switching to the intervention (step change). The same decrease is seen for face-to-face appointments and a smaller reduction is seen for telephone consultations. The time between booking and having an appointment continued to increase over time following the introduction of the intervention; however, given that the annual increase in time waited is much smaller than the initial step decrease in time waited following the introduction of the intervention, it would take many years for the waiting time in the average practice to return to pre-intervention levels. Again, the 95% reference ranges show that there was substantial heterogeneity between practices in the reduction in length of time waited between booking and having an appointment; however, all practices show a decrease in the time between booking and having an appointment.

The per-protocol sensitivity analysis produced broadly consistent findings for the step change in time waited immediately following the introduction of the intervention, but there was evidence that the time waited between booking and getting an appointment of any type continued to decrease slightly post intervention in these practices (see Appendix 3).

Length of appointment
Superposed epoch analysis
On average, the duration of appointments decreased from 10.5 minutes (SD 6.0 minutes) pre intervention to 8.5 minutes (SD 6.2 minutes) post intervention (Figure 6). The change in duration was less when restricting to face-to-face appointments [from a mean of 10.9 minutes (SD 5.9 minutes) to a mean of 10.2 minutes (SD 6.4 minutes)] or telephone appointments [from a mean of 7.7 minutes (SD 6.0 minutes) to a mean of 6.2 minutes (SD 5.1 minutes)], suggesting that much of the overall reduction in average appointment duration is due to a change in the proportion of appointments that are telephone appointments. It is worth bearing in mind that patients who had a face-to-face appointment may also have had a telephone appointment.
**TABLE 3** Results of mixed-effects linear regression showing the effect of the intervention on the time between booking and having an appointment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appointment type</th>
<th>Step change at transition</th>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Interaction p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean time to appointment (days) (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>Mean change in time to appointment (days/year) (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>–3.30 (–3.80 to –2.80)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>–5.91 to –0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face to face</td>
<td>–3.31 (–3.89 to –2.72)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>–6.31 to –0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>–0.78 (–1.07 to –0.48)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>–2.21 to –0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The heterogeneity is given in terms of the 95% reference range. This is the range of step changes we expect to see across 95% of practices. It is estimated from the SD of random slope for step change ($\sigma_{step}$) combined with the fixed effect of step change ($\beta_{step}$) as $\beta_{step} \pm 1.96\sigma_{step}$.

b Interaction p-value is for a test of whether or not the post-transition trend is different from the pre-transition trend.

Note
Adjustment is also made for month and day of the week as well as a random intercept for practice to account for different baseline levels.
For this reason, it is likely that the total consultation duration for each patient increases for patients who had both telephone and face-to-face appointments; however, as we cannot link telephone and face-to-face appointments, we cannot demonstrate that this is actually the case.

Regression analysis
The regression analysis suggests that the differences observed in the superposed epoch analysis exaggerate the effect of the intervention somewhat (Table 4). Across all appointment types there was a mean decrease in appointment duration of 0.9 minutes (95% CI 1.43 to 0.33 minutes; \( p = 0.0024 \)) immediately following the introduction of the intervention. There was no significant evidence of a change in the duration of face-to-face appointments \( (p = 0.18) \), whereas telephone appointments decreased in duration by about 0.5 minutes. The 95% reference ranges indicate that there was considerable heterogeneity between practices, with some practices reducing the durations of appointments and others increasing the durations of appointments. For all appointments, there was a reversal in the pre-intervention trend of increasing appointment duration to a post-intervention trend of decreasing appointment duration such that, on average, over the year following the intervention launch there was an additional reduction of around 0.3 minutes.

The per-protocol sensitivity analysis produced estimates in the same direction, but the decrease in average appointment length was smaller. This smaller decrease, combined with larger SEs as a result of the decreased sample size, meant that the decrease in appointment duration was no longer statistically significant, either for all appointments or for telephone consultations (see Appendix 3).

**Total time spent consulting per day by general practitioners**

Superposed epoch analysis
The mean time spent consulting per 1000 patients increased slightly from 7.8 hours (SD 2.5 hours) per day pre intervention to 8.5 hours (SD 4.0 hours) post intervention (Figure 7). It should be noted that the number of practices providing data decreased rapidly in the months after the launch. The reason for this is that, although we had a minimum cut-off point for the ‘after’ period of data collection, some practices had longer periods of data available for the period after the change. For this reason, some medium- or long-term effects might not be evident.
### TABLE 4 Results of mixed-effects linear regression showing the effect of the intervention on the duration of appointments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appointment type</th>
<th>Step change at transition</th>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Pre transition</th>
<th>Post transition</th>
<th>Interaction p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean change in length of appointment (minutes) (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>Mean change in length of appointment (minutes/year) (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>Mean change in length of appointment (minutes/year) (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>–0.88 (–1.43 to –0.33)</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>–3.67 to 1.91</td>
<td>0.19 (0.14 to 0.25)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face to face</td>
<td>0.22 (–0.11 to 0.55)</td>
<td>0.1800</td>
<td>–1.41 to 1.86</td>
<td>0.35 (0.29 to 0.41)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>–0.51 (–0.89 to –0.13)</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>–1.79 to 0.77</td>
<td>0.42 (0.28 to 0.57)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The heterogeneity is given in terms of the 95% reference range. This is the range of step changes we expect to see across 95% of practices. It is estimated from the SD of random slope for step change (\( \sigma_{step} \)) combined with the fixed effect of step change (\( \beta_{step} \)) as \( \beta_{step} \pm 1.96 \sigma_{step} \).

b Interaction p-value is for a test of whether or not the post-transition trend is different from the pre-transition trend.

**Note**

Adjustment is also made for month and day of the week as well as a random intercept for practice to account for different baseline levels.
Regression analysis

There was only very weak evidence \((p = 0.088)\) of any change in the total time spent consulting by GPs each day on average, with an estimated increase of 8% (ratio of time 1.08, 95% CI 0.99 to 1.17) (Table 5). Consistent with the analysis on the number of appointments, the total time spent consulting decreased for face-to-face appointments and increased for telephone appointments. As with other outcomes, large heterogeneity in the effect was seen; some practices experienced an increase in the total time spent consulting of up to 79%, whereas others saw decreases up to 35% (as illustrated by the 95% reference range).

Continuity of care

Superposed epoch analysis

Continuity of care data were available for 50 practices (100,367 data points pre launch and 27,847 data points post launch). The mean continuity index (which takes possible values between 0 and 1) in practices was very similar before and after the launch of the intervention: 0.728 (SD 0.08) and 0.731 (SD 0.79), respectively. This can be seen in the superposed epoch analysis (Figure 8), in which there is some fluctuation over time but values are roughly equal before and after launch. It is also worth noting that the data become sparse at > 5 months post launch.

Regression analysis

The regression analysis provides evidence \((p < 0.001)\) that continuity improves after starting the intervention but only by a small amount (difference of 0.06, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.08 on a scale from 0 to 1). Although there is evidence of a subsequent decrease in continuity, it would take around 10 years to erode the initial gains made if this decline were to continue. As with other outcomes, there is strong heterogeneity in the effect of the intervention between practices, with continuity increasing in most practices but decreasing in some (illustrated by the 95% reference range shown in Table 6).
### TABLE 5 Results of mixed-effects linear regression showing the effect of the intervention on the total time spent consulting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appointment type</th>
<th>Step change at transition</th>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Interaction p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>Heterogeneity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>1.08 (0.99 to 1.17)</td>
<td>0.0883</td>
<td>0.65 to 1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face to face only</td>
<td>0.60 (0.52 to 0.70)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.23 to 1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>5.45 (3.41 to 8.72)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.54 to 55.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The heterogeneity is given in terms of the 95% reference range. This is the range of step changes we expect to see across 95% of practices. It is estimated from the SD of the random slope for step change ($\sigma_{step}$) combined with the fixed effect of step change ($\beta_{step}$) as $\beta_{step} \pm 1.96 \cdot \sigma_{step}$.
- Interaction p-value is for a test of whether or not the post-transition trend is different from the pre-transition trend.

**Notes**
- Adjustment is also made for month and day of the week as well as a random intercept for practice to account for different baseline levels.
- Exponentiated regression coefficients are shown, which represent a relative change (ratio) in time spent consulting.
- Standard errors are corrected to take account of the adjustments made for missing data.
Summary

The analysis presented here demonstrates an increase in the total number of GP appointments with the introduction of the telephone system. This is composed of a substantial increase in telephone appointments and smaller decreases in face-to-face appointments. This is what one would expect from the ‘telephone first’ approach, given that its central mechanism is the use of telephone consultations to reduce the need for face-to-face consultation. These findings are also in line with previous work on telephone triage systems.23 Associated with an increase in the number of consultations is a decrease in the average overall length of consultations. Rather than being driven by shorter face-to-face consultations, this is driven by a shift from predominantly face-to-face consultations to a mix of telephone and face-to-face consultations. Although it would be useful to know whether individual patients used more or less GP time to deal with their problems, these data do not allow us to address that question directly as the anonymisation process meant that it was not possible to link telephone consultations to subsequent face-to-face consultations for individual patients. However, we have been able to look at the impact on total GP workload by considering changes in the total time spent consulting. Here, the uncertainty in our estimates is large, with a best estimate of an 8–9% increase in the total workload of GPs following the start of the ‘telephone first’ approach; again there is wide variation between the experiences of different practices.

Given that the ‘telephone first’ approach does not allow patients to book GP appointments in advance (except in a few circumstances), it is not surprising that we find a dramatic drop in the time between booking an appointment and the appointment taking place (to a mean of < 1 day), a finding that is consistent with our analysis of the GP Patient Survey (see Chapter 6). In contrast, improvements to continuity of care were, at best, modest.
## TABLE 6 Results of mixed-effects linear regression showing the effect of the intervention on the UPC index for face-to-face appointments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step change at transition</th>
<th>Trend</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre transition</td>
<td>Post transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in continuity index</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>Heterogeneity</td>
<td>Change in continuity index per year</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.058 (0.037 to 0.081)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>-0.074 to 0.191</td>
<td>-0.0001 (-0.0002 to 0.0001)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. The heterogeneity is given in terms of the 95% reference range. This is the range of step changes we expect to see across 95% of practices. It is estimated from the SD of random slope for step change ($\sigma_{step}$) combined with the fixed effect of step change ($\beta_{step}$) as $\beta_{step} \pm 1.96\sigma_{step}$.

b. Interaction p-value is for a test of whether or not the post-transition trend is different from the pre-transition trend.

**Note**
Adjustment is also made for month and patient age as well as a random intercept for practice to account for different baseline levels.
Among all of the findings presented here, there is large heterogeneity in the effect of the intervention with, for example, some practices experiencing substantial reductions in overall workload and others finding that there were large increases in overall workload.

Finally, it is worth noting that almost half of the practices that had started the ‘telephone first’ approach had either adopted a hybrid approach in which there was some limited availability of prebooked appointments or had reverted to standard practice. Nevertheless, our sensitivity analysis, which was restricted to those still running the system ‘per protocol’, did not lead to substantially different conclusions.
Chapter 4 Patient experience survey

A descriptive patient survey was undertaken to understand patients’ perspectives and experiences at 20 practices using the ‘telephone first’ approach supported by the commercial providers. The survey questions were designed to understand patients’ experiences of booking an appointment and their satisfaction with the approach. The aim of the survey was to capture an in-depth understanding of patients’ recent experiences of booking an appointment. Later, we present an analysis of data from the national GP Patient Survey (see Chapter 6). Although that analysis allows for a controlled comparison between practices using the ‘telephone first’ approach and those not using the ‘telephone first’ approach, the survey reported in this chapter is a general survey of patients’ experiences with primary care services. For this reason, the GP Patient Survey does not focus on issues specific to the ‘telephone first’ approach.

Methods

Survey development
The survey was designed by the evaluation team, informed by a review of the literature and with reference to a number of existing surveys (including the GP Patient Survey, the General Practice Assessment Questionnaire, the out-of-hours patient questionnaire and the survey used in the ESTEEM trial) from which questions were sourced or adapted. Survey questions were first tested in cognitive interviews with 16 patients in the waiting room of a single practice to determine whether or not they were being interpreted as intended. A revised survey and covering letter were reviewed by PPI representatives on the study advisory committee before full-scale piloting of the survey by post was undertaken (according to the dissemination method outlined in the following sections). Only minor revisions were made following piloting; therefore, pilot data were included in the overall analysis.

Practice selection, sampling and recruitment
The two commercial companies provided a list of practices known to be running the ‘telephone first’ approach. The sampling frame was restricted to practices that had been operating the ‘telephone first’ approach since 24 June 2015 (n = 101) (i.e. those that had been operating the approach for ≥ 6 months at the time of recruitment) in order to ensure that the new appointment system had been given enough time to ‘bed in’. Initially, a stratified random sampling method was used to recruit practices; however, the low participation rate meant that, ultimately, all practices were approached in order to reach our recruitment target. Practices were approached in batches (initially of 10 surgeries and then of five surgeries) by letter; a researcher followed up with a telephone call until either a response was received or researchers had been chasing for 3 months (when attempts were abandoned). This was followed by a mail-out to all of the remaining 61 practices in the final batch. With the final batch for chasing, we randomised the order of the list and worked our way through it, chasing by telephone until we had a sufficient number of practices. The response rate from practices was 20%.

The characteristics of practices that participated in the survey are shown in Table 7. Although there is variation across most of these characteristics, it should be noted that only one rural practice was recruited.

Because of the likelihood that practices that agreed to take part in the survey were more successful in operating the ‘telephone first’ approach than those that declined, we compared the two sets of practices using nationally reported GP Patient Survey data from 2015/16 (weighted for non-response and design). The mean percentage of patients reporting being seen or spoken to on the same or next day was 81.5% (SD 4.2%) for participating practices and 68.6% (SD 14.6%) for those practices that were not recruited. For ‘good’ or ‘very good’ ratings of overall experience, the mean was 86.4% (SD 7.7%) in participating practices and 79.9% (SD 11.4%) in those practices that were not recruited. This confirmed our concern that responses from practices that agreed to take part in this survey were likely to be more positive than other practices using the ‘telephone first’ approach.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice identification number</th>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Launch date</th>
<th>Practice size (n)</th>
<th>GP count (n)</th>
<th>Payer</th>
<th>Rurality</th>
<th>Deprivation (more or less deprived than average)</th>
<th>Ethnicity (above or below average % of population of England that are white)</th>
<th>Sample size (n)</th>
<th>Number of responders</th>
<th>Response rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>7 July 2014</td>
<td>8093</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Self-pay</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>53.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>1 October 2012</td>
<td>6672</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Self-pay</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>48.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>15 April 2013</td>
<td>2347</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>59.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>17 June 2013</td>
<td>7312</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>38.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>25 July 2011</td>
<td>4913</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Self-pay</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Below</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>34.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>1 February 2013</td>
<td>11,484</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Self-pay</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>50.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>24 April 2013</td>
<td>16,072</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Self-pay</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>46.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>11 February 2013</td>
<td>4913</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>31 March 2014</td>
<td>8639</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>20 May 2013</td>
<td>11,489</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>42.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>1 July 2014</td>
<td>7934</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>Below</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>25 June 2012</td>
<td>6128</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Self-pay</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>16 July 2013</td>
<td>8364</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Self-pay</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>58.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>1 July 2014</td>
<td>4538</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>53.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>16 April 2012</td>
<td>6553</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Self-pay</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>23 April 2013</td>
<td>7888</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Self-pay</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>19 November 2012</td>
<td>5738</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>1 April 2013</td>
<td>13,166</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>53.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>16 June 2014</td>
<td>13,703</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>CCG</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>DF</td>
<td>30 April 2012</td>
<td>11,525</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Self-pay</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Above</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CCG, clinical commissioning group; DF, Doctor First; GPA, GP Access.
**Survey distribution**

For each of the 20 practices, the survey was distributed by post to a random sample of between 80 and 100 patients who had received a telephone consultation with a GP during the day preceding the survey mail-out. The mail-out day was selected by the practices. Surveys were distributed between 23 November 2015 and 27 October 2016.

Details of patients who had received a telephone consultation in the day preceding the survey mail-out (or the previous Friday if the mail-out was on a Monday) were extracted into a Microsoft Excel® (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) spreadsheet. These details included:

- patient name
- NHS number
- sex
- age
- ethnicity (if available)
- GP seen
- date and time (a.m. or p.m.) of appointment (if available)
- home address
- usual GP (if available).

Duplicates, based on NHS number, were removed. Children aged between 13 and 17 years were excluded in order to avoid compromising confidentiality when approaching patients in this age group. If the number of patients remaining was < 80, data were extracted on all patients who had spoken to a GP in the 2 days prior to the survey mail-out. If there were > 100 patients (either in a single day or across multiple days needed to get to a sample size of ≥ 80), a random sample of 100 patients was taken. The final sample was reviewed by GPs, who removed any patients for whom they had concerns related to vulnerability.

The survey was posted to patients (or the parents of patients aged < 13 years) with a letter from the practice inviting them to respond. Patients were encouraged to ask for assistance to complete the survey if required. A reminder was posted to non-responders 2 weeks after the original mail-out.

**Analysis**

Survey responses have been summarised using descriptive statistics. Some patients did not answer all of the survey questions; consequently, the total number of responses presented varies for each question as we present the results based on all those who answered it. In order to account for non-response bias, the results have been weighted based on the age and sex of the patients who were sent a survey. There were insufficient data on ethnicity to include in the weighting. The weighted results represent the views of the patients consulting, which might not be representative of all patients registered at the practice; however, this difference also reflects the fact that some groups of patients are more likely to contact the practice than others.

In order to investigate whether or not certain patient groups had different experiences of the ‘telephone first’ approach, we used logistic regression models. We created six dichotomous outcomes:

1. Was the patient expecting a callback? (Yes compared with no/unsure.)
2. How did the patient rate the length of time to be called back? (Good/excellent compared with acceptable/poor/very poor.)
3. How convenient was it speaking to a GP on the telephone? (More convenient compared with less convenient/no difference.)
4. How difficult was it communicating with a GP on the telephone? (More difficult compared with less difficult/no difference.)
5. Did the patient receive a face-to-face appointment with someone? (Yes compared with no.)
6. Would the patient prefer to return to the old appointment system? (Yes/do not mind compared with no.)
Each outcome was modelled in a separate logistic regression, which included age (categorised into nine age bands), sex (male/female), health status (five categories from poor to excellent), ethnicity (white/non-white), primary language (English/other), ability to take time off work (four categories: not relevant, no, yes with difficulty and yes easily) and a random effect for practice.

Results

The survey was sent to 1873 patients from 20 practices. Overall, 837 responses were received; the response rate was 45% (837/1873). Response rates varied between practices, from 23% to 60% (see Table 7), and were slightly higher for female patients than for male patients. Furthermore, older patients were more likely to respond to the survey: the mean age of responders was 17 years higher than the mean age of non-responders (56.2 years compared with 38.9 years, respectively). The demographic characteristics of those responding to the survey are presented in Appendix 4.

Descriptive analysis

Patient experience of using the ‘telephone first’ approach

Of the total sample of respondents, 85.0% (707/831, 82.0% weighted) were calling to discuss their own health (i.e. they were the patient), 9.0% (75/831, 13.0% weighted) were calling on behalf of their child, 4.2% (35/831, 3.5% weighted) were calling on behalf of an adult for whom they cared and 1.7% (14/831, 1.2% weighted) were calling for another reason.

The vast majority of respondents, (91.0%) initially contacted the practice by telephone (753/825, 92.0% weighted), 1.7% initially contacted the practice online (14/825, 1.4% weighted) and 5.7% initially contacted the practice in person (47/825, 5.4% weighted). Only around two-thirds (69.0%; 569/825, 67.0% weighted) of respondents expected to receive a callback from the GP.

The length of time that patients waited for a callback from the GP varied considerably: 23% (189/814, 21% weighted) waited for < 20 minutes, 44% (360/814, 44% weighted) waited for 20–60 minutes and 32% (256/814, 34% weighted) waited > 1 hour. In addition, 1.1% of respondents (9/814, 1.1% weighted) reported that they did not receive a callback. The majority of patients who were called back within 20 minutes of the initial contact rated the waiting time as excellent (71%, 75% weighted). Patients called back within 20–60 minutes most commonly rated the callback waiting time as excellent (33%, 38% weighted) or good (36%, 34% weighted). The majority of those who waited for > 1 hour considered this acceptable (43%, 41% weighted) or good (24%, 25% weighted). The waiting times before receiving a callback and how the respondents rated these are presented in Table 8.

Overall, 50.0% of calls (421/837, 50.0% weighted) resulted in the patient being asked to come to the practice for a face-to-face consultation: 44.0% (367/837, 44.0% weighted) for a GP appointment and 7.3% (61/837, 6.6% weighted) for a nurse appointment. The outcomes of calls are listed in Table 9 (88 respondents listed more than one outcome). Overall, 89.0% of respondents (695/784, 89.0% weighted) were satisfied with the outcome of their call, whereas 7.9% (62/784, 7.9% weighted) thought that they should have received a face-to-face appointment, 1.2% (9/784, 0.9% weighted) thought that a follow-up call should have been arranged and 2.3% (18/784, 2.2% weighted) chose the ‘other’ option.

The majority of participants found speaking to a GP by telephone before having a face-to-face appointment more convenient than just attending a face-to-face appointment without being able to talk to the doctor on the telephone first (55%, 56% weighted); 22% of participants (22% weighted) reported that it was less convenient and 23% (22% weighted) reported that there was no difference. Respondents’ weighted ratings of the convenience of talking to a doctor on the telephone before making an appointment are illustrated in Figure 9.
| Waiting time for callback | Rating of waiting time, % of patients (n/N) | Total, N (%)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 20 minutes</td>
<td>Very poor: 2.1 (4/189) Poor: 2.1 0.5 (1/189) Acceptable: 2.7 (5/189) Good: 24 (45/189) Excellent: 71 (134/189) Total: 3.0 (24/814)</td>
<td>189 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–60 minutes</td>
<td>Very poor: 0.3 (1/360) Poor: 1.9 (7/360) Acceptable: 29 (104/360) Good: 36 (129/360) Excellent: 71 (134/360) Total: 3.1</td>
<td>360 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Bold text indicates the category in which the median value falls for each row.
The majority of patients reported finding no difference between their ability to communicate with the GP over the telephone and their ability to communicate with the GP in person (65%, 64% weighted); 23% (24% weighted) reported that it was more difficult and 12% (12% weighted) reported that it was less difficult. Respondents’ perceptions of their ability to communicate with the GP by telephone is illustrated in Figure 10. For those who reported that it was more difficult to communicate with the GP over the telephone than face to face, the reasons for their answers are provided in Table 10.

Overall, 31% of respondents (250/816, 32% weighted) reported that they preferred the ‘telephone first’ approach to the previous appointment system used by the practice, 33% (267/816, 30% weighted) would prefer to return to the old system and 37% (299/816, 38% weighted) reported that they did not have a preference.
Regression analysis

The results of the regression analysis exploring whether or not patient demographic and social factors are associated with their reported experience of the ‘telephone first’ approach are presented in Table 11. The survey was not designed to be sufficiently large to reliably look at the experiences of individual patient subgroups, and in most cases the differences we found in this post-hoc analysis were not statistically significant. Given this lack of power, we note that there is a lack of statistical significance even when large coefficients are seen [e.g. odds ratios (ORs) as large as 2]. One statistically significant effect is that women are less likely to report it being more convenient to speak to a GP on the telephone (OR 0.57, 95% CI 0.41 to 0.82; \( p = 0.002 \)).

There was weak evidence that working status was associated with convenience of speaking to a GP on the telephone (\( p = 0.07 \)) and ratings of waiting times (\( p = 0.06 \)). In particular, those who could not take time away from work to receive a callback were less likely to report it to be more convenient to speak to a GP on the ‘telephone first’ (OR 0.46, 95% CI 0.23 to 0.92) and less likely to rate the waiting time as being satisfactory than those who were more easily able to take time away from work (OR 0.45, 95% CI 0.22 to 0.91). There was also weak evidence (\( p = 0.06 \)) that respondents with less than excellent self-reported health were less likely to report that it was more convenient to speak to a GP by telephone than those who reported being in excellent health (e.g. poor vs. excellent OR 0.34, 95% CI 0.14 to 0.83). There was also weak evidence (\( p = 0.08 \)) that self-reported health status was associated with the reported ease of communicating with a GP by telephone. Respondents with very good/good/fair self-reported health status...
TABLE 11 Results of logistic regression analysis examining the association between patient factors and experiences of the ‘telephone first’ approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient factors</th>
<th>Experience</th>
<th>Expecting a callback (n = 660)</th>
<th>Rating of waiting time for callback (n = 656)</th>
<th>Convenience of speaking to GP on telephone (n = 640)</th>
<th>Difficulty of communicating by telephone (n = 647)</th>
<th>Got a face-to-face appointment (n = 663)</th>
<th>Prefers old system (n = 656)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 18</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.32 (0.59 to 2.94)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.25 (0.53 to 2.93)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.64 (0.29 to 1.40)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–24</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85 (0.32 to 2.29)</td>
<td>1.15 (0.37 to 3.63)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.27 to 2.10)</td>
<td>1.17 (0.23 to 5.98)</td>
<td>1.45 (0.58 to 4.43)</td>
<td>1.74 (0.61 to 4.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–34</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.83 (0.41 to 1.71)</td>
<td>1.18 (0.54 to 2.58)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.48 to 2.08)</td>
<td>1.99 (0.70 to 5.64)</td>
<td>0.58 (0.28 to 1.21)</td>
<td>1.25 (0.60 to 2.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–44</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.71 (0.35 to 1.44)</td>
<td>1.31 (0.61 to 2.82)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.45 to 1.90)</td>
<td>1.97 (0.69 to 5.61)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.32 to 1.37)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.39 to 1.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–64</td>
<td>1.75 (0.93 to 3.27)</td>
<td>0.64 (0.34 to 1.18)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.31 to 1.00)</td>
<td>1.45 (0.58 to 3.58)</td>
<td>1.38 (0.77 to 2.48)</td>
<td>1.80 (0.98 to 3.30)</td>
<td>1.43 (0.75 to 2.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–74</td>
<td>1.14 (0.59 to 2.22)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.46 to 1.82)</td>
<td>0.84 (0.43 to 1.61)</td>
<td>1.73 (0.67 to 4.47)</td>
<td>1.48 (0.78 to 2.80)</td>
<td>1.43 (0.75 to 2.73)</td>
<td>1.48 (0.77 to 2.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–84</td>
<td>0.96 (0.49 to 1.88)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.39 to 1.57)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.35 to 1.31)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.35 to 2.83)</td>
<td>1.59 (0.83 to 3.04)</td>
<td>1.48 (0.77 to 2.86)</td>
<td>2.60 (1.01 to 6.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 85</td>
<td>0.82 (0.34 to 1.96)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.31 to 2.00)</td>
<td>0.60 (0.25 to 1.43)</td>
<td>1.51 (0.43 to 5.25)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.30 to 1.72)</td>
<td>2.60 (1.01 to 6.72)</td>
<td>2.60 (1.01 to 6.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1.19 (0.84 to 1.69)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.54 to 1.15)</td>
<td>0.57 (0.41 to 0.82)</td>
<td>1.04 (0.62 to 1.73)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.54 to 1.08)</td>
<td>1.26 (0.89 to 1.78)</td>
<td>1.26 (0.89 to 1.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>0.89 (0.42 to 1.90)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.45 to 2.26)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.17 to 0.82)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.26 to 2.39)</td>
<td>1.08 (0.51 to 2.27)</td>
<td>1.58 (0.76 to 3.27)</td>
<td>1.58 (0.76 to 3.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>0.93 (0.44 to 1.95)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.37 to 1.77)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.24 to 1.10)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.26 to 2.19)</td>
<td>0.73 (0.36 to 1.51)</td>
<td>1.70 (0.84 to 3.46)</td>
<td>1.70 (0.84 to 3.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>0.82 (0.38 to 1.79)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.35 to 1.84)</td>
<td>0.56 (0.25 to 1.25)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.29 to 2.66)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.32 to 1.47)</td>
<td>1.43 (0.68 to 2.99)</td>
<td>1.43 (0.68 to 2.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>1.10 (0.45 to 2.69)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.27 to 1.70)</td>
<td>0.34 (0.14 to 0.83)</td>
<td>2.05 (0.63 to 6.61)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.26 to 1.44)</td>
<td>1.85 (0.78 to 4.34)</td>
<td>1.85 (0.78 to 4.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>Rating of waiting time for callback (n=656)</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>Expecting a callback (n=660)</td>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.13 (0.53 to 2.40)</td>
<td>0.59 (0.27 to 1.28)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.13 (0.53 to 2.40)</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.36 (0.69 to 2.61)</td>
<td>1.02 (0.53 to 1.96)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.45 (0.22 to 0.91)</td>
<td>0.46 (0.23 to 0.92)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.30 to 0.95)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.45 (0.52 to 4.04)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.30 to 0.95)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.47 to 2.12)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.47 to 2.12)</td>
<td>1.03 (0.20 to 3.63)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to take time away from work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, easily</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.69 (0.31 to 1.53)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.30 to 1.52)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, with difficulty</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.59 (0.27 to 1.28)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.37 to 1.61)</td>
<td>1.21 (0.35 to 4.57)</td>
<td>1.52 (0.53 to 4.57)</td>
<td>1.03 (0.20 to 3.63)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.02 (0.53 to 1.96)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.63 (0.37 to 1.08)</td>
<td>0.63 (0.37 to 1.08)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.30 to 0.95)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not relevant</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.99 (0.56 to 1.75)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.56 to 1.75)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.31 to 1.53)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty of communicating by telephone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, easily</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.01 (0.50 to 1.50)</td>
<td>1.01 (0.50 to 1.50)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, with difficulty</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.33 (0.77 to 2.29)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.43 (0.63 to 2.46)</td>
<td>1.43 (0.63 to 2.46)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.62 (0.32 to 1.21)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.32 to 1.21)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not relevant</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.69 (0.31 to 1.53)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.50 (0.70 to 2.93)</td>
<td>1.50 (0.70 to 2.93)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OR, odds ratio.
were less likely to report that it was easier to communicate by telephone and those in poor health were more likely to report that it was easier to communicate by telephone than those in excellent health (e.g. poor vs. excellent OR 2.05, 95% CI 0.63 to 6.61). Given that there was no correction for multiple testing, these results should be treated with caution.

Space was available at the end of the questionnaire to add free-text comments; these comments showed a wide range of views, which, consistent with the patient interviews (see Chapter 9), included both very positive and very negative views. An illustrative selection of these comments is presented in Box 2.

**BOX 2 Examples of positive and negative views about the ‘telephone first’ approach from free-text comments included in the patient experience survey**

**Examples of positive comments**

I think to be able to pick up a phone and speak to your GP who will either see you, leave a prescription or advise you to see a nurse is excellent.

*Practice 104*

On the rare occasions it’s been an emergency, the ring back has been almost immediate – I cannot fault the system.

*Practice 105*

It saves wasting the time of the GP if the matter can speedily be dealt with over the phone.

*Practice 116*

Excellent service. It’s much easier to speak to doctor and the few times I’ve phoned in, my problem has been sorted out over the phone which saves time for both parties.

*Practice 117*

With this system if it’s necessary, you usually get to see the doctor the same day – it saves time for serious cases to see the doctor. Much better than the old system.

*Practice 108*

**Examples of negative comments**

Speaking to the doctor isn’t the problem: it’s getting through on the phone that’s the difficulty.

*Practice 111*

I think this system is stupid. Once I waited 6 hours for a callback – I could have been dead.

*Practice 110*

The callback system is truly awful – I cannot plan my day as I work from site to site over long distances.

*Practice 103*

If you work in a job where you can’t take phone calls it can be almost impossible to get a callback from a doctor.

*Practice 121*

The only difficulty for me is that it’s sometimes difficult to explain more intimate matters to a GP over the phone – I work in an office with other people and it can be difficult to find a quiet confidential place to talk.

*Practice 116*
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Summary

Just under one-third of patients surveyed preferred the ‘telephone first’ approach to the previous system, with the rest almost equally split between wanting to return to the previous system or having no preference.

Around two-thirds of people surveyed expected to receive a callback from the GP before making a face-to-face appointment. Patients were more likely to give a positive rating if the callback was received within 1 hour, with 95% of people who were called back within 20 minutes rating this as excellent or good. However, even when the wait was > 1 hour, nearly 80% of participants thought that this was at least ‘acceptable’ and more than one-third thought that it was good or excellent, a finding that could be because some people specifically wanted a delayed callback, as noted in our patient interviews (see Chapter 9). There was some evidence that those who found it harder to take time away from work and those not in work (including retirees) were less likely to rate the callback time as good or excellent.

Half of the patients surveyed were called in for a face-to-face appointment with either a GP or a nurse. This conversion rate is above the threshold suggested by both commercial companies. A large majority of patients were satisfied with the outcome of the GP call, although just under 10% thought that they should have been called in for a face-to-face appointment.

Most respondents reported that it was more convenient to be able to speak to a GP on the telephone before an appointment than just attending a face-to-face appointment without being able to talk to the doctor on the telephone first. However, there were indications that women, people with worse self-reported health and those less able to take time away from work were less likely to report that it was convenient. Although most people found no difference in communicating with the GP by telephone compared with communicating face to face, a substantial minority said that they found it more difficult. The most common reason for finding it more difficult was that the patient found it difficult to explain the problem or felt that they needed to show the doctor their health problem. Interestingly, those who reported being in ‘poor’ health were less likely to report difficulty than those in excellent health, which could reflect an existing rapport between frequent users and the practice doctors.

When considering the generalisability of these results, we should bear in mind that we did not achieve a representative sample of practices taking part in the survey. Only one rural practice was selected and the national GP Patient Survey scores were, on average, substantially better in those practices that participated than in those that declined to take part. Given this, it seems likely that our sample over-represents those practices in which the ‘telephone first’ approach was working well. For this reason, our findings may provide an overoptimistic view of patients’ experiences.
Chapter 5  Practice manager survey

The practice manager survey aimed to understand the practice’s experience of setting up and using a ‘telephone first’ approach, as well as the perceived advantages and disadvantages of the approach for both practice staff and patients, from the practice staff’s perspective.

Methods

Survey development
The development of the survey was informed by themes emerging from the qualitative element of the study (based on interviews with GPs and practice staff, and with patients). Survey questions were first tested in a cognitive interview with a practice manager to determine whether or not they were being interpreted as intended, before piloting the revised survey with a small sample of practice managers (n = 3).

Practice selection and sampling
The two commercial companies provided a list of practices known to be running the ‘telephone first’ approach. The sample frame was restricted to practices that had been operating the ‘telephone first’ approach since 24 June 2015 (n = 101 practices).

Survey distribution
A paper-based survey was sent by post and addressed to the practice manager in September 2016 alongside a letter from the study’s principal investigator. When relevant, the letter was tailored to account for whether the practice had already participated or declined to participate in other elements of the study. A reminder survey was sent 4 weeks later, followed by an opportunity to fill in the survey online 6 weeks after the initial mail-out.

Analysis
Survey responses have been summarised using descriptive statistics. Some practice managers did not answer all of the survey questions; consequently, the total number of responses presented varies for each question as we present the results based on all those who answered it. Free-text responses were read and grouped into overarching themes.

Results

In total, 42 practice managers responded; the response rate was 41% (42/102). Of these, 16 respondents (38%, 16/42) were from a practice that had participated in at least one other component of our study. All respondents reported that their practice either was currently using the ‘telephone first’ approach (81%, 34/42) or had previously used it (19%, 8/42).

For the 34 practices currently using the ‘telephone first’ approach, the average length of time that the system had been in place was just over 3 years, ranging from 0.2 to 5 years. All practice managers reported that telephone consultations were conducted by GPs, and an additional 13 practice managers (39%) reported that nurse practitioners also conducted some telephone consultations.

Respondents were asked to mark on a scale from 0 to 100 the percentage of requests for same-day appointments and advance appointments preceded by a telephone consultation. All practice managers reported that, for ≥20% of requests for same-day appointments, a telephone consultation preceded a face-to-face appointment, and 78% of practice managers (25/32) reported that ≥90% requests for same-day appointments were preceded by a telephone consultation. There were lower levels of telephone
consultation prior to advanced appointments: 17% of practice managers (5/30) reported that no requests for advanced appointments were preceded by a telephone consultation, but 70% (21/30) reported that ≥ 90% of requests for advance appointments were preceded by a telephone consultation before an appointment was given. Over half of practice managers surveyed (53%, 17/32) reported that the way they used telephone consultations had changed since they began using the approach.

Over three-quarters of practices that responded (76%, 31/41) reported that they had received help from a commercial company to switch to the ‘telephone first’ approach. Seventy per cent of practice managers (28/40) described problems or challenges when setting up the new service (Table 12).

Practice managers were asked about the advantages and disadvantages of using the ‘telephone first’ approach for GPs and practice staff. All practice managers reported advantages or disadvantages of the new system. Overall, 88% (36/41) reported that they had found advantages for GPs and practice staff, and 78% (32/41) reported that they had found disadvantages for GPs and practice staff (Table 13).

**Summary**

Over half of practices using a ‘telephone first’ approach reported that the practice had modified the way the system originally operated. For example, in contrast to the approach promoted by the two commercial companies, some practices were using a nurse practitioner as well as GPs for telephone consultations prior to offering a face-to-face appointment.

Practice managers identified a range of advantages and disadvantages of the approach both for staff working at the practice and for patients. The same factors were often identified as both advantages and disadvantages; for example, it was easier under the ‘telephone first’ approach for a GP to be in control of their working day but, conversely, there was a level of unpredictability as to what the day would bring because GPs did not know what was going to come up until they were speaking to patients on the telephone. Likewise, some practice managers considered that the system was better for working patients, who then did not have to take time off work to speak to a doctor, whereas others noted that it could be more challenging for patients who had difficulty receiving a telephone call at work.

**TABLE 12** Summary of challenges associated with setting up the ‘telephone first’ approach reported by practice managers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ensuring that patients understand the system</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapting to increase in demand from patients/GP’s workload</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catching up with backlog prior to the system launch</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dealing with patient dissatisfaction with new system</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for additional telephone lines</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retraining staff</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapting GP rotas to the new system</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very stressful for staff because of feeling constantly ‘on call’</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outgoing calls match incoming calls at peak times</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowing at what stage of the day to revert to urgent only</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High cost of telephone calls</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE 13 Summary of advantages and disadvantages of the ‘telephone first’ approach for GPs and practice staff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages and disadvantages</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPs can manage their own time</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased capacity for appointments (more appointment slots available per day)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less pressure on receptionist to decide who gains access to limited appointments/receptionist no longer acting as gatekeeper to appointments</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less confrontation for reception staff</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better use of GPs’ time</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP need to see fewer patients face to face</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced DNAs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved staff satisfaction</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients can always get an appointment</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients are not waiting outside the surgery before the surgery opens</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPs can access patients’ information before seeing them, enabling them to direct the patient to the right clinician</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No wasted face-to-face appointments</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice staff are able to better manage demand</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helped GPs reduce their amount of work</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More flexible approach</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No overflowing prebooked sessions to cancel if GP is sick</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disadvantages</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased/more intense workload for GPs and more stress</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuels demand from patients (sometimes for trivial telephone conversations)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased patient complaints</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased patients’ expectations</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice’s telephone bill rose</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent need to call patient twice (e.g. if missed callback)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changed the way doctors see patients/GPs dissatisfied with less face-to-face contact</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased workload for reception staff</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need more telephone lines</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPs found it difficult to get through the list of patients</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPs do not like unpredictable nature of the day</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing patient behaviour, with many ringing late in the day</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients exaggerate the urgency of their issue in order to receive a face-to-face appointment</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients do not appreciate how good their access is now</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients initially not happy, but gradually accepted new system</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not suit everyone or every practice</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 6 Patient experience: analysis of data from the national GP Patient Survey

We undertook a controlled analysis to examine changes in patients’ self-reported experiences of care in intervention practices before and after the introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach compared with data from a random sample of control practices; this analysis used data from the national GP Patient Survey.

Methods

Data source and sampling

The GP Patient Survey is a national postal survey of patients’ experiences of primary care in England. The survey is sent twice a year (July to September and January to March) to ≈2.8 million adult patients per year. A stratified sample of patients aged ≥18 years who have been continuously registered with a general practice for ≥6 months is drawn from the practice list of each general practice in England, with patients from practices that are known from prior surveys to have low response rates being oversampled. Full details of the sampling strategy have been published.

We used data from July 2011 to April 2016. The contents of the survey remained largely consistent over this time period. Response rates have fluctuated over the period: falling from 38% in 2011/12 (1,037,946 responses) to 33% in 2014/15 (858,381 responses) and recovering to 39% in 2015/16 (836,312 responses) following the introduction of a reminder postcard in addition to the two reminder surveys already used. The data period included data from a total of 8323 practices, but not all practices had data for each wave of the survey; the number of practices contributing data varied between 824 and 7687 in any one wave. This variation is primarily due to practice closures and openings.

Practices using a ‘telephone first’ approach between 2011 and 2016 were identified based on information provided by the two commercial companies providing support for implementing this service. The companies provided details on the practices that were using their system, the date when the ‘telephone first’ approach was introduced and the current status of the system (i.e. whether still running a full ‘telephone first’ system, running a hybrid system or if the practices had abandoned the system). Only practices that launched the ‘telephone first’ approach before 31 December 2015 were included in the analysis to allow sufficient time for the system to have bedded in; those with later launch dates were classified as non-intervention practices in this analysis. In total, 146 intervention practices were identified in the GP Patient Survey data set. This was considerably larger than the expected number of 90 practices used in our original sample size calculations. The number of practices receiving the intervention varied over time (Table 14), and only one practice was using the ‘telephone first’ approach throughout the entire data period. For the intervention practices, we had data from between 0 and 4.5 years pre intervention and 0.5 and 5 years post intervention (nine GP Patient Survey waves in each case). Analysis was restricted to survey respondents who had indicated that they had attempted to see or speak to a GP in the previous 6 months. This restriction allowed us to attribute reported experiences to the time period of the survey. A total of 29,472 surveys were available from intervention practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave</th>
<th>Year (number of practices)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July–September</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January–March</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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practices post launching the ‘telephone first’ approach. To inform selection of control practices, we undertook a survey of 500 practices to establish how widespread approaches similar to the ‘telephone first’ approach were (see Appendix 5). Based on our findings that such approaches were rare, controls were selected at random from all practices classified as non-intervention practices (i.e. any practice in England not on the list provided by the commercial companies or practices that launched the ‘telephone first’ approach after 31 December 2015). For computational reasons, our analysis was restricted to data from all 146 intervention practices and a random 10% sample of control practices, with between 778 and 976 control practices providing data at any one time.

Analysis
We used seven measures of patient experience from the GP Patient Survey in this analysis:

1. Last time you saw or spoke to a GP from your GP surgery, how good was that GP at each of the following?
   i. giving you enough time
   ii. listening to you
   iii. explaining tests and treatments
   iv. involving you in decisions about your care
   v. treating you with care and concern.

2. Generally, how easy is it to get through to someone at your GP surgery on the telephone?
3. Would you recommend your GP surgery to someone who has just moved to your local area?
4. How often do you see or speak to the GP you prefer?
5. How long after initially contacting the surgery did you actually see or speak to them?
6. How convenient was the appointment you were able to get?
7. Overall, how would you describe your experience of making an appointment?

In each case, responses were rescaled between 0 (poor experience) and 100 (good experience). In the case of the first question above on GP communication, a composite variable was created to take the mean of all informative responses as long as three or more informative responses were given. For the fifth question, a binary outcome was created of whether or not the patient was ‘seen or spoken to on the same day’ as the initial contact. The reason for also looking at ‘time until seen or spoken to’ as a binary variable is that the protocol recommended by the commercial companies is that all requests for an appointment with a GP should be dealt with on the same day.

Two types of analysis were carried out for each of the outcomes. The first was a before-and-after analysis, illustrated by the superposed epoch graphs (see Figures 11–18) in which the introduction of the system in each practice is set at time zero. Second, a regression analysis was performed for each outcome, looking (1) for step changes at the time when the intervention was introduced and (2) for a change in the preceding trend (e.g. slowing down of a previous increase). We also model heterogeneity in these changes to examine whether or not the intervention has a different effect in different practices. Adjustment was also made for season and national trends along with adjustment for person-level factors (age, sex, ethnicity and deprivation level). Full details of the statistical analysis are given in Appendix 6.

Our main analysis was conducted on an intention-to-treat basis. It includes all practices identified by the commercial companies even when the companies informed us that the practices were running a hybrid form of the system or were no longer running the system. This was done in order to avoid selection bias, whereby only the successful practices continue with the system in the recommended form. A sensitivity analysis (see Appendix 6) was also performed, restricting the analysis to the 89 practices in which we believed, on the basis of information provided by the commercial companies, that the system was being run consistent with the companies’ protocols.
Results

The intention-to-treat analysis is presented in the following sections: (1) the superposed epoch analysis and (2) the regression analysis. The sensitivity analysis restricted to practices in which we believed, on the basis of information provided by the commercial companies, that the system was being run consistent with the companies’ protocols is presented in Appendix 7.

Before-and-after analysis of GP Patient Survey score (intervention practices only)

Figures 11–18 show the changes in score relative to intervention launch (the superposed epoch analysis) for the seven measures of patient experience. For each graph, the black lines represent the mean score of patients within a single intervention practice relative to the launch time. The green dots represent the mean score of patients in all intervention practices combined relative to the launch time. In all cases, large variation in scores between practices can be seen by the spread in the black lines.

The most obvious change in score was seen for the patients’ rating of time until seen or spoken to (see Figure 15). The mean score increased from 58.6 points (SD 11.7 points) (on a scale from 0 to 100) before the launch to 74.5 points (SD 10.0 points) immediately after launch (year 0.5 in Figure 15), and increasing to 79.0 points (SD 10.0 points) in the next wave (year 1 in Figure 15). The proportion of patients being seen or spoken to on the same day as making initial contact with the surgery increased from 40.9% (SD 14.1%) before the launch to 67.2% (SD 14.9%) in the year following launch. This change is substantial compared with the background variation between practices.

For other outcomes, changes were far more modest and often not easily discernible from background trends. Scores increased for one of the six other outcomes considered: convenience of appointment [from a mean of 78.3 points (SD 5.7 points) at the time of the launch to a mean of 79.3 points (SD 5.7 points) 1 year post launch; see Figure 17]. Scores decreased for the other five measures considered: (1) GP communication [from a mean of 83.3 points (SD 4.9 points) at the time of the launch to a mean of 82.7 points (SD 5.4 points) 1 year post launch; see Figure 11], (2) ease of getting through on the telephone [from a mean of 62.2 points (SD 12.4 points) at the time of the launch to a mean of 61.5 points (SD 12.9 points) 1 year post launch;
FIGURE 12 Superposed epoch analysis of ease of getting through on the telephone mean score relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

FIGURE 13 Superposed epoch analysis of mean score on ‘recommending GP surgery to someone who has just moved into the area’ relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
FIGURE 14 Superposed epoch analysis of ability to see preferred GP mean score relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

FIGURE 15 Superposed epoch analysis of time until seen or spoken to mean score relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
FIGURE 16 Superposed epoch analysis of percentage of people seen or spoken to on the same day relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

FIGURE 17 Superposed epoch analysis of convenience of appointment mean score relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
(3) recommend GP surgery [from a mean of 79.4 points (SD 8.9 points) at the time of the launch to a mean of 77.4 points (SD 9.9 points) 1 year post launch; see Figure 13], (4) ability to see preferred doctor [from a mean of 60.1 points (SD 11.5 points) at the time of the launch to a mean of 58.5 points (SD 12.1 points) 1 year post launch; see Figure 14] and (5) rating of overall experience of making an appointment [from a mean of 72.2 points (SD 8.7 points) at the time of the launch to a mean of 72.0 points (SD 9.4 points) 1 year post launch; see Figure 18]. These differences are all very small compared with the mean reduction in time until being seen or spoken to (20.4 points on a 0–100 scale; see Figure 15), the largest being the 1.0-point increase in convenience of appointment time and the 1.6-point reduction in patients who would recommend the practice to someone who has just moved into the area.

Comparison with other practices in England (controlled regression analysis)
The results of the mixed-effects regression analyses for the seven patient experience measures are presented in Table 15. The coefficient for the step change following the intervention can be interpreted as the effect on the intervention immediately following the launch being the difference between the observed scores and that expected had the intervention not happened. Consistent with the graphical analysis, there is a very strong effect seen in the rating of time until being seen or spoken to, which increases by 20.0 points (95% CI 18.2 to 21.9 points; \( p < 0.001 \)) on the 0–100 scale, and when considered as a binary outcome, we see an increased percentage of patients being seen or spoken to on the same day as making contact, with an OR of 2.70 (95% CI 2.41 to 3.01; \( p < 0.001 \)). There is also evidence of decreases in the GP communication score (−0.89 mean points, 95% CI −1.40 to −0.38 points; \( p < 0.001 \)), recommending GP surgery (−2.37 mean points, 95% CI −3.22 to −1.52 points; \( p < 0.001 \)) and ability to see the preferred GP (−1.25 mean points, 95% CI −2.41 to −0.08 points; \( p = 0.035 \)). There is no evidence of a change in the other three outcomes considered (\( p > 0.3 \)).

For five of the seven continuous outcomes and the binary outcome of being seen or spoken to on the same day, there is no evidence of a differential trend between the intervention practices and that which would have been expected (additional yearly change following intervention in Table 15, \( p > 0.3 \)). For the convenience of making an appointment and the overall experience of making an appointment, there is a small additional positive trend (\( p = 0.016 \) and \( p = 0.002 \), respectively).
In addition to the average differences, Table 15 also shows that there was evidence of strong heterogeneity in the effect of the intervention, demonstrated by the random effects. For all but one of the outcomes considered, the SD of the random slope for both the step change following intervention and the differential slope following intervention was larger than the main effect, meaning that substantial numbers of practices saw an improvement, whereas others saw declines in scores (see the 95% reference ranges in the step change column in Table 15). For the rating of time until being seen or spoken to, improvement was seen across the board, but with large variations in magnitude: the middle 95% of practices showed increases of between 1.4 points and 38.6 points for the continuous outcome (ORs between 1.15 and 6.31).

Finally, the supplementary analysis found no evidence that the effect of the intervention was different between those in work or not in work ($p > 0.1$ for all; results not shown). The sensitivity per-protocol analysis (see Appendix 7) produced broadly consistent findings, but with some small differences: there was evidence of an increase in the step change for ease of getting through on the telephone (mean 1.79 points, 95% CI.

---

**Table 15** Results of controlled mixed-effect regressions modelling, adjusting for patient demographics, national seasonal and long-term trend effects, and clustering by practice including heterogeneity in baseline scores and trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GP Patient Survey outcome</th>
<th>Change following intervention</th>
<th>Additional yearly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step</td>
<td>Heterogeneity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difference (95% CI) p-value</td>
<td>(95% reference range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP communication composite</td>
<td>$-0.89$ ($-1.40$ to $-0.38$) $&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$-3.83$ to $2.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of getting through the telephone</td>
<td>$0.49$ ($-0.58$ to $1.57$) $0.37$</td>
<td>$-9.07$ to $10.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you recommend your GP surgery?</td>
<td>$-2.37$ ($-3.22$ to $-1.52$) $&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$-9.11$ to $4.37$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeing preferred GP</td>
<td>$-1.25$ ($-2.41$ to $-0.08$) $0.035$</td>
<td>$-7.78$ to $5.28$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time until being seen or spoken to</td>
<td>$20.04$ (18.16 to 21.93) $&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$1.44$ to $38.64$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience of appointment</td>
<td>$0.38$ ($-0.35$ to $1.10$) $0.31$</td>
<td>$-5.11$ to $5.87$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall experience of making an appointment</td>
<td>$-0.44$ ($-1.46$ to $0.57$) $0.39$</td>
<td>$-9.73$ to $8.85$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Binary outcome: OR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Seen or spoken to on same day</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difference (95% CI) p-value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seen or spoken to on same day</td>
<td>$2.70$ (2.41 to 3.01) $&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$1.15$ to $6.31$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1.01$ (0.95 to 1.07) $0.82$</td>
<td>$0.62$ to $1.60$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes

The reference range for the step change is estimated from the SD of the random slope for step change ($\sigma_{\text{step}}$) combined with the fixed effect of step change ($\beta_{\text{step}}$) as $\hat{\beta}_{\text{step}} \pm 1.96 \sigma_{\text{step}}$ or $\beta_{\text{step}} \pm 1.96 \sigma_{\text{step}}$ for ratios and differences, respectively.

The reference range for the additional yearly change is estimated from the SD of the random slope for yearly change ($\sigma_{\text{year}}$) combined with the fixed effect of step change ($\beta_{\text{year}}$) as $\hat{\beta}_{\text{year}} \pm 1.96 \sigma_{\text{year}}$ or $\beta_{\text{year}} \pm 1.96 \sigma_{\text{year}}$ for ratios and differences, respectively.

Reproduced from Newbould et al. \footnote{This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/}.
0.44 to 3.13 points; \( p = 0.009 \) and the differential trend in time until being seen or spoken to (mean 1.91 points, 95% CI 0.90 to 2.93 points; \( p < 0.001 \) as a continuous outcome and OR of 0.24, 95% CI 0.62 to 1.60; \( p < 0.001 \) as a binary outcome).

**Summary of findings**

The ‘telephone first’ approach appears to have had little, or no, impact on the reported experience of patients attending those practices, except for the outcome of ‘time until a patient is seen or spoken to after initially contacting a practice’, in which a dramatic increase in the percentage of patients being seen on the same day is seen following the introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach. This is perhaps not surprising given that same-day access is the fundamental aim of the approach, but the fact that such a dramatic change is seen demonstrates that these data are sensitive to such changes. The small changes seen in other items suggest that improvement in timely access is not significantly detrimental to other dimensions of patient experience; however, there were small initial reductions in the proportion of patients who would recommend their practice to someone moving into the area and in patients’ ability to see their preferred GP. However, it is equally important to note the lack of substantial improvements apart from timely access. Thus, although there is little detriment, there appear to be no additional benefits to patient experience.
Chapter 7 Secondary care utilisation: analysis of Hospital Episode Statistics data

In order to examine the effect of the ‘telephone first’ approach on secondary care utilisation, we undertook a controlled analysis of A&E attendances, outpatient attendances and inpatient admissions. This compared the number of attendances/admissions by patients registered in practices known to be using the approach before and after the launch of the system, and compared these changes to a random selection of control practices across England using HES data.

Methods

Accident and emergency, outpatient and inpatient HES data were obtained from NHS Digital covering the period from April 2008 to March 2016.

Accident and emergency and outpatient attendances are recorded as attendances in HES, whereas inpatient HES data are recorded as a series of ‘Finished Consultant Episodes’ (i.e. time spent under a particular consultant’s care). Prior to analysis, we linked these episodes together to form single admissions using the University of York Centre for Health Economics Continuous Inpatient Spell definition. Admissions were flagged if they were related to an ambulatory care sensitive (ACS) condition based on the classification used by Bardsley et al. Furthermore, admissions were defined either as elective or emergency admissions based on the HES data classification (a small number of admissions were defined as ‘other’ in the HES data and, although they are included in the all-admissions counts, they are not included in the elective or emergency counts).

For all observations in which a patient’s general practice was recorded, patient age, sex and Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) (a measure of small-area-level deprivation of the patient’s home address) were extracted. Age groups were then defined as 5-year age groups up to the age of 19 years, then 10-year bands up to the age of 89 years, with a further group containing all ages of ≥ 90 years. IMD was classified into five groups with quintile defining cut-off points, from most to least deprived. The number of attendances/admissions per calendar month in each age group, by sex and by IMD strata, were calculated within each practice separately for each year and month of data for the following outcomes:

- A&E attendances
- outpatient attendances
- all inpatient admissions
- all inpatient admissions for ACS conditions
- elective inpatient admissions
- emergency inpatient admissions.

To inform selection of control practices, we undertook a survey of 500 practices to establish how widespread approaches that were similar to the ‘telephone first’ approach were. Based on our findings that such approaches were rare, control practices were selected from all practices not on the list provided that were understood to be using the ‘telephone first’ approach. For computational reasons, we did not use all practices in England as controls, but rather used a random 10% sample of practices in England that we did not believe had used a ‘telephone first’ approach. Based on practice denominator files of age and gender profiles extracted from the National Health Application and Infrastructure Services systems (‘Exeter system’) annually from 1 April 2008 to 1 April 2015, we excluded all control practices whose list size was < 1000 in at least 1 year of the study from the initial sample because very small practices are often atypical or may indicate new or closing practices. No intervention practices had a list size of < 1000 at any time in the study period. We also excluded data from practices in years in which their practice code did not appear in the Exeter system denominator files, even when attendances/admissions were attributed to patients at the...
practice. Furthermore, we excluded the data from practices in the year preceding a year in which the practice did not appear in the system, in order to exclude practices in which mergers or closures may have taken place during the year of analysis. One intervention practice was excluded on the basis of this criterion: the launch date was in September but the practice no longer appeared in the Exeter denominator files in the following April. This gives a final analysis sample of 841 control practices and 145 intervention practices. This was considerably larger than the expected number of 90 practices used in our original sample size calculations.

Finally, the data in intervention practices were restricted to between 1 year before and 1 year after the practice launch date. This was to focus on changes that were attributable to the ‘telephone first’ approach rather than any other factors, including potential concerns about the impact of practice mergers and closures. Data for control practices were included for the whole time period to give the best characterisation of background trends and variability.

In some months, practices included in the analysis had no relevant admissions or attendances for A&E, inpatient or outpatient data in one or more age, sex and IMD combination (there are 120 possible combinations). For each of these practice-months in which there were no attendances or admissions for a particular stratum, we include the strata with a count of ‘0’ admissions or attendances.

Practices using a ‘telephone first’ approach during the data period were identified based on information provided by the two commercial companies providing support for implementing this service. The companies provided details on the practices that were using their system, the date when the ‘telephone first’ approach was introduced and the current status of the system (i.e. whether the practice was still running a full ‘telephone first’ system, a hybrid system or if the practice had abandoned the system). Only practices that launched the ‘telephone first’ approach before 31 December 2015 were included in the analysis to allow sufficient time for the system to have bedded in; those with later launch dates were excluded (from both the intervention practices and the control practices).

Two types of analysis were carried out for each of the outcomes. The first was a before-and-after analysis, in which the introduction of the system in each practice is set at time zero. Second, a regression analysis was performed for each outcome looking (1) for step changes at the time when the intervention was introduced and (2) for a change in the preceding trend (e.g. slowing down of a previous increase). We also model heterogeneity in these changes to examine whether or not the intervention has a different effect in different practices. Full details of the statistical analysis are provided in Appendix 8.

Our main analysis was conducted on an intention-to-treat basis. It included all practices identified by the commercial companies even when the companies informed us that the practices were running a hybrid form of the system or were no longer running the system. This was done in order to avoid selection bias, whereby only the successful practices continue with the system in the recommended form. A sensitivity analysis (see Appendix 9) was also performed, restricting the analysis to the 89 practices in which we believed, on the basis of information provided by the commercial companies, that the system was being run consistent with the companies’ protocols.

Results

The intention-to-treat analysis is presented in the following sections: (1) the superposed epoch analysis and (2) the regression analysis. The intention-to-treat analysis included > 13 million A&E attendances, > 78 million outpatient attendances and > 13 million inpatient admissions linked to around 80,000 practice-months. The sensitivity analysis is presented in Appendix 9 and shows broadly consistent findings with the main analysis.
Before-and-after analysis (intervention practices only)
The superposed epoch analysis of A&E attendances for intervention practices is shown in Figure 19. There is no clear change in the rate of A&E attendances at the time of intervention launch. The mean rate of A&E attendances is 35.9 (SD 10.8) per 1000 patients per month in the year prior to the launch of the ‘telephone first’ approach and 36.7 attendances (SD 11.3) per 1000 patients per month in the year after the launch.

The superposed epoch analysis of outpatient attendances for intervention practices is shown in Figure 20. As with A&E attendances, there is no clear change in the rate of outpatient attendances at the time of

FIGURE 19 Superposed epoch analysis of A&E attendances relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the attendances within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a different intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

FIGURE 20 Superposed epoch analysis of outpatient attendances relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the attendances within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a different intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
intervention launch. The mean rate of A&E outpatient attendances is 196.1 (SD 49.9) per 1000 patients per month in the year prior to the launch of the ‘telephone first’ approach and 207.8 attendances (SD 55.9) per 1000 patients per month in the year after the launch.

The superposed epoch analysis of inpatient admissions for intervention practices is shown in Figure 21. Again, there is no clear change in the rate of admissions around the time of intervention launch. The mean admission rate is 31.3 attendances (SD 6.53) per 1000 patients per month in the year prior to the launch of the ‘telephone first’ approach and 32.2 attendances (SD 7.0) per 1000 patients per month in the year after the launch.

The superposed epoch analyses of inpatient admissions for ACS conditions, elective admissions and emergency admissions are shown in Figures 22–24. As with the other admissions, no clear change is seen that corresponds with the start of the ‘telephone first’ approach. The mean rates of admissions for ACS conditions, elective admissions and emergency admissions are 3.1 (SD 1.2), 17.8 (SD 5.0) and 10.5 (SD 2.7) admissions per 1000 patients per month, respectively, in the year prior to the launch of the ‘telephone first’ approach and 3.2 (SD 1.3), 18.0 (SD 5.1) and 10.9 (SD 2.9) admissions per 1000 patients per month, respectively, in the year after the launch.

Regression analysis (using randomly sampled practices in England as controls)
The results of the regression analysis are shown in Table 16. There is no evidence of a step change in A&E attendance associated with the start of the ‘telephone first’ approach ($p = 0.68$). There is, however, strong evidence ($p = 0.005$) that, following the start of the ‘telephone first’ approach, the intervention practices’ rate of increase is slower than that expected given their pre-intervention trends and national trends, although this differential trend is small, at around 2% per year (RR 0.98, 95% CI 0.97 to 0.99) and against a background of A&E attendances that increased by approximately 100% across the study period from April 2008. Although on average there was no change seen in A&E attendances coinciding with the launch of the intervention, there was moderate heterogeneity (variation) in the effect of the intervention. The model suggests that, although on average there was no step change at the transition to the ‘telephone first’ approach, some practices saw increases in A&E attendance of up to 10%, whereas others saw...
FIGURE 22 Superposed epoch analysis of all inpatient admissions for ACS conditions relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the admissions within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a different intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

FIGURE 23 Superposed epoch analysis of elective inpatient admissions relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the admissions within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a different intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
decreases of up to 8% (95% reference range RR 0.92 to 1.10). The results for outpatient attendances are almost identical to those seen for A&E attendances: there was no evidence of a step change at the transition and there was a 2% decrease relative to background trends per year, with slightly greater heterogeneity between practices.

There is evidence that inpatient admissions increase, on average, by about 2% following the transition to the ‘telephone first’ approach (RR 1.02, 95% CI 1.01 to 1.03; \( p = 0.006 \)); this increase is twice as large in the case of admissions for ACS conditions (RR 1.04, 95% CI 1.01 to 1.03; \( p = 0.032 \)). There is no evidence

---

**FIGURE 24** Superposed epoch analysis of emergency inpatient admissions relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the admissions within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a different intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

**TABLE 16** Results of controlled mixed-effect Poisson regressions modelling, adjusting for patient demographics, national seasonal and long-term trend effects, and clustering by practice including heterogeneity in baseline scores and trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Step change at transition</th>
<th>Additional yearly change following intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR (95% CI)</td>
<td>( p )-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A&amp;E attendances</td>
<td>1.00 (0.99 to 1.02)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient attendances</td>
<td>1.00 (0.99 to 1.02)</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All inpatient admissions</td>
<td>1.02 (1.01 to 1.03)</td>
<td>0.0058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS condition inpatient admissions</td>
<td>1.04 (1.00 to 1.08)</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elective inpatient admissions</td>
<td>1.01 (0.99 to 1.02)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency inpatient admissions</td>
<td>1.02 (1.00 to 1.04)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The heterogeneity is given in terms of the 95% reference range. This is the range of RRs for the step changes we expect to see across 95% of practices. It is estimated from the SD of the random slope for step change (\( \delta_{\text{step}} \)) combined with fixed effect of step change (\( \beta_{\text{step}} \)) as \( e^{\delta_{\text{step}} + 1.96 \sigma_{\text{step}}} \).

Reproduced from Newbould et al. This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
that inpatient admissions further change relative to the background trend, although there is an additional increase of around 6% per year for the ACS admissions (RR 1.06, 95% CI 1.02 to 1.11; \( p = 0.007 \)).

When admissions are split into elective and emergency admissions, there is evidence of a step increase in emergency admissions in line with that seen for all admissions (transition RR 1.02, 95% CI 1.00 to 1.04; \( p = 0.02 \)), and there is no evidence (\( p = 0.56 \)) of a step change in elective admissions. However, care must be taken to not interpret the lack of evidence of a change in elective admissions as evidence of an absence of a change due to the reduced sample size in these analyses, in which the CIs are wide and substantially overlapping and may be consistent with a common change across the two admission types. There is evidence that elective admissions continue to increase beyond background trends post transition, but no evidence of a similar increase in emergency admissions; again, there is a substantial overlap in CIs. As with A&E and outpatient appointments, heterogeneity in the step change was seen, such that for each outcome considered there were practices that had increased admissions at the transition and others that had decreased admissions at the transition.

**Summary of findings**

There was no evidence that the use of the ‘telephone first’ approach was associated with any initial reduction in secondary care utilisation; rather, there were small increases in admissions, especially those for ACS conditions. The increase in inpatient admissions was seen as both a step change at the transition and a continued increase above national trends following the transition (for admissions associated with ACS conditions and elective admissions). For both A&E attendances and outpatient attendances, there was no immediate change, but the rate of attendances subsequently rose more slowly in the intervention practices than the national trend, reducing by about 2% less per year than the national trend in each case. Although these changes are seen on average, there was considerable heterogeneity in the changes seen between practices, such that, for each of the outcomes, some practices had increased utilisation whereas others had decreased utilisation.
Chapter 8 Economic analysis

Introduction

The objective of the economics component is to estimate the costs of introducing a ‘telephone first’ approach and compare these with any benefits obtained. A conventional cost–utility analysis is inappropriate for this as it is not possible to capture any improvements in health-related quality of life from increased access to primary care in a meaningful or reliable way. We therefore conducted a cost–consequences analysis, in which the costs of introducing a ‘telephone first’ approach were compared with any benefits obtained.

Method

The cost perspective of the analysis is that of the NHS. The costs measured are those of implementation and operation of the scheme, changes in other primary care costs (prescriptions and time spent consulting), and changes in secondary care costs (referrals and A&E attendances) attributable to the ‘telephone first’ approach.

Primary care costs

Costs of initiating and operating the ‘telephone first’ approach

A telephone survey on the costs of the intervention was based on a previous survey undertaken by members of the research team. The survey was administered in 20 intervention practices taking part in the survey of patient experience (see Chapter 4). Each questionnaire was completed during a single telephone call with the practice manager, or a colleague nominated by the practice manager, between March 2015 and December 2016.

The questionnaire was divided into two parts: (1) non-staff costs and (2) staff costs. Costs are reported as stated by respondents, inclusive of VAT (value-added tax; at 20%) and adjusted when necessary to the 2015/16 price year using the Hospital and Community Health Services inflation index. Staffing costs were estimated based on the mid-point of the respective staff grade for 2015/16. Capital costs were uprated to 2015/16 costs using the Hospital and Community Health Services inflation index. Respondents were invited to indicate the level of certainty about cost estimates provided on a scale of 1 (least certain) to 10 (most certain).

Cost of primary care consultations

Changes in total consultation time per day by practice GPs reported in Chapter 3 were costed at national 2015/16 prices, assuming an 8-hour working day (£171 per hour of patient contact, excluding direct care staff costs and qualification costs).

Prescription costs

Quantities of prescriptions and net ingredient cost data were extracted from publicly available data for prescriptions written in England and dispensed in the community in the UK between August 2010 and December 2016 for intervention practices and a random sample of 10% of all other practices in England that were selected as controls for the analysis of hospital utilisation data (n = 829; see Chapter 7). Data on all items, and items commonly prescribed for ACS conditions (see Table 17) and for antibiotics, were summarised by month. Costs were inflated to 2016 prices based on the Consumer Price Index (CPI) of pharmaceutical products for items within British National Formulary (BNF), chapters 1–19, and the CPI of other medical and therapeutic equipment for items within BNF, chapters 20–23.
A log-linear random effects model was applied, adjusting for time period as fixed effects and a random intercept and slope. Adjustment for age/sex/deprivation level was not possible because data were on a per-practice level only.

**Secondary care costs**

Hospital Episode Statistics data were obtained from NHS Digital between April 2008 and March 2016 for intervention and control practices, as described in Chapter 7. The field ‘SUSHRG’ (secondary uses service health resource group) was matched to the relevant Healthcare Resource Group (HRG) 2015/16 reference cost for A&E, outpatient contacts and inpatient episodes of care (finished consultant episodes). When there was no valid HRG, a weighted average cost of the HRG stem (e.g. AA23) or HRG root (e.g. AA) was applied. When there was still no valid HRG, an average unit cost for an A&E, outpatient or inpatient cost was applied. To provide context, the mean cost in 2015/16 was £138 for an A&E attendance, £137 for an outpatient procedure and £3750 for an elective inpatient admission. The cost of referrals per 1000 patients in intervention practices was then calculated for the 12 months prior to and the 12 months post the introduction of ‘telephone first’, and the crude change was calculated. The step change attributable to ‘telephone first’ was then calculated by multiplying the costs in the 12 months prior to the introduction by RR − 1, where RR is the proportionate step change reported in Table 16. The slope change attributable is calculated by multiplying the cost in the 12 months prior to the introduction by exp[ln(RR)/2] − 1, where RR is the proportionate slope change reported in Table 17. The total change is the sum of the two.

Table 18 summarises each component of the analysis, the method of analysis and data sources.

**Additional cost analyses**

At the request of the study PPI group, we included some exploratory analyses of patient out-of-pocket costs. These were limited to travel costs, because a more thorough investigation of, for example, loss of earnings was beyond the scope of this study. Car travel was costed at Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC)-approved mileage rates. Bus travel costs were obtained from Department for Transport statistics.

### Table 17 The BNF chapters of drugs for ACS conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>BNF82 chapters/sections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>3.1, 3.2 and 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive heart failure</td>
<td>2.1.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3.3b, 2.4, 2.5.5 and 2.6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus complications</td>
<td>2.6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angina</td>
<td>2.6.2, 2.6.3, 2.9b, 2.9c and 2.10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron-deficiency anaemia</td>
<td>9.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>2.2, 2.5.2, 2.5.3 and 2.5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutritional deficiencies</td>
<td>9.4, 9.5 and 9.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note**

The list of chronic ACS conditions is drawn from Tian et al. BNF82 chapters and sections were matched to conditions based on drugs most commonly prescribed for the target conditions.
Results

Eighteen out of 20 intervention practices agreed to take part in the telephone survey. The duration of the telephone calls ranged from 15 to 40 minutes.

Costs of initiating and operating the ‘telephone first’ approach

Non-staff costs

Contract with the commercial company

Sixteen (out of 18) practices reported that they \( n = 3 \) or their Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) \( n = 13 \) paid a one-off charge to one of the commercial companies for design and implementation of the ‘telephone first’ approach. Three CCG-funded practices felt that the services were not value for money as they were already using similar (or better) systems.

The median charge from the commercial companies was £10,810 per practice (range £7,200–13,803; 12 practices provided information with high certainty). The fees partially reflected the size of the practice, although there was some variation in services provided. Services included introductory meetings for staff to explain the ‘telephone first’ approach; meetings to discuss the existing booking system, analysis of performance data and potential system modifications; training for practice staff in telephone consultations and communication skills; advice on setting up the system (including dealing with any prior backlog of bookings); and methods for eliciting patient feedback and monitoring performance.

Other costs incurred by the practices

Practices incurred a range of further costs that were mainly related to telephones, computer hardware (including headsets) and marketing materials.

Telephones: fixed costs

Ten out of the 18 practices purchased new telephone equipment (internet telephones, mobile telephones or landlines): four practices installed new telephone landlines at £100 per line (median 4 new lines, range 4–10 new lines). One practice expanded internet telephone capability and five purchased new mobile telephones. These were provided to GPs and nurses in the practice for when...
the main telephone lines were busy: these practices found that the mobile telephones were better value for money than landlines, and added flexibility (e.g. for home/car working). The mean annual cost per mobile (including calls) was £512 (range £188–£840). One practice reported that they had purchased mobile telephones on the advice of the commercial company, but these were eventually found to be unnecessary and were returned before the end of the contract.

**Telephones: variable costs** Three out of 18 practices reported that their landline telephone bill had doubled: ranging from an additional £500 to £1000 per month. One already used mobile telephones, but had noted an increase in use because existing landlines were now often in use. Landline and mobile telephone contracts were under regular review because of initially unpredictable costs. The substantial initial rise in the cost of calls may have been a short-term issue before more suitable contracts were negotiated. Practices kept their telephone costs under regular review.

**Computer systems and headsets** No practices purchased new computer hardware or software, as existing systems were able to implement the new approach. Seven practices purchased new headsets (range £100–£182 per headset), which were provided to all receptionists and, in some cases, to all GPs and nurses.

**Training** No practices reported any additional formal training sessions over and above those provided by the commercial company; however, some informal ‘learning on the job’ was necessary, taking place during routine office hours. Some practices updated staff induction materials, with one practice estimating that this took 20 hours of an administrator’s time. Some practices also recognised the need for ongoing training for new and existing members of staff to ensure that the benefits of the system were fully realised.

**Other expenses** Six practices incurred costs related to informing patients about the new system, including updating the practice website, newspaper advertisements and leaflets. When such tasks were undertaken in-house, this did not incur any additional cost other than the opportunity cost of the administrator time. One practice mailed all their patients with information about the new system, at a cost of £7600 (covered by the CCG).

No practice reported any office reconfiguration costs attributable to the ‘telephone first’ approach.

**Staff costs**
Very few practices were able to attribute specific staff changes to the adoption of the ‘telephone first’ approach, although working patterns or hours had changed for some staff. Five of the 18 practices made concurrent additions to staffing (reception, administration and dispensing staff as well as nurses and GPs), but stated that these could not be attributed directly to the ‘telephone first’ approach. However, two of these practices reported that they had increased staff numbers because of an increased list size, which they attributed to patients switching from other practices, because of easier access to GPs in their surgeries.

Only two practices reported that additional staff had been employed as a direct result of the ‘telephone first’ approach. One practice employed one additional full-time receptionist and one additional full-time nurse as a result of a perceived increase in consultations, although it was subsequently decided that the additional nurse was excess to requirements. Another practice reported that an additional nurse practitioner had been employed.

Six practices reported that additional appointments were scheduled to clear backlogs prior to the switchover. In two cases, this was managed in-house by cancelling all holiday leave and training for a 2-week period. In three cases, an additional locum doctor was required for a period of between 1 and 10 days.
Other primary care costs

Consultations
There was no statistically significant change in overall consulting time (see Chapter 3, Total time spent consulting per day by practice GPs).

Prescriptions
The introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach was not associated with any differences in cost or numbers of prescriptions, except for the cost (but not the number of items prescribed) of prescriptions for iron-deficiency anaemia (Tables 19 and 20). There is no clinical reason for this observation and, because it is not reflected in the quantities prescribed, it is likely to be a spurious observation.

Secondary care costs
The analysis of HES in Chapter 7 shows that there was, on average, a small (2%) increase in admissions when practices moved to the ‘telephone first’ approach; this increase was mainly concentrated in emergency admissions. Subsequently, the introduction of the new system was associated with a small (2%) reduction in the rate of increase in A&E attendances and a small (2%) increase in the previous rate of increase for elective admissions.

Table 21 shows the changes in costs of secondary care utilisation. Combining the step change at the introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach with the change in the underlying trend over the subsequent year, there were small non-significant reductions in costs for A&E and outpatient attendance and a significant increase in costs of admissions, leading to an estimated overall increase in secondary care costs of £11,776 per 1000 patients in the first year after changing to the new approach (aggregating A&E and outpatient attendance and admissions coded as emergency or elective).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug type</th>
<th>Step change at transition</th>
<th>Change in slope following transition</th>
<th>95% reference range for step change transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>RR per year (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.986 (0.940 to 1.035)</td>
<td>0.572</td>
<td>0.963 (0.893 to 1.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>0.992 (0.961 to 1.024)</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>0.981 (0.934 to 1.031)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive heart failure</td>
<td>0.994 (0.960 to 1.030)</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>0.988 (0.935 to 1.044)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angina</td>
<td>0.999 (0.968 to 1.031)</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.988 (0.940 to 1.037)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron-deficiency anaemia</td>
<td>0.982 (0.954 to 1.011)</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.993 (0.950 to 1.037)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>0.999 (0.970 to 1.028)</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.998 (0.954 to 1.045)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibacterial drugs</td>
<td>1.018 (0.984 to 1.053)</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.958 (0.909 to 1.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ACS condition drugs</td>
<td>0.988 (0.948 to 0.029)</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>0.977 (0.916 to 1.042)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Compared with the trend in intervention practices pre launch, adjusted for national trends. Change over 12 months post transition.
b Estimated from the SD of the random slope for step change (\(\sigma_{\text{step}}\)) combined with fixed effect of step change (\(\beta_{\text{step}}\)) as \(e^\beta_{\text{step}} \pm 1.96\sigma_{\text{step}}\).
An exploratory analysis was performed to predict the impact of the introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach on patient out-of-pocket costs. We limited these costs to travel costs, which were calculated assuming that travel was by car or bus; we did not attempt to calculate other costs (e.g. loss of earnings).

Travel by car was costed at £0.45 per mile, multiplied by the mean distance of the patient’s home address from a GP surgery within each lower-layer super output area (LSOA). The mean distance to the closest GP surgery across all LSOAs was 1.587 km (SE 0.00845 km) (0.986 miles). Multiplied by £0.45 per mile, this results in a round trip cost of £0.89 for each car-based trip to see a GP face to face. The mean cost per bus passenger journey is £1.53, or £3.06 for a return journey, for each face-to-face GP appointment.

The mean number of primary care visits per patient per year in 2008/9 was 5.5 (median 5.46 visits, interquartile range 4.85–6.22 visits), equating to a cost of £4.90 (for travel by car) or £16.83 (for travel by bus) per year. This represents the maximum out-of-pocket saving to a patient should all of their consultations be via telephone rather than face to face. For the estimate of a 28% average reduction in face-to-face consultations (see Chapter 3), this would be equivalent to an average annual saving of £1.38 (for travel by car) or £4.71 (for travel by bus).

This estimate assumes that people will choose to go to their nearest GP surgery. As there are many other factors influencing GP choice that could result in a patient choosing a more distant GP, the distance and, hence, cost savings could be higher than estimated. The potential savings would also be higher for those who visit their GP more frequently.

In summary, this exploratory analysis suggests that the potential for out-of-pocket savings for patients as a result of a ‘telephone first’ approach is small. Other factors, such as convenience and waiting time to see a GP, are likely to have a larger influence on patient preferences.

### TABLE 20

The effect of the ‘telephone first’ approach on the cost of prescriptions per practice per month

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug type</th>
<th>Step change at transition</th>
<th>Change in slope following transition</th>
<th>95% reference range for step change transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>RR per year (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.987 (0.939 to 1.037)</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>1.003 (0.927 to 1.085)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>1.000 (0.965 to 1.037)</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.984 (0.930 to 1.041)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive heart failure</td>
<td>0.977 (0.941 to 1.015)</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>1.043 (0.983 to 1.105)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angina</td>
<td>0.997 (0.962 to 1.096)</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>1.036 (0.980 to 1.096)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron-deficiency anaemia</td>
<td>0.963 (0.924 to 1.003)</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>1.098 (1.035 to 1.164)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>1.001 (0.964 to 1.039)</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>1.033 (0.976 to 1.093)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibacterial drugs</td>
<td>1.017 (0.975 to 1.060)</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.997 (0.934 to 1.064)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ACS condition drugs</td>
<td>0.990 (0.947 to 1.035)</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>1.000 (0.933 to 1.035)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Compared with the trend in intervention practices pre launch, adjusted for national trends. Change over 12 months post transition.
b Estimated from the SD of the random slope for step change ($\sigma_{step}$) combined with fixed effect of step change ($\beta_{step}$) as $e^{\beta_{step} \pm 1.96 \sigma_{step}}$. 
### TABLE 21 | Changes in secondary care costs per 1000 registered patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost category</th>
<th>Over 12 months prior to transition to the ‘telephone first’ approach</th>
<th>Over 12 months post transition to the ‘telephone first’ approach</th>
<th>Crude change</th>
<th>Initial change attributable^a^ to the ‘telephone first’ approach</th>
<th>Change over the next 12 months attributable^a^ to the ‘telephone first’ approach</th>
<th>Total change over the first 12 months attributable^a^ to the ‘telephone first’ approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A&amp;E attendance</td>
<td>57,546 (54,948 to 60,144)</td>
<td>59,555 (56,847 to 62,264)</td>
<td>2009 (1074 to 2944)</td>
<td>2 (–853 to 866)</td>
<td>–578 (–870 to –287)</td>
<td>–577 (–1481 to 335)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient attendance</td>
<td>275,673 (264,037 to 287,309)</td>
<td>293,408 (280,283 to 306,534)</td>
<td>17,735 (12,868 to 22,602)</td>
<td>8 (–4086 to 4148)</td>
<td>–2770 (–3483 to –2064)</td>
<td>–2762 (–6921 to 1434)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient admissions for ACS conditions^b^</td>
<td>99,821 (94,340 to 105,302)</td>
<td>104,997 (99,109 to 110,885)</td>
<td>5176 (1851 to 8500)</td>
<td>4013 (73 to 8083)</td>
<td>2957 (800 to 5160)</td>
<td>6970 (2464 to 11,600)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient admissions coded as ‘elective’</td>
<td>399,822 (384,057 to 415,587)</td>
<td>42,1051 (403,406 to 438,695)</td>
<td>21,228 (13,437 to 29,019)</td>
<td>4009 (–1987 to 10,077)</td>
<td>3984 (39 to 7966)</td>
<td>7993 (807 to 15,249)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inpatient admissions coded as ‘emergency’</td>
<td>354,384 (335,309 to 373,459)</td>
<td>35,0183 (331,767 to 368,598)</td>
<td>–4201 (–12,739 to 4337)</td>
<td>7105 (66 to 14,272)</td>
<td>7112 (66 to 4439)</td>
<td>7112 (–1192 to 15,531)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a^ Attributable change takes into account background trends in the sample of 10% of control practices in England.

ACS conditions refer to conditions for which admissions may, in principle, be avoided by good primary care.

**Note**

Significant changes that are attributable to the ‘telephone first’ approach are presented in bold text.

Reproduced from Newbould et al. This is an Open Access article distributed in accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY 4.0) license, which permits others to distribute, remix, adapt and build upon this work, for commercial use, provided the original work is properly cited. See: [http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/](http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Summary

According to the practices that responded to our cost survey, the commercial companies providing management support for the ‘telephone first’ approach charged around £10,000 for setting up the system in the practice. For this payment, practices typically received analysis of their current booking systems and performance data, training for practice staff and tailored advice on implementing the system, and methods for eliciting patient feedback and performance monitoring. In addition, some practices needed to install additional land or mobile telephone lines. Marketing expenses were relatively low, although one of the effects of this may have been initial low awareness of the new system among patients: only two-thirds of survey respondents who called for an appointment were expecting the GP to call them back (see Chapter 4, Descriptive analysis). Staffing changes were minimal, with changes to working patterns being more common than hiring new staff.

The ‘telephone first’ approach was not associated with any clinically significant changes in numbers or costs of prescriptions.

The adoption of the ‘telephone first’ approach was associated with non-significant decreases in the cost of A&E and outpatient attendance over the first year (but the significant slope effect suggests that these may reach statistical significance over a longer time horizon). The approach was associated with an increase in the cost of inpatient admissions. Overall, there were no major changes associated with the introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach in secondary care costs; therefore, we found no evidence to support the claims, repeated in NHS England literature, that the introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach was associated with secondary care cost savings of £100,000 (see Chapter 1). Bearing in mind the heterogeneity that we observed, savings may have been achieved in some practices, but, on average, would have been cancelled out by increased secondary care costs in other practices.
Chapter 9 Interviews with patients on the implementation of a ‘telephone first’ approach in general practice

Introduction

Among the benefits of the ‘telephone first’ approach reported by the commercial companies providing support to practices adopting it were improvements in patient satisfaction (associated with timeliness of access and improved continuity of care) and a reduction in the number of complaints received. As outlined in Chapter 2, published studies of patient satisfaction with GP telephone consultations,29,30,51–54,57 in general, have also tended to report positive findings. However, there has also been a range of concerns expressed in the literature regarding the acceptability of the approach (particularly with respect to the issue of confidentiality29,53 and the potential to exacerbate access inequalities or differential experiences for hard-to-reach or vulnerable groups of patients27,30,54,57).

In this chapter, we report the findings of qualitative interviews conducted with patients and carers to explore their views on and experiences of the ‘telephone first’ approach, as implemented within the general practices they attended.

Methods

Site selection, sampling and recruitment

Qualitative interviews with patients were undertaken in 12 GP surgeries. The participating practices were located in a number of areas of England: the north-east, the north-west, the Midlands, East Anglia, London, the south-east and the south-west. These practices formed a subset of the practices that were sampled for the patient and carer survey. Surgeries were selected from the sample of 20 to include those with a range of experiences in adopting the ‘telephone first’ approach, including those with positive experiences and those that had experienced or overcome problems. However, it should be noted that the practices that agreed to take part in this element of the study were probably those in which the appointment systems were working better than the appointment systems in those practices that declined to participate (see further details in Chapter 4).

In the first instance, patients who were potential participants indicated their interest in being contacted for an interview by returning a reply slip that accompanied the patient and carer survey (see Chapter 4). Purposive sampling of those who expressed an interest was carried out by the research team, based on survey responses. We sought to gain a range of views and to ensure that the following groups of people were included: older people, people who work outside the home, people with disabilities, people with chronic conditions and people whose first language was not English. Selected interested participants were contacted by a member of the research team by the preferred contact mode (telephone or e-mail) indicated in the reply slip and were invited to take part in an interview.

Data collection

Semistructured interviews were conducted by four researchers (SB, JN, JC and JE), either at the patient’s home (n = 12) or at his/her GP surgery, as requested by the patient. All interviewees gave written consent to be interviewed. A common interview guide informed by the literature was used for each interview, although emphasis was given to allowing participants to talk from their own perspective. The focus of the interview was on patients’ and carers’ views of the advantages and disadvantages of the ‘telephone first’
approach, including its convenience, perceptions of quality of care and impacts on the doctor–patient relationship. Interviews were audio-recorded with the participants’ permission, and transcribed verbatim. Transcripts were anonymised by removing references to identifiable names and places.

Data analysis
Data analysis proceeded in parallel with data collection and informed the iterative development of the interview topic guide and observation protocol. Thematic analysis of the data was conducted based on the principles outlined by Boyatzis. Transcripts were read and re-read, and codes were applied to meaningful sections of text. Coding was conducted by Sarah Ball, Jennie Corbett, Josephine Exley, Jennifer Newbould and Emma Pitchforth. As analysis progressed, codes were organised into overarching or organising themes using NVivo version 10 (QSR International, Warrington, UK). Data within themes were scrutinised for confirming and disconfirming views across the range of participants. The emerging findings were shared and discussed regularly among the study team.

Results
Four researchers conducted interviews with a total of 43 patients from 12 general practice sites. Interviews lasted between 17 and 54 minutes. Between two and five patients (and their carers) were interviewed at each site; participants were selected to represent a broad range of the characteristics described in Site selection, sampling and recruitment. Table 22 summarises the self-reported characteristics of the participants who were interviewed and the practices with which they were registered.

Does the ‘telephone first’ approach work for patients?
The nature of the responses of patients to the ‘telephone first’ approach was extremely varied: although some patients reported being highly satisfied with the approach, others found it to be unacceptable or that it did not meet their needs. Many participants provided strong positive endorsements:

I really don’t find anything difficult [about the system] – I really don’t. I think that it works so well.

In contrast, a small number of patients reported being so dissatisfied with the approach that they were considering moving to a different practice. Others were ambivalent, considering the new approach to be the least bad option:

I’m prepared to stick with it because, I mean, going back to the old system, no. That’s even worse.

In describing their experiences of the approach, patients outlined a broad range of advantages and disadvantages across five distinct categories: (1) access to care, (2) quality of consultation, (3) continuity of care, (4) patient safety and (5) confidentiality. Within each of these categories, there were contrasting views with respect to whether the introduction of a ‘telephone first’ approach was perceived to represent an improvement or a hindrance.

Access to care
Although some patients reported that the new approach made it easier and quicker to access care when required, others had the opposite experience, with many describing one or more disadvantages regarding access to care.

Acceptability of the booking process
Although several patients described how the initial contact with the practice to request an appointment was more streamlined following the changes, and others commented on a perceived positive change in the attitudes or approaches of the reception staff, many reported difficulties with or objections to the new
### TABLE 22
Characteristics of participants and the 'telephone first' approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient characteristics</th>
<th>Identification number</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Health status</th>
<th>Practice preferences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant characteristics</td>
<td>Identification number</td>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>Health status</td>
<td>Practice preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice 100 (urban, list size 9093)</td>
<td>100_1004</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Retired: major health issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100_1006</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Retired; multiple chronic health issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100_1064</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Carer for 85-year-old mother with dementia; both have chronic health issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100_1086</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Recently retired due to ill health; frequent user of 'telephone first' approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice 101 (urban, list size 6672)</td>
<td>101_1002</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Retired; minor health issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>101_1006</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Full-time carer for spouse; ongoing health issue requiring specialist input; infrequent user of 'telephone first' approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>101_1024</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Other black</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Early retirement due to ill health; frequent user of 'telephone first' approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>101_1086</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Works full time; ongoing mental and physical health issues; regular review by GP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TABLE 22  Characteristics of participants and the ‘telephone first’ approach  (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant characteristics</th>
<th>Identification number</th>
<th>Agea (years)</th>
<th>Sexa</th>
<th>Ethnicitya</th>
<th>Health statusa</th>
<th>Employment status; nature of health concerns; frequency of GP use; additional notesab</th>
<th>Approach preferenceb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Practice 102 (urban, list size 2347)**
  - Notable features: quick response from reception to incoming calls; wait for callback depends on urgency of the issue; some advance booking of follow-up appointments; nurse does some telephone consulting; some forward booking by GPs, patient can always see GP face to face if they wish – practice considering making further modifications
  - Problems identified: can sometimes be difficult to get through to reception but this is variable
  - Previous system: call to book in advance; often waited 3–4 days for appointment but same-day appointments available when required

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification number</th>
<th>Agea (years)</th>
<th>Sexa</th>
<th>Ethnicitya</th>
<th>Health statusa</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>102_1014</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Retired; multiple chronic conditions; frequent user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102_1019</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Retired; multiple chronic conditions; regular user of GP; seeing a specialist, lives alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102_1031</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Works part time; ongoing mental and physical health issues; frequent user; hearing impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102_1064</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Retired; infrequent user of GP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Practice 103 (urban, list size 7312)**
  - Notable features: receptionist asks patient whether or not issue is urgent – callbacks prioritised depending on urgency of issue; flexibility in scheduling callback – patient can request a callback on another day if preferred GP is not in; no advance booking of face-to-face appointments
  - Problems identified: can be difficult to get through to reception – telephone line sometimes goes dead; face-to-face appointments not available if call is later in the day, requiring patient to call again the following day
  - Previous system: walk-in system for on-the-day appointments or book by telephone – 2-3-day wait

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification number</th>
<th>Agea (years)</th>
<th>Sexa</th>
<th>Ethnicitya</th>
<th>Health statusa</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>103_1030</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Mother of two disabled children; frequent user, often for advice by telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103_1034</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Retired; very frequent user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103_1042</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td>Does not work; mental and chronic physical health problems; frequent user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103_1053</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Retired; frequent user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103_1074</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Retired; infrequent user</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

  - **Practice 104 (urban, list size 4234)**
    - Notable features: receptionist asks patient whether or not issue is urgent; callbacks prioritised depending on urgency of issue; flexibility in scheduling callback – patient can request a callback on another day if preferred GP is not in; no advance booking of face-to-face appointments
    - Problems identified: can be difficult to get through to reception – telephone line sometimes goes dead; face-to-face appointments not available if call is later in the day, requiring patient to call again the following day
    - Previous system: walk-in system for on-the-day appointments or book by telephone – 2-3-day wait

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification number</th>
<th>Agea (years)</th>
<th>Sexa</th>
<th>Ethnicitya</th>
<th>Health statusa</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>104_1030</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Mother of two disabled children; frequent user, often for advice by telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104_1034</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Retired; very frequent user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104_1042</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td>Does not work; mental and chronic physical health problems; frequent user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104_1053</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Retired; frequent user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104_1074</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Retired; infrequent user</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

  - **Practice 105 (urban, list size 9432)**
    - Notable features: receptionist asks patient whether or not issue is urgent; callbacks prioritised depending on urgency of issue; flexibility in scheduling callback – patient can request a callback on another day if preferred GP is not in; no advance booking of face-to-face appointments
    - Problems identified: can be difficult to get through to reception – telephone line sometimes goes dead; face-to-face appointments not available if call is later in the day, requiring patient to call again the following day
    - Previous system: walk-in system for on-the-day appointments or book by telephone – 2-3-day wait

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification number</th>
<th>Agea (years)</th>
<th>Sexa</th>
<th>Ethnicitya</th>
<th>Health statusa</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>105_1030</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Mother of two disabled children; frequent user, often for advice by telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105_1034</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Retired; very frequent user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105_1042</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>No response</td>
<td>Does not work; mental and chronic physical health problems; frequent user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105_1053</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Retired; frequent user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105_1074</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Retired; infrequent user</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Specific characteristics of the ‘telephone first’ approach (patient perspective)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification number</th>
<th>Age* (years)</th>
<th>Sex*</th>
<th>Ethnicity*</th>
<th>Health status*</th>
<th>Employment status; nature of health concerns; frequency of GP use; additional notes a,b</th>
<th>Approach preference a,b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practice 104 (urban, list size 4913)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104_1070</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Does not work due to chronic health problems; infrequent user as condition is well controlled</td>
<td>‘Telephone first’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104_1087</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White British</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Retired; increasing frequency of GP visits with age</td>
<td>‘Telephone first’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Notable features: receptionist asks patient for a reason for the call – GP reviews list of reasons given and offers face-to-face appointments to some patients on basis of this information alone (without speaking to patient directly); callback within 1 hour by GP or by receptionist to call in for a face-to-face appointment
- Problems identified: can be difficult to get through to reception by telephone on a Monday
- Previous system: walk-in system

| Practice 105 (urban, list size 11,484) |
| 105_1040 | 79 | Female | White British | Good | Retired; chronic health issues; frequent user; hearing impairment | ‘Telephone first’ |
| 105_1043 | Adult | Female | White British | N/A | Does not work – mother of young child; chronic health issues (self and child); frequent user | ‘Telephone first’ |
| 105_1090 | 78 | Male | White British | Fair | Retired; multiple chronic health issues; frequent user | ‘Telephone first’ |
| 105_1099 | 78 | Male | White British | Very good | Retired; fit and active; infrequent user of GP | ‘Telephone first’ |

- Notable features: callback within 30 minutes for urgent issues (wait for callback depends on urgency); cut-off time for patients to call by in order to receive same-day callback (e.g. 16.30); nurse triage for some requests; choice of GP offered for callback and face-to-face appointment; reception spread calls across all GPs, set number of calls per GP per day then a pooled list
- Problems identified: can be difficult to get through to reception on the telephone; online booking no longer available
- Previous system: booking in advance by telephone – no difficulty getting an appointment but up to a 3-week wait for non-emergency appointments; online booking facility

---
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TABLE 22 Characteristics of participants and the ‘telephone first’ approach (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific characteristics of the ‘telephone first’ approach (patient perspective)</th>
<th>Participant characteristics</th>
<th>Employment status; nature of health concerns; frequency of GP use; additional notes</th>
<th>Approach preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practice 106 (urban, list size 16,072)</td>
<td>Identification number</td>
<td>Age* (years)</td>
<td>Sex*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>106_1013</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>106_1025</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>106_1026</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>106_1064</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>106_1077</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice 108 (urban, list size 4913)</td>
<td>Identification number</td>
<td>Age* (years)</td>
<td>Sex*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>108_1032</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>108_1090</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>108_1099</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Participant Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Health status</th>
<th>Employment status</th>
<th>Health concerns</th>
<th>Approach preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>110_1017</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Retired, early retirement due to ill health</td>
<td>Frequent user of GP</td>
<td>Telephone first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110_1026</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Retired, multiple chronic conditions</td>
<td>Limited use of GP due to telephone</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110_1095</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>White/black</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Part-time work, ongoing mental health issues</td>
<td>Reports limited use of GP due to telephone</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112_1046</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Working parent, speaks English as second language</td>
<td></td>
<td>Telephone first</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Approach characteristics of the telephone first approach (patient perspective)

- **Practice 110 (urban, list size 8639)**
  - **Identification number**: 110_1017
  - **Age**: 60 years
  - **Sex**: Female
  - **Ethnicity**: White
  - **Health status**: Good
  - **Employment status**: Retired, early retirement due to ill health
  - **Health concerns**: Frequent user of GP
  - **Health concern frequency**: Telephone first
  - **Health concern nature of GP use**: Additional notes

- **Notable features**: Telephone lines shut off early in the day with recorded message to call the following day; no advance booking available; time of callback not indicated; separate walk-in system also reported to be in operation.

- **Problems identified**: Extreme difficulty getting through on the telephone; if patient gets through, appointments are often unavailable and patient is asked to call the following day; no longer offered choice of preferred GP; can wait all day for a callback.

- **Previous system**: Advance booking system with long wait of 1 week or sit and wait on the day. Previously had online system but scrapped.

- **Practice 112 (urban, list size 7934)**
  - **Identification number**: 112_1015
  - **Age**: 65 years
  - **Sex**: Female
  - **Ethnicity**: White/other
  - **Health status**: Good
  - **Employment status**: Retired, infrequent user
  - **Health concern frequency**: Telephone first
  - **Health concern nature of GP use**: Additional notes

- **Notable features**: Receptionist asks for brief details of issue; patient either put straight through to GP or receives very prompt callback; no advance booking available; separate system for nurse appointments.

- **Problems identified**: Difficulty getting through on the telephone – might take up to 1 hour; if patient gets through, callbacks are often unavailable and patient is asked to call the following day; long wait in the surgery for booked appointments.

- **Previous system**: Turn up at 8 a.m. and sit and wait in the day for bookings or call in the evening.

- **Practice 111 (urban, list size 8260)**
  - **Identification number**: 111_1023
  - **Age**: 50 years
  - **Sex**: Male
  - **Ethnicity**: White
  - **Health status**: Good
  - **Employment status**: Retired
  - **Health concern frequency**: Telephone first
  - **Health concern nature of GP use**: Additional notes

- **Notable features**: Patient either put straight through to GP or receives very prompt callback; no advance booking available; separate system for nurse appointments.

- **Problems identified**: If patient gets through, callbacks are often unavailable and patient is asked to call the following day; long wait in the surgery for booked appointments.

- **Previous system**: Turn up at 8 a.m. and sit and wait in the day for bookings or call in the evening.
### TABLE 22 Characteristics of participants and the ‘telephone first’ approach (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific characteristics of the ‘telephone first’ approach (patient perspective)</th>
<th>Participant characteristics</th>
<th>Employment status; nature of health concerns; frequency of GP use; additional notes</th>
<th>Approach preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practice 114 (urban, list size 8364)</td>
<td>Identification number: 114_1008  48  Male  White British  Good</td>
<td>Works, easy to take calls or make appointments; chronic health issues; frequent user</td>
<td>‘Telephone first’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Notable features: receptionist does not ask about the nature of the issue (change from original system); receptionist provides indication of time for callback and can schedule flexibly around patient’s requirements; advance booking available for some follow-up appointments; nurse practitioner does some telephone consulting</td>
<td>Identification number: 114_1029  Adult  Female  White British  N/A</td>
<td>Carer for elderly father; works from home; frequent user of GP for self and as carer</td>
<td>‘Telephone first’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Problems identified: system functioning well</td>
<td>Identification number: 114_1058  72  Female  White British  Poor</td>
<td>Retired; chronic health issues; frequent user</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous system: ring to book face-to-face appointment; same-day appointments were always available if required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice 117 (urban, list size 7888)</td>
<td>Identification number: 117_1027  51  Female  White British  Very good</td>
<td>Works, difficult to take calls; infrequent user</td>
<td>‘Telephone first’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Notable features: prompt callback from GP (often within 10–15 minutes – maximum 1 hour 30 minutes); no advance booking of face-to-face appointments; if preferred GP is not available, patient offered choice to speak to a different GP or ring back when available; callback only available for emergencies after 4 p.m.</td>
<td>Identification number: 117_1029  60  Female  White British  Poor</td>
<td>Does not work because of ill health and caring responsibilities; multiple chronic conditions; very frequent user</td>
<td>‘Telephone first’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Problems identified: time cut-off point to ensure face-to-face appointment available on the day is unclear</td>
<td>Identification number: 117_1066  32  Female  White British  Good</td>
<td>Single mother/part-time voluntary work; infrequent user</td>
<td>‘Telephone first’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Previous system: same-day appointment system – rang on the day and had to see whoever was available that day or ring the next day. Sometimes a long wait to see doctor of choice</td>
<td>Identification number: 117_1073  86  Male  White British  Good</td>
<td>Retired; recent hospital stay but previously in good health; infrequent user</td>
<td>‘Telephone first’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/A, not applicable.

a Based on patient survey.
b Based on interview data.
c Interviewee completed survey on behalf of another patient (age of interviewee not given).
booking process (such as long waits for calls to be answered, restricted opening times for telephone lines and a lack of clarity around how the system worked or when to call):

Tried for 2 days, press 2 [for automatic redial], still off – and on the Thursday someone actually answered. [...] Said ‘what is it?’ so I said what [was wrong] and I need to see the doctor. They phoned me back then. She says well Doctor [name redacted] is not in today – phone tomorrow. Bump. So I phoned the next morning 8 o’clock. Phones off. I phoned every 5 minutes till 8.30 a.m. – it came on, ‘surgery’s now full, phone Monday’.

Responsiveness and flexibility of the approach

Many patients commented on the prompt response of GPs following their initial call to the surgery. Guaranteed same-day callbacks (in some cases within minutes, or within an agreed time slot) reassured patients who were anxious about what might be wrong with them and the availability of timely face-to-face appointments (if required) was appreciated by many. One patient commented that ‘apart from just jumping in the car and going walking into a doctor’s, there’s no other way you could improve that’ (101_1002).

However, some of those interviewed described a delayed or unpredictable response:

You wait for sometimes 7 hours and then they’ll say ‘I’m sorry, you’re going to have to make the appointment to come and see me tomorrow. I can’t book it, you’ll have to phone up tomorrow morning at 8.30 again’ and start the process all over again.

Equitable/fair access to care

A number of patients indicated that they appreciated that effective triage using the ‘telephone first’ approach led to more efficient use of resources and improved access for patients with the greatest need for urgent care, and recognised that this, in turn, conferred benefits on them as individuals (ensuring prompt access if required):

I mean sometimes if he’s [the GP] really busy, you don’t hear from him for a couple of hours but then he’s obviously got patients there that are a priority. They know how to prioritise them which is good.

Many patients described receiving prompt face-to-face appointments when they felt they needed them:

I’ve not felt brushed off with just an answer on the phone. Whenever I’ve said ‘I think I need to come down and see you’ or whatever, ‘I’d like to come and talk’, then yes, that’s never been a problem.

Convenience of the approach

Many patients reported that they found that the ‘telephone first’ approach enabled more convenient access to advice and care, with benefits including being able to get on with daily activities rather than having to wait for long periods in the surgery (instead waiting at home or elsewhere, with the availability of mobile telephone contact), a reduced need to travel to the surgery unnecessarily and access to medication without the need for a face-to-face appointment:

I like the fact that on a day like today, it is chucking it down, it’s miserable, it’s cold, if my mum had had to come to the doctor instead of a phone call on any day where the weather was like this, it would have caused her a lot of pain.
In addition, a number of patients reported that the introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach had enhanced their experience of visiting the surgery (when they were required to do so) by, for example, reducing waiting time and freeing up space in the waiting room and car park.

However, others found the approach (or elements of it) to be inconvenient for a range of reasons, including not being able to book appointments in advance (a particular issue for working people and people dependent on others for transport); not being able to drop into the surgery when passing to make an appointment; not knowing when to expect a callback and receiving a callback at inconvenient times (when shopping, on public transport or at work) or having poor mobile phone reception; and having to stay at home to wait for the call, particularly if it was regarding a personal issue that would be difficult to discuss in public:

You can’t sit glued to your phone all day waiting for a call, even if you’ve got a mobile phone, you might be in the shower, or you might be in a shop or on the other phone or something. So it doesn’t work . . . and how people who are working expect to get an appointment, I don’t know really. 110_1007

Quality of consultation
With respect to the quality of the GP consultations experienced when using the ‘telephone first’ approach, patients described both the advantages and disadvantages of consulting by telephone rather than face to face and the impact of the new approach on face-to-face appointments that followed an initial telephone consultation.

Changes to the nature of face-to-face appointments
Although most patients did not report changes in the nature of face-to-face appointments following the introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach, a small number noted improvements, such as reduced waiting times in their surgery and a calmer, more relaxed atmosphere, with patients experiencing less time pressure during appointments:

You see the doctor on time. They don’t seem to rush because there’s not 20 people in the waiting room. 101_1002

Some patients suggested that the approach led to GPs being better prepared and, as a result, appointments being more streamlined:

They already know exactly what you’re going for, so obviously they’ve got your notes. Well, it’s all computer now, isn’t it; they’ve got everything ready and they know who they’re going to see, which is a lot better. [. . .] They’re pre-warned really, aren’t they, and what they’re looking at. 104_1087

However, a few patients commented that having to repeat details that they had already given over the telephone in the face-to-face appointment was an annoyance and appeared to be inefficient.

Continuity of care
Given the claims made by the commercial providers of the ‘telephone first’ approach regarding its potential to improve continuity of care for patients, interviewees were specifically asked about changes in the ease with which they were able to see a preferred GP (relational continuity).

Relational continuity
A small number of patients reported finding it easier to see or speak to their preferred GP with the ‘telephone first’ system than with the traditional system, as a result of the way in which calls were allocated within the practice, with patients being able either to specify which GP they would like to call them back or, if this was not possible, to request a face-to-face appointment with their preferred GP during the telephone call. However, many patients reported the opposite experience, finding it harder to see their
preferred GP, and observing a trade-off between being seen or spoken to quickly and seeing their preferred GP.

Several patients expressed concern about whether or not an unfamiliar GP could effectively assess an issue over the telephone, and they worried about the lack of opportunity to develop or sustain a relationship with a GP (a particular concern for vulnerable patients such as older people or those with mental health issues):

> I think that if people, you know, are suffering from some form of mental health issues that if you have got a rapport with someone they could then pick that up and say, ‘Are you OK today?’ [...] you know, ‘You look a bit down’, or if somebody’s in a dishevelled, sort of, way that are not normally like that you would pick that up as well. [...] Whereas the way that this is operating at the moment I don’t think that that always happens. It’s just whichever day you ring in, you’ll get that particular doctor that’s on duty.

Patient safety
Patient views on the impact (or potential impact) of the ‘telephone first’ approach on patient safety (as a result of the changes in accessibility of care, quality of consultation and continuity described in the previous sections) also varied considerably between patients and across practices. Although some patients expressed concerns regarding the impact on patient safety, others perceived the approach to be safer for patients with respect to improvements in emergency response, preventing the escalation of minor ailments and infection control, which are each discussed in the following sections.

Emergency response
The timely access to a GP under the new system served to reassure patients who were anxious about what may be wrong with them, with one patient describing how the prompt response had been potentially life-saving:

> So I phoned up and it was early in the morning and I mentioned to the receptionist what the problem was, and so within minutes another doctor phoned back and he said, ‘you had better come down, I want to have a look at you’. So I went down and then he said, ‘you are looking a bit peaky’ and I said to him, ‘will you do some blood tests on me?’ [...] I got a callback from them at 4 in the afternoon, saying to get an ambulance. [...] I had to have a transfusion, within an hour I was in the hospital on a drip.

However, although most patients reported that urgent cases were prioritised and dealt with quickly, patients at one surgery described extreme difficulty with getting through to the practice by telephone after the introduction of the telephone system, which left them feeling vulnerable and dependent on emergency services.

Preventing escalation
Some patients reported that they believed that prompt, equitable and convenient access to a GP under the new system increased the likelihood of dealing with issues in a timely manner and preventing escalation:

> Well I think you get to talk to your doctor when you need to talk to him or her, rather than having a long wait and perhaps getting progressively worse. Certainly if it’s an acute condition, it can make a difference, can’t it?
Other patients described being put off from visiting the GP as a result of the perceived inconvenience of the ‘telephone first’ approach or the belief that appointments were available only for those with an urgent need, potentially leading to the escalation of minor ailments:

I would say I’m probably less inclined [to contact the GP] [...] because of the inconvenience of it. So I might leave something and see if it gets better on its own for a while whereas, perhaps before, I would have left it less time.

Confidentiality
A significant proportion of patients expressed concerns regarding confidentiality associated with the ‘telephone first’ approach, with respect to both the provision of details to reception staff in advance of the GP consultation and the telephone consultation itself.

Providing details to reception staff
Many patients commented that they felt uncomfortable with providing details of their medical conditions to reception staff, maintaining the belief that only the GP should be privy to such information, and expressing concern about whether or not the information they provided would be treated in confidence (a particular issue for patients in tight-knit communities, who knew receptionists outside the setting of the surgery):

You know that whatever you say to a doctor is going to stay with the doctor; with the receptionist, you are never quite sure if it’s going to stay there.

This discomfort was often expressed very strongly [e.g. one patient described the approach as ‘absolutely disgusting’ (103_1042)] and was reported even among some patients who acknowledged the benefit of providing the information in order to enable the prioritisation of calls.

Confidentiality of the telephone consultation
A number of patients reported confidentiality concerns associated with the telephone consultation itself, some reporting difficulties with receiving the callback at a time when and/or in a location where their conversation could be overheard (whether at home with family members present, in a work setting or in public, such as when shopping or on public transport). One patient described the difficulty she experienced when attempting to talk to a GP regarding concerns about her husband’s poor memory:

I have to choose, I either have to go into the surgery and talk to the receptionist in front of everybody there and say, I need to see a doctor, and this is what I want to come and talk to them about, or I’ve got to choose a time when my husband is not in, and he’s very rarely out so, there are disadvantages in some ways.

What factors influence whether or not the ‘telephone first’ approach works for patients?
As outlined in the previous sections, there were a range of patient views regarding the nature of the advantages and disadvantages of the ‘telephone first’ approach; however, it was also apparent that the weight or value given to particular advantages and disadvantages varied significantly. For example, a disadvantage that represents a mild annoyance for one patient could represent a ‘deal-breaker’ for another, rendering the approach completely unacceptable. With reference to the descriptions given by patients regarding how the ‘telephone first’ approach worked in the practice they attended (see Table 22), it is clear that there was considerable variation between practices in how the approach was implemented and the nature of the challenges experienced by patients using it.
Practice and system characteristics

Capacity of the system to meet demand
Differing reports by patients regarding ease of access to care and the perceived safety of the approach reflected differences in the capacity of the practices using the ‘telephone first’ approach to meet demand. Although some practices were positively described by patients as being highly responsive to their needs, other practices seemed to be unable to provide a timely service, with patients describing being unable to get through to book a callback from a GP, and insufficient callback slots or same-day appointments being available.

Of the eight patients who stated that they would prefer to return to a traditional system, six were attending practices described by patients as having difficulty with meeting demand (practices 103, 106, 108 and 110).

Flexibility of the approach
The varied responses regarding the convenience of the ‘telephone first’ approach reflected variation in the degree to which practices allowed flexibility in the approach in order to meet patients’ needs. Some practices made exceptions to the system (such as allowing a limited number of advance bookings or direct face-to-face bookings), whereas others were rigid in their application of the rules, leading to inconvenience and frustration for patients. One patient described how the practice had revised its approach and become more flexible over time, resulting in increased acceptability:

Initially that was quite frustrating when you rang up [ . . . ] and I said [when told there were no appointments available that day] ‘Well can I make an appointment?’ and they say ‘Well no, you need to ring back tomorrow’. That was quite frustrating but now they have addressed that; I think it’s the flexibility and the access you get. I find it very easy to access. I think that’s what the telephone appointment system gives you.

Capacity to preserve patient choice/continuity of care
Contrasting reports regarding the effect of the approach on continuity of care reflected variation in the capacity of the particular approach that was implemented to enable patients to choose their preferred GP for a callback or face-to-face appointment. Based on patient reports, practices varied considerably in the degree to which they were organised to accommodate such requests.

Extent of patient engagement and education
The degree to which patients reported that they had been consulted (or at least informed) ahead of the introduction of the new approach also varied considerably. Many patients reported having a lack of awareness of how the approach would work from the outset (e.g. the booking process and when to call), and were unhappy with the lack of consultation around its introduction, which led to confusion, anxiety and misconceptions regarding the purpose behind the introduction of the approach. However, several patients commented that their initial misgivings had not, by and large, been realised.

Patient characteristics and resources
In addition to the effects of the practice and system characteristics described in the previous sections, interviewees also described a range of patient characteristics and resources (relating to themselves or others); the presence of these were perceived to enable effective engagement with their practice via the ‘telephone first’ approach, whereas their absence served as potential barriers. These are outlined in Table 23.

Suitability for potentially disadvantaged patients
Potentially disadvantaged patients, such as older people, those who are deaf or hearing impaired and those for whom English is not their first language, are more likely to lack many of the characteristics or resources required to successfully engage with the ‘telephone first’ approach. However, based on the interviews conducted, although many patients expressed concerns on behalf of these patient groups
regarding the suitability of the approach, patients within these groups themselves did not, in general, report particular disadvantages that could not be overcome by minor adjustments and accommodation of their needs.

With regard to older patients, for example, none of the nine patients aged ≥75 years who took part in the study stated that they preferred the previous system to the new approach. However, nearly half of those interviewed who were aged between 50 and 74 years would have preferred to return to the previous system, possibly indicating that those in work found the ‘telephone first’ approach less convenient.

With respect to patients with communication difficulties, in the case of the two patients interviewed for whom English was not their first language, any difficulty with communication by telephone appeared to be overcome simply by the GP offering a face-to-face appointment once the difficulty had become apparent. Similarly, three of the five patients with a hearing impairment who were interviewed described measures that they were able to take to use the system successfully (such as finding a quiet place to take the call from the GP); however, two patients suggested that communication was impaired, with the practice failing to make adjustments. One patient described the difficulties experienced by her mother, and how this had required her to intervene:

There are times when she doesn’t understand. So if she’s said to me, ‘I didn’t understand that’, I then ring up and ask the question and I do ring on their behalf if I think that they’re not getting [...] service that they need [...] they don’t appear to treat mum any differently because she is deaf.

108_1032

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient characteristics</th>
<th>Enablers</th>
<th>Potential barriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication skills</td>
<td>Being articulate with good communication skills</td>
<td>Experiencing communication or comprehension difficulties [e.g. as a result of hearing impairment; having English as second language; illness or disability (motor neurone disease, dementia); nervousness or anxiety regarding use of the telephone]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence/assertiveness</td>
<td>Having the confidence to request the desired outcome (e.g. a face-to-face appointment or consultation with preferred GP)</td>
<td>Lacking confidence to express or push for desired outcome, tendency to play down symptoms, not wanting to waste doctors’ time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility of daily schedule</td>
<td>Having the flexibility in one’s daily schedule to fit around the time constraints of using the system (e.g. being at home during the day/retired/self-employed/working flexibly)</td>
<td>Lacking flexibility in daily schedule [e.g. working in a job that it is difficult to take time away from or being dependent on others for transport (requiring planning ahead)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to mobile telephone</td>
<td>Being accessible on a mobile telephone</td>
<td>Not having access to a mobile telephone (e.g. older people, those unable to take calls at work)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of access to surgery</td>
<td>Living/working close to the surgery (so can get to same-day appointment quickly)</td>
<td>Commuting to work; difficulty getting to the surgery without arranging transport (e.g. as a result of mobility issues)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of health complaint</td>
<td>Having particular conditions that are more amenable to the ‘telephone first’ approach, (e.g. chronic conditions or familiar symptoms)</td>
<td>Having sensitive or personal health issues that are difficult to discuss in public setting/with receptionist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of relationship with GP or surgery</td>
<td>Having a longstanding relationship with doctor, trusting that they know when you need to be seen and feeling comfortable communicating with them</td>
<td>Being unfamiliar with doctor/lacking trust in telephone consultation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient expectations and experience</td>
<td>Low expectations regarding access (e.g. based on previous experience of poor access)</td>
<td>High expectations regarding access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anxiety regarding system safety based on previous bad experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Suitability for patients who work

In addition to concerns expressed regarding the suitability of the approach for patients in the ‘hard-to-reach’ groups discussed in Suitability for potentially disadvantaged patients, many patients worried about how the approach would function for working people. Among the patients who were working, the flexibility of their daily schedule, proximity of their place of work to the GP surgery and ease of using a mobile telephone while at work were factors that had an impact on the acceptability of the system. However, some reported that they found the approach more convenient than the previous system, with telephone consultations replacing the need for face-to-face appointments in many instances, meaning that they were not required to take time out of work to attend the surgery in person.

Interplay between patient characteristics and how the ‘telephone first’ approach was implemented

Although both the way in which the ‘telephone first’ approach was implemented and characteristics of the patients themselves contributed to the acceptability of the approach to individual patients, the interplay between these two sets of factors also appeared to be important.

In considering the acceptability of the ‘telephone first’ approach, patients weighed up the advantages and disadvantages they experienced as a result of its introduction. The reason that was most consistently cited for preferring the new system over the previous approach was being able to gain prompt access to a GP (initially by telephone, and face to face if required). If the system delivered this, then patients tended to tolerate the disadvantages and inconveniences. Many patients provided long lists of annoyances (difficulty with getting through on the telephone, confidentiality concerns when talking to receptionists, not being able to book in advance and not liking waiting for the callback) and still concluded that they preferred the new approach because they could speak to a doctor within hours and see them on the same day if they needed to.

Conversely, patients reporting that they found the approach to be unacceptable tended to be those who, as a result of a combination of personal characteristics and features of the particular approach taken by the practice, were left feeling vulnerable and unsupported. These included patients with mental health issues in practices using approaches that seemed unresponsive or in which there was little provision for continuity of care.

The observed variation between patients with respect to the perceived acceptability, advantages and disadvantages of the approach supports the idea that many of the reported problems related to how the approach had been implemented rather than the ‘telephone first’ approach in principle, thus indicating potential for the challenges to be overcome, for example by tailoring the approach to best meet the needs of vulnerable patients.

Summary of findings

The response of patients to the ‘telephone first’ approach was extremely varied, with some patients reporting that they were very satisfied and others expressing major concerns. Based on patient reports, practices appeared to vary considerably in how they had implemented the approach, and the nature of challenges experienced by patients also differed. Patients reported a wide range of advantages and disadvantages in five main categories ([1] access to care, [2] consultation quality, [3] continuity of care, [4] patient safety and [5] confidentiality), but with contrasting views in each case regarding whether the approach led to improvements or was a hindrance. The factors that were identified as having an impact on acceptability included characteristics of the practice and how the approach was implemented (e.g. capacity to meet demand and system flexibility) and patient characteristics and resources (e.g. communication skills, confidence/assertiveness, flexibility of daily schedule, mobile telephone access and ease of access to the surgery). The acceptability of the approach with respect to particular ‘hard-to-reach groups’ was considered in relation to these characteristics.
Although this study shows the potential for a significant proportion of patients’ problems to be dealt with on the telephone, this approach suits some patients well, whereas others find it much less acceptable. There were variations in the way the approach had been implemented within practices, with some practices catering considerably better than others for the needs of particular patient groups (such as those with mental health issues and other vulnerable groups).
Chapter 10 Staff interviews

Introduction

This chapter explores the views of administrative staff, GPs, practice managers and a small number of practice nurses. The benefits of the ‘telephone first’ approach, as reported by commercial companies, include practice staff experiencing less stress and cost savings from the efficient use of staff time. In the ESTEEM trial\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^26\) of telephone triage for on-the-day appointments, clinicians had varied views of the approach. Some reported that telephone triage had enabled equitable use of appointments, with patients being efficiently managed, whereas others noted that a key challenge was workload disparities between clinicians, with some undertaking more telephone calls than others. The ESTEEM trial also noted that reception staff reported less stress in their job,\(^6\) although another study by McKinstry et al.\(^29\) indicated that reception staff felt uncomfortable with the responsibility placed on them. This chapter reports the views of staff from a range of practices on the adoption of a ‘telephone first’ approach.

Methods

Site selection, sampling and recruitment

Qualitative interviews were undertaken with staff at 12 GP surgeries from which patients were recruited. The methods for practice selection are described in Chapter 4. Up to five members of staff were recruited from each practice. Practices selected staff to participate based on who they deemed most suitable to talk about the ‘telephone first’ approach within their practice. In general, two GPs, a practice manager and a receptionist/administrative staff member were interviewed.

Data collection

Semistructured face-to-face interviews were conducted by four researchers (SB, JN, JC and JE). Two interviews, both with GPs, were conducted by telephone (by JN and EP): in one case, the GP was not at work because of sickness and asked to be interviewed over the telephone, and, in the other case, the interview was held after the practice visit at a more convenient time for the GP. All participants gave written consent to be interviewed. A common interview guide informed by the literature was used for each interview. The interview explored the reasons for switching approach, the setting-up process, perceptions of quality of care and safety as well as impacts on the doctor–patient and intrapractice staff relationships. The advantages and disadvantages of the ‘telephone first’ approach were also discussed.

With participants’ permission, interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. For one practice, audio-recordings were unavailable because of technical problems, and detailed notes were taken. All transcripts and notes were anonymised. Data analysis followed the same methods as those described for the patient interviews (see Chapter 9).

Results

Respondents interviewed

A total of 49 members of staff from the 12 practices were interviewed. The number of staff members interviewed in a single practice ranged from three to five, with four interviews being completed in the majority of practices. Twenty-one (43.8%) of the interviews were conducted with a GP, 14 (29.2%) with reception/administrative staff, 10 (20.8%) with practice managers, two (4.2%) with a nurse and one (2.1%) was a joint interview with the practice manager and an administrator.
The 12 practices were located in a variety of geographical locations across England and were from seven Clinical Research Network areas. Seven practices had paid for the support of commercial companies to adopt a ‘telephone first’ approach; for five of these, fees were paid by the CCG. Practices varied regarding the level of deprivation in the areas they served, with two practices noting particular deprivation among their practice populations, with high rates of unemployment (practice 103) and high numbers of refugees and immigrants (practice 108). Seven practices had been supported by Doctor First and five were supported by GP Access. Some additional characteristics, such as practice size, of the practices from which staff were from are given in Table 22.

This chapter explores staff views on the adoption of a ‘telephone first’ approach in primary care. The chapter first examines why practices chose to implement a ‘telephone first’ approach and their experiences of adopting the system. We then explore the implications for staff and the practice and staff perceptions of the impact on patients. The chapter concludes with the enablers of and barriers to the adoption of a ‘telephone first’ approach in general practice.

Why adopt a ‘telephone first’ approach?
In all 12 practices, participants identified problems meeting demand as a key reason for changing to a ‘telephone first’ approach, including that, under their previous systems, patients had often had to wait a long time to see a GP:

So, you know, it was getting up to, sort of, 3 or 4 weeks, you know, before people would get a routine appointment and we had a duty doctor system, where the duty doctor was here and booked on the day. We were finding that was getting incredibly onerous and stressful for the duty doctor because he might get, oh I don’t know, 70, 80 sometimes even 100 calls in a day.

Practice manager 5001, practice 105

A number of respondents, from different practices, described how, over time, the practice had struggled with demand for appointments and had added extra face-to-face appointments or telephone appointments to manage demand. GPs in particular often mentioned that struggling with their workload was a motivator for trying a different approach:

I think the thing which worked for everyone was obviously altruistic motives like ‘yes we want to see patients who need to be seen’. But also managing our own workload and knowing what comes through the doors was the most important selling point if I can remember all the years back, what worked for others.

GP 5001, practice 108

. . . our system was ‘ring a week ahead’, so ‘ring on Monday for the following Monday’, but the phone lines opened at 8 and by 5 past all the appointments were gone. And we would get a huge queue; people would start queuing before 7 o’clock, so you’d get this awful queue at the door and you’d finish your morning surgery and there’d be like 30 extras waiting to be seen.

GP 5003, practice 112

Often, the decision to change approach related to a number of factors, but some participants described something that made the situation come to a head, for example a member of staff leaving. Two GPs noted particular cases in which patients had waited an unacceptably long time to see a GP as being factors in their decision to change to the ‘telephone first’ approach. In one case, a patient had died, possibly as a result of delays in being seen, and, in another, the patient had waited for an appointment for a condition that required urgent attention.
A concern for fairness and equity in the system was also often mentioned by staff. Many felt that a traditional booking system favoured those who were quickest to call the surgery rather than those in the most clinical need:

*Just a feeling of unsustainable demand and also a real feeling of sort of unfairness in our access to the surgery, we had patients who shouted loudest at the desk got seen for things that weren’t urgent and things that potentially should have been seen quickly waited 2 or 3 weeks.*

GP 5004, practice 101

Other reasons for changing to the ‘telephone first’ approach included a large number of appointments that patients sometimes do not attend, and CCGs offering funding to cover input from the commercial companies.

During interviews, a number of practice staff mentioned that one person at the practice had led the introduction of a ‘telephone first’ approach; this was usually a GP, but sometimes a practice manager. As well as researching the concept and liaising with the commercial companies, this individual often provided enthusiasm and leadership for the change, which enabled other staff to learn about the approach and raise queries or concerns.

Participants described the process by which practices had made the decision to switch to a ‘telephone first’ approach. For some practices, this involved doing research and visiting other practices using the approach. Many participants stressed the importance of all practice staff being brought into the discussion as an enabler of successful adoption. In a number of practices, particular individuals, usually GPs, had been reluctant to change to the ‘telephone first’ approach.

**Implementing the ‘telephone first’ approach**

Practices varied in the extent to which they were using telephone consulting prior to the adoption of the ‘telephone first’ approach. Some had a conventional booking system, in which all patients were pre-booked into face-to-face appointments. Others were already using some form of telephone triage for appointments, for example emergency appointments or when face-to-face slots were fully booked.

All participating surgeries had used a commercial company (Doctor First or GP Access) to support the transition to the ‘telephone first’ approach. Over time, most practices had modified the ‘telephone first’ approach they had adopted, although all practices had largely maintained the key component that face-to-face appointments with a GP had to be preceded by a telephone conversation with a GP. Exceptions to this were usually very limited, for example 6-week baby checks being pre-booked. However, there was some variation between practices, with some GPs booking some patients into slots in advance.

Practices varied in the extent to which they would make modifications to the way the ‘telephone first’ approach was outlined by the commercial companies. A number of practices had made a number of modifications to the ‘telephone first’ approach, and one surgery was continuing to make modifications to the approach. Although deviation from the ‘prescribed’ approach was sometimes described as being discouraged by the commercial companies offering support, some practices felt that modifications helped them to overcome challenges and tailor the approach for their population and staff.

It was evident from the interviews that the ‘telephone first’ approach was operating more smoothly in some practices than in others. In nine practices (100, 101, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108, 112 and 114), staff, overall, felt that the ‘telephone first’ approach was working well, although they had experienced a number of challenges. In one practice (110), all staff identified problems with the approach; this was also evident in interviews with patients (see Chapter 9). In two practices (102 and 117), there was a varied response to how the ‘telephone first’ approach was working. Even in practices in which it was felt that the approach was working, there was variation between staff members: although one GP might feel that the ‘telephone first’ approach was working well, another GP in the same surgery might have found the new system more challenging. At the end of the interview, all participants were asked if, given the choice, they would prefer...
to retain the ‘telephone first’ approach or revert to a conventional appointment system. Of the 46 participants who answered this question, 41 replied that they would prefer to stay with the ‘telephone first’ approach, one was unsure and four preferred to revert to a traditional appointment system, three of whom were from the same practice. However, it should be noted that the practices that agreed to take part in this element of the study were probably those in which the appointment systems were working better than those that declined to participate (see further details in Chapter 4). However, even those participants who indicated that they would like to keep the ‘telephone first’ approach noted ongoing challenges:

Whenever we’ve talked about it we’ve said that we’d stick and I think that’s because of this . . . it’s worry about if we didn’t speak to them today we’d be back to this 3-week thing [wait to see the GP].

GP 5004, practice 105

Yes, I mean it is fraught with difficulties and problems but there is no way we would go back, no way.

GP 5002, practice 112

Patient safety
Given the literature on concerns about safety regarding telephone triage approaches, all respondents were asked about this issue during the interviews. The majority of GPs felt that a ‘telephone first’ approach was safer than a traditional booking system because all patients who want an appointment with a GP would, at a minimum, speak to a GP on the same day:

. . . our health system is changing, there isn’t enough time, so you’ll either change with it. Or you let it crumble and the doctors who are saying, ‘Well, we don’t think it’s safe’, well, they’ve got 4-week waits to be seen. And, well, you’ve got all those patients who you’re holding back onto [an] iceberg; you don’t know what’s wrong with them, so how’s it safe to have them waiting 4 weeks? So it doesn’t make sense to have that argument.

GP 5002, practice 104

Several GPs spoke about how they dealt with safety when speaking to the patient by telephone and the importance of ‘safety netting’: for example, many GPs stated they had a low threshold for bringing people in for a face-to-face consultation and would call a patient in if anything concerned them:

I mean, I feel if there’s any, sort of, if I’m speaking to someone and I’m not sure what’s going on and I just don’t quite trust what I’m hearing I would always then get them in.

GP 5003, practice 105

A few GPs who were interviewed spoke of individual attitude to risk as being particularly important when using a ‘telephone first’ approach, and also in general practice more widely. Some GPs were said to be more comfortable with risk than others. This might be influenced by how long the doctor had been a GP, how well they knew the patient, how much telephone consulting they had done previously and their personality:

So the people who have done a lot more telephone triage are probably . . . it’s all about you managing risk. So it’s about how much risk you’re willing . . . I suppose that’s being a GP is we manage risk.

GP 5004, practice 106

General practitioners’ experiences of the ‘telephone first’ approach
The GPs were asked how the ‘telephone first’ approach had affected their working day, compared with working with a traditional appointment system.
All GPs were speaking to more patients than under the traditional system, but they were seeing fewer patients face to face. For some GPs, this was a better way of working:

...it’s still hard work, and sometimes it’s hard in different ways because you’re making more decisions because you’re dealing with more patients, so it actually can be quite exhausting even though you aren’t seeing as many patients... It’s really nice, so at the end of the day if it’s gone to plan we’ve spoken to everybody that wants to be spoken to that day... we’re sort of on top of our demand – that psychologically is a real plus to think that’s it, we’re done, we’re sorted.

GP 5004, practice 101

Some mentioned that face-to-face appointments, under the ‘telephone first’ approach, tended to be more intense than under a traditional appointment system:

So one of the big problems with it is the appointments we do book are much more intensive. So, you know, under our previous system I would pretty much every surgery, have a couple of catch-up appointments. You know, I’d have somebody just needed their sick note renewing for whatever reason and sometimes it could take a long time but quite often that would be very quick, or a pill check... Whereas, all that now is gone because it’s done over the phone. So actually the only people who make it through the door are the people... none of those really short, dead easy, ‘I’m going to catch back a bit of time’. They’ve all gone because it’s all done on the phone.

GP 5004, practice 117

There was considerable variation in individual views about changes in workload. For GPs at one surgery, the ‘telephone first’ approach meant less stress, less workload and shorter working days:

We definitely go home earlier, definitely. At the time [before the ‘telephone first’ approach], 3 years ago, I used to work a Monday evening and, in theory, we should finish at 6.30 [p.m.], I was still here at 8 o’clock most Monday evenings. Now, our Monday evening team, by a quarter to seven, they are gone, and all the patients have been managed and seen.

Administrator/receptionist 5001, practice 114

However, in some other practices, GPs were concerned about increases in demand:

So my main worry about this is that demand has increased and continues to increase because we are so accessible and there is no barrier there.

GP 5004, practice 117

Despite implementation of the ‘telephone first’ approach, a few practices noted that they were overwhelmed by demand. They had experienced days when there were too many requests for telephone calls and not enough slots for GPs to call them all back, even if GPs were willing to work late. In such instances, practices often had an approach of turning the telephone lines to ‘emergency calls only’. The time of day when this took place varied: for some it was 5 p.m., for others it was 3 p.m. and for one surgery, which was struggling with the approach, it was quite early in the morning:

Respondent: ... when telephone triage first started the latest was 2 p.m., now the latest is probably 11:30 a.m. and that’s an exception.

Interviewer: That’s when you go through to emergencies only?

Respondent: Yeah, I mean this morning it was, oh my god I’m not sure what time it was this morning, I wasn’t... I didn’t really keep an eye on it. Quite often it’s before 9 a.m.

Practice manager 5001, practice 110
A few GPs reported that patients had started to telephone them about things because they were available, for example to tell them about having a poor night’s sleep or to ask for advice when their child had diarrhoea for half an hour:

*I think there is evidence that we take calls about things which are basically because we’re so easy to access. In years gone by, you know, I’m not sure I would have had people ringing up and just checking about the ingredients of their shampoo or their medication. Just because they couldn’t have done.*

GP 5004, practice 117

In contrast, one GP did not feel that demand had increased and, in fact, noted a decline in demand as a result of the telephone first approach:

*And I think we’re now, I think 2 years in, I think we’re seeing a reduction in demand, and there is some evidence that this does happen, I think we’re seeing a reduction in demand for things that we don’t need to see.*

GP 5004, practice 101

Some GPs liked the flexibility that the ‘telephone first’ approach afforded them to arrange their workload and felt that it gave them more control over their day as it was them who called patients and allocated them, if appropriate, to face-to-face appointment slots. Others liked, on occasion, being able to book longer face-to-face slots for complex cases. Conversely, other GPs reported that they found the system harder in terms of balancing the callbacks with other tasks such as supervising students, home visits and paperwork. Practices and individuals had varied approaches to address such problems, for example by not having any face-to-face appointments until later in the day.

Many GPs mentioned the unpredictable nature of the day. Unlike a traditional appointment system, in which a GP comes in to a diary full of appointments each day, under the ‘telephone first’ approach, the diary started empty of appointments each morning. Telephone consultations then began and face-to-face appointment slots would begin to be booked in. Some respondents liked the unpredictable nature of the day, whereas for others it brought some anxiety about the day ahead. Some GPs felt that the fact that calls came in continually throughout the day was a strain:

*And things like meetings; you know you have a meeting and you can see that people are sitting there getting twitchy, you know, looking at their watch thinking I’ve been in this meeting an hour, how many more telephone calls are going to be on my screen now than there were an hour ago and how much time have I got to deal with them, am I actually going to be able to get through before 7 o’clock or whatever.*

GP 5002, practice 102

A number of GPs felt that they were working in a more isolated way under the ‘telephone first’ approach, as they spent more time on their own in their rooms making telephone calls rather than seeing patients face to face. A number of surgeries had introduced measures to try to mitigate this, for example joint coffee and lunch breaks so that GPs could talk to each other or shared call lists to increase the feeling of teamwork.

**The experiences of reception staff**

One component of the ‘telephone first’ approach, as advocated by the two commercial providers, is for reception staff to take a brief note of the patient’s problem. This is to assist GPs with deciding in which order to call back patients, with patients with more serious complaints being called back first. From interviews at different surgeries, it became clear that the role of the receptionist in the ‘telephone first’ approach varied. In one surgery, the receptionists took no details of the patient’s complaint; in some surgeries, they took minimal details about the condition. In other surgeries, reception staff had been trained to take a brief reason for the call and to signpost patients to alternative routes of care if
appropriate. Some practices had modified the system so that the GP could flag patients they wished the receptionist to book for a face-to-face appointment based on the description taken by receptionists. When reception staff had more of an active role, it appeared to alleviate some of the pressures from the GP and was seen as an enabler of the successful adoption of a ‘telephone first’ approach.

Reception staff spoke about the change in their role and the increased responsibility now that they were taking details of the condition from the patient. Most reception staff felt empowered by this enhanced role, although a few felt associated anxiety about potentially serious cases:

*Chest pain or symptoms of like a stroke but again it’s really hard but if we are just worried then we can let the doctor know because we’ve got instant message as well, we can always just do, or ‘Not sure about this call. You might need to take it’ or we could just simply pop them on hold, give the doctor a ring and then the doctor can say ‘Well I’ll call them back or I’ll take it’.*

*Administrator/receptionist 5003, practice 108*

Some reception staff felt that their role was less pressured as they no longer had to spend the day telling patients that there were no longer any appointments available, as had happened under the previous system. Several staff who were interviewed spoke of how the ‘telephone first’ approach had led to a happier reception team:

*. . . the admin staff like it in the fact that they don’t have patients shouting at them now, like, ‘What do you mean you haven’t got any appointments? It’s only, you know, 8:45 a.m. and how can you have run out of appointments already?’ That sort of thing.*

*Practice manager 5001, practice 102*

Although the nature of the working day had changed for reception staff, there was a consensus among surgery staff that the overall workload of reception staff had remained the same; in particular, the telephone lines often continued to be busiest at the very start of the day.

**Changes in practice culture**

Some respondents commented on how the ‘telephone first’ approach had altered the culture of the practice, sometimes for better and sometimes for worse. Some felt that the staff had become more cohesive. For example, in one practice, clinicians and administrative staff felt that there was greater appreciation of each other’s roles because the duty GP now took calls in the reception office. Others felt that it had brought staff together in a shared commitment to try to make ‘telephone first’ approach work:

*The doctors now, sounds horrible if you say they look out for each other now, not that they didn’t before but they are far more supportive of each other than they were before.*

*Practice manager 5003, practice 106*

Some participants spoke of the importance of the practice agreeing rules of how the system would work so that patients negotiated the system in the same way each time, and they saw this as an enabler of the successful adoption of the approach:

*. . . someone who has got a sore throat will ring up the GP instead of going to the pharmacy. I think we circumvent that, partly . . . we do limit the call numbers, partly ‘cause we are reasonably singing from the same hymn sheet; so, if you do ring up with a sore throat you know you’re going to get told to go to the pharmacy, so you know people don’t tend to do that.*

*GP 5003, practice 112*

There were a number of reported conflicts in situations in which not all GPs used the ‘telephone first’ approach as intended. In one practice, one particular GP opted out of the ‘telephone first’ approach and had turned all his appointments into face-to-face appointments; that GP had since left the practice.
In another practice, one GP refused to use the ‘telephone first’ approach, and so saw patients only face to face, booked in through telephone consultations by other GPs, and this had caused some confusion for the patients.

In some practices, respondents described how the ‘telephone first’ approach had led to greater divisions between administrative and health-care staff, with GPs rarely leaving their rooms. This contrasts with the practice reported above, in which staff had become more cohesive; this emphasises the large variation between practices in how the ‘telephone first’ approach had worked for them.

**Staff perceptions of implications for patients**

We asked staff about the effect of the ‘telephone first’ approach on groups of patients who might be adversely affected by the approach, including patients for whom English was not their first language, older people, deaf or hearing-impaired people and patients without telephones. Respondents often commented on the nature of the population that the surgery served and the impacts this had on the implementation of the ‘telephone first’ approach. For some practices, the population they served acted as an enabler of the approach, for example if most patients spoke English as their first language or had their own transport.

Two practices in deprived areas identified elements of their populations that were challenges to the ‘telephone first’ approach:

> The population which it really doesn’t work with is our, kind of, migrant population, our asylum seekers and refugees. Sometimes there’s language problems and problem with expectations; we have a low threshold for calling them in. The only [way] it helps is that we can arrange an interpreter for them, so rather than them booking an appointment and turning up without an interpreter.

*GP 5001, practice 108*

For other practices, challenges were identified to be high numbers of people receiving state benefits, unemployed people or people with learning difficulties. Perhaps surprisingly, these practices had successfully adopted the ‘telephone first’ approach and noted that they had made adaptations to the system for these groups. In fact, for those with a chaotic lifestyle, the immediacy of having the appointment on the same day was said to have been advantageous.

All practices had systems in place for deaf or hearing-impaired people. These included the ability to book straight into face-to-face consultations, being able to text the practice to request an appointment or a carer or relative being able to speak to the GP on a patient’s behalf.

Respondents spoke of services that were available for individuals who may find it challenging to navigate the ‘telephone first’ approach in the traditional way:

> . . . some of them we have a flag on [the clinical system] saying ‘if this person rings up for a consultation just book them in’ because sometimes, particularly when we have say hard-of-hearing, deaf patients, vulnerable, learning difficulties, we just book those in, they don’t have a call anyway. And there are some patients that don’t fall into these groups that still it doesn’t work on the phone. But they are few and far between really and most people . . . we’re all used to using the phone now.

*GP 5004, practice 101*

In addition to provision for patients with certain conditions, staff often spoke about individual patients for whom an alternative system had been set up, for example for a homeless patient and for a patient with memory problems. The default was often that such groups would get booked directly in for a face-to-face consultation.

It has been suggested that elderly patients may be disadvantaged by increased use of telephone consulting, but the majority of staff who were interviewed felt that this was not the case and that most
elderly people liked the system once they had experienced it. A few GPs did note that some elderly patients missed the contact that a face-to-face consultation afforded. Some participants noted making special arrangements for elderly patients who relied on family and friends or public transport to visit the surgery, as they were less able to come to the surgery immediately if a face-to-face consultation with the GP was thought necessary.

Owing to the nature of the ‘telephone first’ approach, which relies on the patient being available to take a telephone call from a GP, other groups of people for whom the system may be a challenge were identified. A number of respondents mentioned the need to help patients who worked in roles in which they were unable to take telephone calls during the day:


d... then you have doctors, teachers, call-centre workers, taxi drivers, HGV [heavy goods vehicle] drivers, policemen, people who work in large open-plan offices who are very unhappy.

GP 5004, practice 105

Some surgeries, in such situations, asked patients to indicate a time during the day during which they could be contacted, for example during their lunchbreak or once they had finished work.

A number of participants reflected on the provision of a service for hard-to-reach groups that took away the telephone call element of the approach. Although necessary for some patients, there was concern that it provided an inequitable service for a group of patients who automatically would be given a face-to-face consultation:

Yeah and sometimes, I mean, we’ve discussed that whether it’s... that it’s an unfair advantage to them because there’s language problems, they get appointments.

GP 5001, practice 108

In the case of some groups, such as patients who claimed to not have a telephone, there was sometimes concern that patients were using this excuse as a way to directly obtain a face-to-face appointment without the need for a telephone call with a GP. There was also a feeling, among some participants, that the system would not work if too many patients were exempt from the telephone call element of the approach.

**Staff perceptions of patients’ opinions of the system**

Many staff felt that patients were pleased with the ‘telephone first’ approach, and they reported positive feedback from patients. Respondents also pointed to positive feedback from NHS Friends and Family Tests and NHS Choices indicating patients’ satisfaction with the ‘telephone first’ approach. One practice had noticed an increase in the number of patients registering with them who had previously been registered with another local practice. Again, in interpreting these data, it should be noted that the practices that agreed to take part in this element of the study were probably those in which the appointment systems were working better than in those that declined to participate.

Some respondents felt that patients preferred the ‘telephone first’ approach, but that it sometimes took time for them to get used to it:

I think the hardest part at first was obviously make sure the patients understood how it worked. Obviously information had gone out to them prior, etc., but obviously there’s always a little bit of confusion... So I think it was probably a little bit more time-consuming at the beginning and obviously to have a few patients who weren’t very happy. But I think as time went on and obviously people became aware of the system and realised that actually they get to speak to a doctor quite quickly. If they need to be seen they get seen more soon, you know, I think that resistance tapered away and people came to realise that actually it’s a better system.

Administrator/receptionist 5003, practice 101
One respondent felt that the approach took a while to settle in, and that it took 2 years to see benefits. Practices varied in their approach to determining if a face-to-face consultation was required. One practice had a policy of ending all telephone consultations by checking that the patient was happy to not be seen face to face. In others, the decision was solely that of the GP.

In one practice that was struggling with the approach, respondents believed that the number of patients was declining as a result of the ‘telephone first’ approach, because patients had disenrolled to register at other local surgeries. Patient feedback had been very negative in this practice:

... we’ve had an awful lot of complaints but, I mean we seem to have a very complaining population anyway. We were getting very demoralised with NHS Choices, all the sort of comments on there, I think we ourselves sympathise with some of the patients’ comments.

Practice manager 5001, practice 110

**Impacts of the ‘telephone first’ approach on the nature of consultations**

Some GPs did not like communicating on the telephone and preferred face-to-face consultations, although a number of GPs felt that their telephone consultations had improved as they had become more experienced. A few GPs reported that the ‘telephone first’ approach had enabled them to practise medicine in a different way to that enabled by a traditional appointment system. For example, they could give a patient advice in the morning and then call them back in the afternoon to see if there was any improvement or if additional treatment was required. Some GPs also felt that they had more control over which patients were seen, rather than the reception team acting as a gatekeeper as is the case in a traditional appointment system.

The opportunity to educate patients was also mentioned, with more frequent contact meaning that there was the opportunity to teach patients about conditions or when they needed to contact a GP. One practice reported that demand had gone down, which a GP attributed to better patient education:

So the sort of education about the role of antibiotics in ear infections in children, you know very limited evidence, ... if you’re otherwise happy with the child, they’re not unwell, we’re probably not going to do anything different today, call us back in a couple of days. So that message I think has got through ... Certainly I feel I’m speaking to less people that really I think why did they phone about that, you know, I think those calls do ... I think patients learn that they don’t need to call.

GP 5004, practice 101

Some GPs noted that the ‘telephone first’ approach also enabled them to appropriately book patients into appointments with other practitioners, such as practice nurses, for issues for which it was not necessary for the patient to see a GP:

We’ve realised; some of them can be directed to other people. Previously they just ended up with appointments with a GP when they actually could have gone and seen the practice nurse or the HCA [health-care assistant]. So we found that takes out a workload, it’s a better management of other clinicians’ appointments.

GP 5002, practice 104

One GP felt that the ‘telephone first’ approach led him to do more medical tests than perhaps were necessary:

... the ultimate is face-to-face consultations, but if you can’t do face to face maybe telephone is the best option in a way. But I think you need to do a lot more training. But then if you have 40 phone calls and you want to spend 10 minutes on a phone call to try and make sure you’ve not missed anything or do you go the other way and say well actually she’s complaining of this I’d better do all the blood tests in the world and then think well clinically why have I done those, well it’s cleared me as a conscience?

GP 5004, practice 110
Continuity of care
The GP respondents were asked about the impacts of the ‘telephone first’ approach on continuity of care. A number of respondents felt that there was no real difference in continuity of care under a ‘telephone first’ approach compared with a traditional booking system:

I suppose I don’t know. I don’t think that’s much different from our old system to the new one to be honest, with our particular group of patients anyway.

GP 5003, practice 105

Some GPs noted that continuity of care was becoming harder to deliver, but felt that this was related more to issues such as more part-time working than to factors associated with the ‘telephone first’ approach. When interviewed, several reception staff talked about trying to ensure that patients saw their preferred doctor if possible:

So like when they register the doctor’s names are on there and they can ask what days their doctor works, so most of the patients know what days their doctors work, so they’ll probably only phone on those days that they want a specific doctor, not if their doctor is not working then usually they don’t phone.

Administrator/receptionist 5002, practice 105

It was evident that practices varied in their policies; for example, some practice staff would ask the patient which doctor they would prefer to see or speak to, whereas others would give an appointment with a named GP only if it was specifically requested by a patient.

Patient education and knowledge of the ‘telephone first’ approach
Patient education and knowledge of the system was seen by respondents as an enabler of the successful adoption of the ‘telephone first’ approach. Prior to launching the ‘telephone first’ approach, practices had communicated the change to patients in a variety of ways, often using material provided by the commercial companies. There was variation in the extent to which this was done: some practices had written to every patient registered with them, whereas others had put notices up in the practice. Respondents also varied in the importance they placed on patient education:

So it was planning and patient education – patient education I think was the most important part I think. I know one of our neighbouring practices tried it and didn’t get on and I think that’s where they fell down was the patients didn’t understand what they were trying to do.

Administrator/receptionist 5003, practice 101

Some respondents spoke of explaining to patients the importance of telling the receptionist the nature of their problem in order for them to be triaged appropriately. At times, patients struggled to understand elements of the system, such as the inability to pre-book for appointments on different days:

We do try and keep to the appointments that we like, the calls that we take today, are for today, not trying to overflow onto the next day. Because otherwise we get to the same point where we’re full again and it’s just, you know, it just goes on and on and on. But they [patients] do struggle with the ‘oh well why can’t you just put me down for tomorrow?’ And then we have to say sorry you have to call back from half past eight in the morning. They really struggle with that.

Administrator/receptionist 5002, practice 103

Practices that had attempted to adopt a ‘telephone first’ approach but had ceased using it
In our qualitative analysis, we were aware that the majority of staff from GP surgeries that were involved in the study had felt that the adoption of the ‘telephone first’ approach had been broadly successful. There was also evidence, from our quantitative data, that practices that took part in that element of the study had a somewhat more positive patient experience than those that declined to participate. As a result,
we sought to conduct interviews with staff from two general practices that had adopted a ‘telephone first’ approach but had then stopped using it.

Using information from the commercial companies on practices that they knew had stopped using the approach, and practices identified from the practice manager survey as no longer using a ‘telephone first’ approach, practice managers were phoned and invited to participate in the study. As in the main study, recruiting to this element of the project was challenging, but two practices agreed to participate. Interviews were conducted as in the main study, with the topic guide modified accordingly. Interviews were transcribed verbatim and analysed following the same approach (see Chapter 10, Methods, for more detail).

Four interviews were conducted with five members of staff from two GP surgeries. Interviews were conducted with GPs (n = 3) and one joint interview was conducted with an administrative manager and member of the administrative team. Three interviews were conducted face to face and one was conducted by telephone.

As in the main study, staff from both practices described being motivated to adopt a ‘telephone first’ approach because of problems with demand and concern that patients were waiting a long time for appointments with a GP. However, all staff reported how the ‘telephone first’ approach had been challenging from the start as a result of the high number of telephone calls it generated. All of those interviewed spoke about the pressure on GPs, with GPs reporting not enjoying their work as much, feeling stressed and feeling more isolated:

... it also felt sometimes there was so much work and you just saw a growing list of patients and you were just trying to get through it and you were trying not to bring people down [to the surgery].

GP 5001, practice 201

Participants at both practices mentioned challenges with staff retention as a factor that had an impact on use of the ‘telephone first’ approach. In one practice, two partners and four salaried GPs left in a 2-year period. The other practice lost two partners in quick succession. Respondents noted that reasons for GPs leaving were not solely attributable to the ‘telephone first’ approach, but they often commented that it had not helped. Matching capacity to demand is key to the ‘telephone first’ approach as outlined by the commercial companies; this is something that both practices had struggled with because of staff shortages.

Both practices also attributed the challenging patient populations they served as a reason why the ‘telephone first’ approach had not worked:

We broke a lot of doctors by employing that particular service [telephone first] in the context of our patient population.

GP 5003, practice 202

Although they were in different geographical locations, both practices reported that their patient population was in an area with a high level of deprivation, with a high prevalence of drug and alcohol problems and many patients experiencing mental health challenges. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the main study included practices with similar challenging patient demographics, and they had successfully adopted the approach. Two GPs, from different practices, commented that when they had abandoned the approach they saw patients who had not contacted them under the ‘telephone first’ approach:

It was interesting when we changed back to a different system, there are a whole load of really vulnerable people who we were suddenly seeing again that we hadn’t been seeing.

GP 5001, practice 201
All staff who were interviewed, particularly GPs, had found admitting that the ‘telephone first’ approach had not worked distressing:

I think it was hard to admit it because you feel like it should work . . . you know you do not want to be the one who has failed at something. I guess that’s part of being a doctor is not it? That we are quite competitive . . . you know saying you cannot do something is a difficult thing to say.

GP 5001, practice 202

I did not want to say anything because I felt like everybody else was probably fine and it was just me and then I had one of those unintended conversations with one of the other partners . . . so I said to her [that I was not coping with ‘telephone first’] and I just saw this kind of massive sense of relief and she said, ‘do you know I hate it and I think I’m going to have to leave if it carries on’.

GP 5001, practice 201

A decision to abandon the ‘telephone first’ approach posed challenges for all staff at the practices, and the period when practices decided how they would reconfigure the appointment system was described as difficult. Morale was often low because the ‘telephone first’ approach had not succeeded. Both practices had stopped using the ‘telephone first’ approach but had decided not to revert to a traditional booking system using all face-to-face consultations, but instead decided to retain some elements of telephone consultations. Both had adopted a hybrid approach, with telephone consulting used for on-the-day appointments and face-to-face appointments being available in advance with pre-bookable slots.

Although participants were upbeat about the future and the new approaches they had implemented, it was evident that for staff in practices that had unsuccessfully tried to implement the ‘telephone first’ approach, there could be considerable negative impacts on individual staff members and the practice as a whole.

Summary of findings

This chapter has highlighted that there was great variety in the views of staff towards the adoption of the ‘telephone first’ approach. Although staff in the majority of practices felt that the approach was working successfully, they also described challenges. Even for those who felt that the approach was successful, there were a number of implications for staff, practice management, practice culture, the nature of consultations and continuity of care, as well as for considerations regarding hard-to-reach groups and patient education.

Table 24 draws together the enablers of and barriers to the successful adoption of a ‘telephone first’ approach in primary care, as outlined by practice staff in the interviews. Staff often articulated these barriers and enablers as factors that had assisted in the successful adoption of the approach or that were challenges to it. Several practices had explored ways to overcome what they considered to be barriers to the successful implementation of the ‘telephone first’ approach, often in the form of modifications to the approach.

This research has shown that practices’ experiences of the ‘telephone first’ approach were varied. Even in practices in which the adoption is broadly viewed as a success, there are challenges that may be mitigated by the consideration of enablers and barriers, as outlined in Table 24. The majority of staff who were interviewed indicated that they would prefer to retain the ‘telephone first’ approach rather than to revert to a traditional appointment system, showing the potential for the approach to be acceptable to GPs, practice managers and reception staff in primary care. However, as previously noted, practices that took part in this part of the study were those in which the appointment systems appeared to be working better than in those that declined to take part.
Table 24: Enablers of and barriers to the successful adoption of a ‘telephone first’ approach in primary care, as described by staff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enablers of the successful implementation of a ‘telephone first’ approach</th>
<th>Barriers to the successful implementation of a ‘telephone first’ approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Reception staff well trained and supported</td>
<td>• Patient demand in excess of capacity to meet the needs of patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identified member of staff ‘leading’ the approach</td>
<td>• Characteristics of the patient population that may make negotiating the system a challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Clear understanding of patterns of demand</td>
<td>• Reliance on locums and registrars not familiar with the approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Staff enthusiastic to adopt the ‘telephone first’ approach</td>
<td>• Poor mobile telephone coverage in the surrounding area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to make modifications to the approach to overcome local challenges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 11 Discussion

Background

In recent years, an expanding population, rising demand for care and increasing numbers of patients with complex problems have combined to present a challenge for general practice: a situation that some have described as a crisis.

NHS England responded in 2016 with the General Practice Forward View, which promised increased funding including commitments to an expanded multidisciplinary workforce, although such measures will take time to show benefits. Many general practices have sought ways to manage the challenges of demand, including by diversifying the workforce and increasing the use of alternatives to face-to-face consultations. Telephone triage and telephone consulting approaches have also been advocated. However, to date, none of these has had a radical impact on demand for care. In particular, a 2014 major RCT of telephone triage by GPs and nurses for patients requesting same-day appointments (ESTEEM) found that overall GP workload was increased by introducing telephone triage, with no reduction in costs.

A number of practices in England have adopted a whole-system change, a ‘telephone first’ approach in which telephone consultations with a GP take place prior to all face-to-face consultations. After telephoning the practice, patients are called back by a GP and, at the end of this call, a decision is made regarding whether the patient needs to come in for a face-to-face consultation or whether their concern has been satisfactorily and appropriately dealt with on the telephone. Practices are offered management support with introducing this system by two commercial providers (Doctor First and GP Access); this support includes detailed analysis of workload patterns to enable practices to match capacity to demand. Data from the companies suggest reduced practice workload, improved continuity of care, reduced A&E attendances, financial savings and improved patient and staff satisfaction. The ‘telephone first’ approach is advocated in NHS England literature. However, until this study was conducted, no independent evaluation of these approaches had been undertaken.

Our research sought to address three main research questions in relation to the ‘telephone first’ approach as offered by Doctor First and GP Access:

1. How does the ‘telephone first’ approach affect patient experience and use of primary and secondary care services?
2. What is the impact of the ‘telephone first’ approach on the nature of consultations for patients and staff, and how appropriate is this approach for hard-to-reach groups?
3. What are the cost consequences of the approach?

Summary of findings

Summary of quantitative findings

In our quantitative analyses, we principally report an intention-to-treat analysis, including the 89 practices that were operating the system as recommended by the companies alongside those practices that had modified the ‘telephone first’ approach and were using a hybrid form of telephone consulting and a small number of practices that had ceased running the system altogether. We also included a sensitivity analysis that was restricted to practices that we believed were running the system as recommended by the companies throughout the data collection period. In general, these two analyses produced similar findings.
Data from the computer systems of practices using one of the commercial companies showed that there had been a major effect on patterns of consultation as a result of the introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach, with a 12-fold increase in telephone consultations and a 38% reduction in face-to-face consultations. There was an overall increase in the total number of consultations (face to face and telephone) of 28%. There were equally dramatic changes in time from booking to appointment time – from an average of 4 days for face-to-face appointments before the change to an average of 0.9 days after the change. The length of consultations was similar before and after the change (10.9 minutes before and 10.2 minutes after for face-to-face consultations and 7.7 minutes before and 6.2 minutes after for telephone appointments), with an overall increase in length of surgery consulting time of around 8% following the change (face-to-face and telephone consultations combined). Although these results were broadly similar in the sensitivity analyses that were restricted to practices operating the new system throughout the period of data collection, there was wide variation in patterns of consulting in individual practices, with some experiencing a marked decrease in overall consulting time and others experiencing a substantial increase. Practices also varied greatly in the proportion of telephone consultations that were followed by a face-to-face consultation.

In the controlled analysis of A&E attendances with use of HES, the numbers of A&E attendances before and after the launch for patients registered in practices using a ‘telephone first’ approach were compared. There was no evidence that use of a ‘telephone first’ approach led to a change in the average rate of A&E attendances. There was evidence of a slower increase in attendances for intervention practices than for control practices, but the trend was very small. We also noted small increases in emergency admissions following the introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach, which were associated with small net increases in secondary care costs. Although, again, there was wide variation between individual practices, we found no evidence to support the claims of widespread cost savings from the new approach.

An analysis of patient experience from the national GP Patient Survey compared ‘telephone first’ practices with control practices in England. The biggest difference by far was a 20-percentage-point improvement in intervention practices in responses to the GP Patient Survey question on length of time to see or speak to a doctor or nurse. This was equivalent to an average improvement of nearly one full category in the four-point scale used in this national survey (the question was ‘How long after initially contacting the surgery did you actually see or speak to them?’ and the answers were ‘on the same day’/’next working day’/’a few days later’/’a week or more later’). Other differences were small in comparison, and included an increase in the convenience of the appointment (0.38 percentage points more positive), small but statistically significant reductions in overall experience of making an appointment (0.44 percentage points more negative), reported doctor–patient communication (0.89 percentage points more negative) and ability to see the patient’s preferred doctor (1.25 percentage points more negative). Patients were also 2.4 percentage points less likely to recommend their GP surgery to others after the intervention.

In the patient survey that we conducted of people who had recently had a telephone consultation in ‘telephone first’ practices, 21.6% reported that the telephone consultation was less convenient, 23% reported that there was no difference, and over half (55.4%) said that it was more convenient; however, we have evidence that the practices that agreed to take part in this survey had more positive experiences than those that declined to take part.

One factor that is likely to influence patients’ reported experiences is whether or not they were expecting to have to speak to a GP before making an appointment. Of patients surveyed, 70% of those who phoned expected to get a callback, but 25% did not. Those who were least likely to expect a call were those who visited the surgery to request an appointment.

As in the patient survey, patients expressed a wide range of views in the interviews we conducted. One of the most striking features of these interviews was the extremes of responses, as exemplified in the following patient quotations: ‘I have rang the GP’s surgery at 8.30 a.m. and redialled 152 times before getting through to surgery then waited till 5.30 p.m. for callback from a doctor’ and ‘This new system has proved truly
excellent and my doctor has seen me on the same day if she has thought it necessary’. The ‘telephone first’ approach clearly suited some people by reducing the need for them to come into the surgery, but it was problematic for others (e.g. when it was difficult for someone working in an open-plan office to take a callback). However, a substantial proportion of negative comments were about the operation of the scheme itself rather than the principles behind it. So, for example, patients may not have minded being phoned back by a GP, but they complained about the difficulty of getting through on the telephone, restricted times when the telephone lines were open, lack of flexibility in scheduling the callback from the GP and lengthy delays before the callback was made.

**Summary of qualitative findings**

Patients also described the characteristics that made it easier for them to use the ‘telephone first’ approach. These included being articulate and having the confidence to press for the outcome they wanted, having flexibility in their daily schedule and having an existing trusting relationship with the GP who was deciding whether or not a face-to-face consultation was necessary. Some practices had clearly organised themselves so that it was easier for the patient to see a doctor of their choice; in others it was harder. Not having English as a first language was identified as a problem by patients but, contrary to our expectations and concerns expressed in the literature, older people expressed generally positive views about the new system. Indeed, none of the nine patients aged > 75 years who we interviewed said that they would prefer to return to the old system. Patients who were at work found it less easy to manage the new system (e.g. not knowing when the GP would call back). A few practices were able to give patients a specific time when the doctor would call, but others were unable to do this.

A wide range of opinions were also expressed in staff interviews. These included examples of practices in which the approach appeared to be working well and others where it was working less well. Within practices, individual staff members also expressed strong views about liking or disliking the new approach. For some GPs, the ‘telephone first’ approach had meant that they were able to go home earlier, whereas others felt overwhelmed by increased demand. For most GPs, the new scheme involved a major change in the way they worked. It also involved redistribution of work, especially in practices in which partners took the telephone calls but salaried or locum doctors saw a higher proportion of patients who came for a face-to-face consultation. Practices were generally noted to be quieter during the day, with fewer patients attending for face-to-face appointments.

Receptionists had a very important role in implementing the new system and most of those interviewed welcomed the increased responsibility that they were given and the increased ability to offer patients appointments (albeit not face-to-face appointments). Practice managers were key to the effective implementation of the ‘telephone first’ approach and described the importance of understanding patterns of demand before deciding how to introduce the new approach.

Concerns were sometimes expressed about the safety of telephone consulting. The doctors we interviewed did not see this as a major problem. Indeed, they thought that the new system was safer because patients were able to have contact with a doctor much more quickly (by telephone) – they could then be given a face-to-face appointment rapidly if needed. Patients also commented that the new system avoided delays in speaking to someone about a problem that could be serious.

Members of staff who were interviewed also described changes in the culture of practices, including greater cohesiveness, with staff being more supportive of each other. However, again, there was a wide range of views including descriptions of tension within the team, especially when one GP was opposed to the new system. For staff in practices that had unsuccessfully tried to implement the ‘telephone first’ approach, there could be considerable negative impacts on individual staff members and the practice as a whole.

There were parallels between the staff and patient interviews in that when the ‘telephone first’ approach was successful it often worked for both staff and patients. Yet when the system was strained, for example
when there were not enough slots on the day for telephone calls or difficulties with patients getting through on the telephone, both staff and patients struggled with the approach. Overall, the majority of patients and staff interviewed would choose to keep the ‘telephone first’ approach over a ‘traditional’ appointment system.

**Summary of the cost–consequences analysis**

The cost–consequences analysis reported a median cost of £10,810 paid by practices to commercial providers for support with adopting the ‘telephone first’ approach, but other set-up costs for practices were generally small, and few made staffing changes when they introduced the new system. We found no evidence to support claims of major reductions in secondary care costs, although, as with other aspects of the study, there was wide variation between individual practices with, for example, practice patients making substantially more, or less, use of A&E after the ‘telephone first’ system was introduced.

**Interpretation of findings**

This study has identified a wide range of views (both positive and negative) expressed by patients and staff about the introduction of a ‘telephone first’ approach. The quantitative results, when examined at an individual practice level, also show that there can be substantial benefits of the approach to some practices but considerable challenges for others.

At first glance, such variation may be surprising; however, given the amount of variation between GP surgeries across the country, perhaps this should not be unexpected. General practice surgeries are small organisations and often have unique cultures shaped by history, individuals, norms and local influences.

Differences between general practices are seen in a wide range of clinical areas, such as rates of prescribing, referral rates and access to diagnostic tests, which are attributable to a variety of factors including individual clinician attitudes and local infrastructure.99–91

Such variation in practice culture may determine the extent to which the ‘telephone first’ approach is successful. For example, if a practice has struggled with patient access to appointments for a long time, it may be that once the ‘telephone first’ approach is introduced the practice becomes overwhelmed with patient requests for appointments.

A related challenge of this approach may be the concept of the ‘symptom iceberg’, as described by McAteer et al.,92 who note that many symptoms are common among the population but that not all symptoms are presented to a medical professional. A system, such as ‘telephone first’, that increases access to GPs could potentially result in a greater number of people presenting symptoms to clinicians for which they would otherwise not have consulted a professional. This is echoed by our data: GPs felt that, under the ‘telephone first’ approach, patients contacted them about symptoms that they would not usually have consulted them about, or would usually have waited longer to consult about, and these symptoms may have disappeared in the meantime.

The concept of supplier-induced demand may also explain the challenges to some general practices of a ‘telephone first’ approach. When additional services are provided, demand for care does not necessarily decrease, a phenomenon seen in other areas of the NHS. For example, the introduction of NHS Direct has been shown to have no effect on use of emergency care,93 and NHS walk-in clinics have been shown not to affect out-of-hours consultations94 or to reduce waiting times for primary care.95

What is clear for the ‘telephone first’ approach (or any other system) is that it will not work if there is a fundamental mismatch between demand for care and capacity to meet that demand. An important question is whether or not the new approach is an effective solution to the problem of demand for care exceeding the capacity of practices to meet that demand. Our overall estimation of an 8% increase in
total consultation time suggests that it does not. Nevertheless, this figure masks large variation between practices in which both patients and staff seemed to be happy and others in which patients were dissatisfied and staff described being at breaking point.

Our impression, based on our data, many hours spent in the practices, and two learning events we held as part of the project, is that the ‘telephone first’ approach works best in practices that are highly organised. The practices least likely to succeed are ones with a large backlog of unmet need that is suddenly released by making telephone consultations available and ones that are poorly organised or unable to recruit and, therefore, unable to match staff resources to patient need. Therefore, the most ‘successful’ practices were ones that entered into discussion with the commercial companies with a clear understanding of their workload and with the means to meet demand. We have concerns that CCGs may have commissioned services from the commercial providers hoping that they will ‘sort out’ chaotic practices in which workloads are clearly out of control. As an approach to demand management, the schemes possibly work best for practices that need them least.

There is then a range of practice cultural factors that have a major influence on subsequent progress. The first of these is agreement among the staff about the approach to be taken. The practice manager is key to this, and most practices in which the scheme operated well had highly organised practice managers, often with sophisticated data systems of their own. Indeed, we are aware of other practices that have adopted the approach successfully on their own without the support of external consultancy. It was also important that there was shared understanding and support for the new approach among staff, and in particular among GP partners in the practice.

Practical issues were very important. These include information being provided to patients on how the scheme works and how to navigate it, putting sufficient time into reception staff training, having sufficient telephone lines and staff to answer calls to deal with demand at all times, and ensuring training and support for GPs in telephone consulting (especially locums and registrar doctors). Likewise, the schemes could be operated to improve continuity of care, with the doctor taking a telephone consultation directing patients to a face-to-face appointment with a doctor they knew. However, in many practices, a number of face-to-face consultations were carried out by salaried doctors and locums, with partners being responsible for the telephone calls – this could make continuity of care for patients more difficult.

We noted in our qualitative work that practices had often made slight changes to the approach from that advocated by the commercial companies. In some practices, nurses conducted some of the telephone triage, an approach not advocated by either commercial company. Although this change may appear interesting in potentially reducing the cost of running the ‘telephone first’ approach, it should be noted that findings from the ESTEEM trial show that increases in nursing workload were much greater when nurses took triage calls than when GPs did. This suggests that such an approach may not lead to overall financial savings.

It was also clear that the new approach worked better for some patients than for others. It worked well for patients who had the flexibility to be available when the GP phoned back, and elderly people in general felt that the scheme worked well for them. It worked less well for some working people who needed to schedule their days ahead or found it difficult to take telephone calls at work. We found that the ‘telephone first’ approach could be operated in a way that was flexible for ‘hard-to-reach’ groups, such as those who did not speak English as a first language, and all practices had made modifications for patients who were deaf or had hearing difficulties.

Finally, we have limited data on the outcomes of care. The study was not designed to detect important but infrequent events, such as threats to patient safety from telephone consulting. However, we note the views expressed that if such risks exist (which they may do on occasion), they are likely to be offset by patients being able to speak to a doctor on the telephone much more promptly rather than having to wait much longer to see a GP, which was often the situation prior to the introduction of the ‘telephone first’ approach. Our study found no evidence that use of a ‘telephone first’ approach led to a change in the average rate of
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A&E attendance. This is in contrast to the claims of commercial companies, also quoted in NHS England literature, and this suggests a limited impact of a ‘telephone first’ approach on secondary care utilisation and, thus, limited financial savings for the wider NHS.

**Impact of patient and public involvement**

Patient and public involvement representatives were closely involved in the study throughout its development and delivery. At the outline proposal stage, we received written comments from our PPI panel and some small changes were made to our application as a result. A face-to-face meeting was held with seven members of Inspire (our local PPI group) once we were invited to submit a full proposal.

The PPI members were very engaged in the topic at this meeting, with several commenting on the importance of this research for patients. A number of proposed changes to the research were discussed with the group. In response to these discussions, two substantial changes were made to the application. The first was in response to a concern that not enough patients would be interviewed as part of the qualitative element and that there was an imbalance because fewer patient interviews than staff interviews were proposed. In response to this comment, we increased the number of patient interviews from three per surgery to four per surgery. Participants also recommended an increase in the number of lay members in the SSC. In response to this, we increased the number of lay members in the SSC from two to four.

The study team benefited from input from four PPI members throughout the course of the study. PPI representatives were members of the SSC, alongside staff from GP surgeries and GPs. The SSC attended three meetings, one in each year of the study, in which the project team presented the research and obtained input from SSC members; members also participated in wider discussion about the project and the interpretation of its findings.

The involvement of PPI members led to a number of small but significant modifications to the project. For example, out-of-pocket patient expenses were included in the cost–consequences analysis after the idea was suggested by a PPI member during a SSC meeting. The exclusion of 13- to 17-year-olds from the patient survey was also added when a PPI member expressed concern regarding a young person having consulted with a GP without the knowledge of their parents and then being sent a survey by the general practice.

Between face-to-face meetings, input on written documents designed for patients, such as patient information leaflets, was obtained from PPI members. This ensured that the information disseminated to participants was suitable and understandable to a lay audience. One PPI member wrote the Plain English summary for the final report to ensure that this too was understandable by a lay audience.

The attendance of PPI members from our SSC, and patient representatives from practices using a ‘telephone first’ approach, at the second study learning event enabled the voice of patients as well as staff to be represented at this event at which we discussed how the approach had worked for some practices but not for others, and explored the potential reasons for this variation.

**Robustness of results and limitations**

This study is the first independent evaluation of a ‘telephone first’ approach. The evaluation used a multimethod approach with in-depth qualitative and quantitative aspects including the use of large independently collected national data sets (the GP Patient Survey and HES). We acknowledge a number of limitations to our approach. Our study design was not theory-driven, it therefore provides insights into the way in which ‘telephone first’ was embedded differently in different practices and modified, but it was not designed as a full implementation study. The literature review in Chapter 2 was detailed but was not a full
systematic review and we have drawn attention to some issues relating to the quality of some studies. The data collected from clinical administrative records in practices were not originally collected for research purposes and so we had no means of, for example, checking on the accuracy of coding or accounting for missing data in some cases. Furthermore, there were no control data for this aspect of the study; we used data from practices using only one commercial provider (GP Access). For the analysis of continuity of care, we used shorter time periods than is common for this type of analysis. In our analysis of patient survey data, we conducted some post hoc analyses to explain variations in the responses of different population groups but we acknowledge in the relevant sections that these analyses were underpowered. In no cases did we have data collected from practices before they introduced the ‘telephone first’ approach; doing so would have allowed us to explain the substantial heterogeneity seen between practices in almost all aspects of the findings. In the economic analysis, we relied on practice managers’ perceptions of staff changes that they were able to attribute to the ‘telephone first’ approach without any independent evidence. In our qualitative work and our own patient survey, we have some evidence that practices that participated in that element of the study had a somewhat more positive patient experience than those that did not participate. However, we are reassured that our sample included practices that were having success with the approach, those struggling with it and some that had abandoned the approach. We acknowledge that some groups that are defined as hard to reach, for example those with learning difficulties or who have difficulties with speaking English, may have been less likely to participate in interviews or to have completed the patient survey, and as a result their views may not be adequately represented. Although we acknowledge these limitations, there was a high degree of consistency between different aspects of the study (e.g. between our own survey and the GP Patient Survey analysis, and between the quantitative and qualitative findings). We are, therefore, confident in the overall robustness of our findings.
Chapter 12  Conclusions

A range of approaches are needed to meet demand for care in general practice. Some of these involve increasing the size and disciplinary mix of the general practice workforce, addressed in part in NHS England’s General Practice Forward View. Telephone consultations are another approach to reducing the demand for face-to-face consultations. This study evaluates a more radical ‘telephone first’ approach, which is founded on the principle that a substantial proportion of regular general practice workload can be dealt with via telephone and, therefore, requires that all requests for a consultation should initially involve a telephone consultation with a GP.

Our study shows that the ‘telephone first’ approach results in considerable improvements in patients’ ability to access care from their general practice, and that a substantial proportion of problems can be dealt with on the telephone. The introduction of the system was associated with a small increase in total consulting time (telephone and face-to-face consulting combined), albeit with wide variation between practices. Some practices experienced large decreases in workload and others experienced substantial increases, possibly attributable to the increased availability of telephone consultations where there had previously been high levels of unmet need. Views on this new approach varied widely among both staff and patients. In practices using the ‘telephone first’ approach, over half of patients felt that it was more convenient, and for patients who find it easy to receive a callback from the doctor or in practices in which a callback can be arranged at a particular time, the new approach represented a service with which patients were generally satisfied. As with patients, strong views, both for and against the new approach, were expressed by staff, although staff from most practices operating the system in our study said that they would not return to their previous approach. Compared with other practices in England, patients in practices using the ‘telephone first’ approach expressed somewhat more negative views about a range of aspects of their care including doctor–patient communication and the ability to see a GP of their choice, although they found appointments much more convenient to arrange. Overall, patients responding to the national GP Patient Survey were less likely to recommend practices that had adopted the new approach, compared with other practices in England. We found no evidence that the ‘telephone first’ approach would, on average, result in significant reduction in secondary care costs.

An approach that requires patients to be called back by a GP before any face-to-face appointment can be booked suits some patients better than others (e.g. those who have flexibility in their day and can easily be called back). Some practices have therefore modified their original approach to allow limited advance booking of appointments. However, this works only if there is sufficient capacity to deal with both telephone and face-to-face consultations on the day. The ‘telephone first’ approach also crucially needs patients to be able to get through to their practice on the telephone and for practices to provide capacity for telephone consultations at all times, including periods of peak demand. Therefore, as an approach to demand management, it is possible that the approach may work best for practices that need it least.

Findings from this research suggest that the ‘telephone first’ approach is not a panacea for meeting demand for general practice care. However, it does demonstrate the opportunity for a substantial proportion of patients’ needs to be met without a face-to-face consultation.

It is clear from this and other studies that telephone consulting forms a useful part of the services that a practice offers to patients, and it is also clear from our results that a substantial amount of GPs’ workload and patients’ problems can be dealt with on the telephone. However, neither telephone triage (as in the ESTEEM® trial) nor the ‘telephone first’ approach evaluated here are a solution to meeting demand for care in general practice.
Recommendations for future research

A key question for practice that could be addressed by future research is how to develop systems that are flexible enough to meet the needs of all their patients. A rigid ‘telephone first’ approach for all consultations does not do this, but we observed practices that were modifying this approach (often on an ongoing basis) to meet the needs of patients as closely as they could. Successful approaches are likely to be different in different practices and more work could be done to identify what works best in different circumstances.

A second issue that we have not addressed in this study relates to the approach that practices take to matching capacity to demand. The commercial companies offering management support to practices adopting the ‘telephone first’ approach stress that understanding patterns of demand and allocating resources to meet them are critical to the success of the approach (e.g. having sufficient staff for predictably busy times/days of the week). More work could be done to investigate how predictable patterns of demand are, and to what extent reallocation of human resources could reduce the pressures that practices feel they are under.
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This work uses data provided by patients and collected by the NHS as part of their care and support. Using patient data is vital to improve health and care for everyone. There is huge potential to make better use of information from people’s patient records, to understand more about disease, develop new treatments, monitor safety, and plan NHS services. Patient data should be kept safe and secure, to protect everyone’s privacy, and it’s important that there are safeguards to make sure that it is stored and used responsibly. Everyone should be able to find out about how patient data are used. #datasaveslives You can find out more about the background to this citation here: https://understandingpatientdata.org.uk/data-citation.
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Appendix 1  Method of carrying out the scoping review for the literature review in Chapter 2

Our approach followed the principles of a systematic review in terms of having systematic and replicable search strategies and explicit inclusion and exclusion criteria. Unlike a systematic review, we did not seek to exclude studies based on quality, although we noted methodological concerns in our synthesis. We sought to undertake a narrative synthesis rather than pool numerical results, based on our research questions and knowledge of the literature.

Search strategy

An electronic search of the PubMed research literature database was conducted up to 9 November 2016. In addition, The King’s Fund HMIC data were searched (from 1995 to 16 January 2017). The HMIC combines records from the Department of Health and Social Care’s Library and Information Services and The King’s Fund Information and Library Services and provides access to official publications and a range of grey literature in addition to journal articles. Table 25 details the search terms used for each database. Searches of eligible studies’ reference lists were also conducted.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Table 26 summarises the inclusion and exclusion criteria used.

Any type of study published in English that examined telephone triage or telephone consulting delivered by GPs in a high-income country was eligible for inclusion. We placed no date restriction on the PubMed search, but for HMIC we excluded publications before 1995. This was a pragmatic decision, based on the research team’s knowledge of the patterns of use of telephone consultations in general practice in England. Studies that only examined nurse-led, emergency or out-of-hours telephone consultations were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 25</th>
<th>Search terms for PubMed and HMIC searches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Database</strong></td>
<td><strong>Search terms</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMIC</td>
<td>su: (general practice or general practitioners or primary care) AND su: (consultation or consultations) AND su: (triage or telephone)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MeSH, medical subject heading.
not included. Studies that focused solely on centralised telephone triage systems, such as NHS Direct, were also excluded. Knowing the evidence base to be relatively early in development, the type of publication was not restricted and included observational studies, literature reviews, editorials and letters. Therefore, studies did not need to have a comparator.

**Study selection**

Records identified by the searches were managed in EndNote X6.0.1 [Clarivate Analytics (formerly Thomson Reuters), Philadelphia, PA, USA] and assessed for inclusion by scanning titles and abstracts against the inclusion and exclusion criteria. This was initially done by one reviewer (SB for PubMed and JC for HMIC) against the stated inclusion and exclusion criteria, and uncertainties were resolved through discussion with the wider study team. Another reviewer (EP) independently screened the included studies and those whose eligibility was uncertain based on the initial screening to determine the final list of potentially eligible studies. Full-text screening of potentially eligible studies was undertaken as part of the data extraction.

**Data extraction**

Data from studies identified as eligible were extracted into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet template. Guided by our research questions, data were extracted on study type and methods, type of telephone system (triage/consultation/both), details of telephone system, setting (geographic and health care), reported outcomes [health outcomes, patient safety, staff experience, patient experience (hard-to-reach groups), impact on service use, impact on consultation, and cost] and other notable findings. The data extraction template was piloted on a small number of studies and refined. Data extraction was undertaken by three researchers (JC, EP and AK).
Synthesis

We undertook a narrative synthesis of the evidence in relation to our research questions and identified additional themes arising from the literature. The results are presented by prevalence of telephone consultations in general practice, impact of telephone consultations on patient access to the GP, appropriateness of telephone consultations, experience of patients, experience of hard-to-reach and vulnerable groups, experience of staff (GPs and reception staff), impact on the nature of consultations, patient safety and health outcomes, impact on service utilisation, and cost consequences. This is preceded by an overview of the literature, including a discussion of the dominant bodies of work included and a discussion of terminology.
Appendix 2  Statistical methods used for analysing administrative data from practices

Two types of analysis were carried out for each of the outcomes. The first was a before-and-after analysis, illustrated by the 'superposed epoch graphs' in which the introduction of the system in each practice is set at time zero. Second, a regression analysis was performed for each outcome, looking (1) for step changes at the time the intervention was introduced and (2) for a change in the preceding trend (e.g. slowing down of a previous increase). We also model heterogeneity in these changes to examine whether or not the intervention has a different effect in different practices.

Before-and-after analysis

Graphical superposed epoch analyses were performed for the five outcomes presented in Chapter 3 to illustrate the unadjusted change in outcomes before and after the introduction of the intervention. For all outcomes except continuity of care, the average of the outcome was calculated over 30-day periods relative to the launch date; with the practice launch date defining time zero for individual practices. For continuity of care, the calculation was based on calendar months due to the format of data provided. Given that the intervention started at different time points in each practice, different relative time periods include data from different periods of time.

For each outcome, we calculated (1) the mean within an individual practice for each 30-day period and (2) the mean of individual practice means with available data for each time period. These means were plotted as time relative to launch.

Regression analysis

Mixed-effects regression analysis was used to investigate changes associated with the intervention. The models used, essentially interrupted time-series analyses, all take a similar form, but different types of model were used depending on the outcome. In brief, the models captured a step change associated with the start of the intervention as well as a change in trend; for example, the intervention may have led to an immediate increase relative to the background trend, which was then eroded by a reduction over time. We also model heterogeneity in these changes to examine whether or not the intervention has a different effect in different practices.

Each model contained a categorical variable for month to account for seasonality, and a categorical variable for day of week to account for variations across the week (noting that for continuity of care in which data are monthly, day of week was not included). Continuous time relative to launch date (in years) was included to account for underlying secular trends. A random intercept was included to account for differing baselines by practice and the resulting clustering of observations within practices. A binary variable indicating when the intervention was present captured any instantaneous ‘step’ change in the outcome at the start of the intervention. An interaction between time relative to launch and the intervention indicator captured whether or not the linear trend changed following the intervention. For continuity of care models only, the age of the patient was also included as a third-order (cubic) polynomial in addition to the variables described above. Analyses were performed for all types of appointments combined as well as separately by type of appointment (face to face or telephone; see Chapter 3 for details).
To better approximate normal distributions, data were log-transformed prior to analysis. For the ease of interpretation, exponentiated coefficients are presented as duration ratios (i.e. the relative change in total time spent consulting by a practice).

Our main analysis was done on an intention-to-treat basis. It includes all practices identified by the commercial company, even when the practices were using a hybrid form of the ‘telephone first’ approach or had since ceased using it altogether. A sensitivity analysis (see Appendix 3) was performed, restricting the analysis to practices in which we believed, on the basis of information provided by the commercial company, that the system was being run consistent with the company’s protocols.
Appendix 3  Sensitivity per-protocol analysis of practice administrative data

This appendix presents findings from the sensitivity analysis for the analysis of appointment data. The sensitivity analysis followed the same methods as those reported in Appendix 2, but the data were restricted to practices in which we believed, on the basis of information provided by the commercial company, that the system was being run consistent with the company’s protocols. The companies were asked to classify all practices that had used their ‘telephone first’ approach as ‘running’, ‘hybrid’ (i.e. allowing some additional degree of advance booking of appointments) or ‘reverted’ (i.e. had stopped using the ‘telephone first’ approach). We included only practices classified by the companies as ‘running’ in the per-protocol sensitivity analyses. The sensitivity analysis included data from 27 practices covering 997,772 appointments over 8158 practice-days.

Number of appointments

Superposed epoch analysis

FIGURE 25  Superposed epoch analysis showing the change in total number of appointments per 1000 patients per day relative to the intervention launch: practices with status ‘running’. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
FIGURE 26 Superposed epoch analysis showing the change in the number of face-to-face appointments per 1000 patients per day relative to the intervention launch: practices with status ‘running’. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

FIGURE 27 Superposed epoch analysis showing the change in the number of telephone appointments per 1000 patients per day relative to the intervention launch: practices with status ‘running’. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
### TABLE 27

Results of mixed-effects Poisson regression showing the effect of the intervention on the number of appointments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appointment Type</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>RR (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>95% Reference Range for Step Change in Transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All appointments</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>1.28 (1.13 to 1.46)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.66 to 2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>1.10 (1.09 to 1.11)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.16 to 1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face to face</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>0.54 (0.42 to 0.68)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.12 to 174.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>1.03 (1.01 to 1.05)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.97 (0.96 to 0.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>14.35 (5.52 to 37.30)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.16 to 1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>1.14 (1.13 to 1.16)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.97 (0.96 to 0.99)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Adjustment is made for month and day of the week as well as a random intercept for practice to account for different baseline levels.*

A Interaction p-value is for a test of whether or not the post-transition trend is different from the pre-transition trend.

Table 27 shows the results of the mixed-effects Poisson regression analysis for the effect of the intervention on the number of appointments. The table includes data for all appointments and appointments by appointment type (face to face and telephone). The results indicate a significant increase in the number of appointments post-intervention compared to pre-intervention for all appointment types. The 95% confidence intervals for the relative risk (RR) are also provided, showing that the increase in appointments is statistically significant. The analysis was adjusted for month and day of the week to account for baseline differences. The table also includes a test for interaction to determine if the post-transition trend differs from the pre-transition trend for each appointment type.
Time waited for an appointment

Superposed epoch analysis

**FIGURE 28** Superposed epoch analysis showing the change in the mean time between booking and having an appointment relative to the intervention launch: practices with status ‘running’. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
Regression analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appointment Type</th>
<th>Time to appointment, mean difference in days (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Time to appointment in days/year (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>-3.48 (-4.11 to -2.84)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>-0.14 (0.07 to 0.20)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face to face</td>
<td>-3.67 (-4.55 to -2.79)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.73 (0.63 to 0.82)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>-0.62 (-1.10 to -0.15)</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
<td>-0.34 (-0.40 to -0.28)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Interaction p-value is for a test of whether or not the post-transition trend is different from the pre-transition trend.

Adjustment is also made for month and day of the week as well as a random intercept for practice to account for different baseline levels.
Length of appointment

Superposed epoch analysis

FIGURE 29 Superposed epoch analysis showing the change in appointment duration relative to the intervention launch: practices with status ‘running’. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
### Regression analysis

**TABLE 29** Results of mixed-effects linear regression showing the effect of the intervention on the duration of appointments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appointment type</th>
<th>Step change at transition</th>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Post transition</th>
<th>Interaction p-value*</th>
<th>95% reference range for step change transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in length of</td>
<td>Change in length of</td>
<td>Change in length of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>appointment (minutes)</td>
<td>appointment (minutes/year)</td>
<td>appointment (minutes/year)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(95% CI)</td>
<td>(95% CI)</td>
<td>(95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>−0.39 (−1.42 to 0.64)</td>
<td>0.4414</td>
<td>0.30 (0.20 to 0.39)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>−0.85 (−0.95 to −0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face to face only</td>
<td>0.84 (0.28 to 1.41)</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.47 (0.37 to 0.58)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>−1.03 (−1.16 to −0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>−0.66 (−1.53 to 0.22)</td>
<td>0.1244</td>
<td>0.53 (0.34 to 0.73)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>−0.67 (−0.80 to −0.54)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p Interaction p-value is for a test of whether or not the post-transition trend is different from the pre-transition trend.

**Note**

Adjustment is also made for month and day of the week as well as a random intercept for practice to account for different baseline levels.
Total time spent consulting

*Superposed epoch analysis*

**FIGURE 30** Superposed epoch analysis showing the change in total time spent consulting relative to the intervention launch: practices with status ‘running’. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
### TABLE 30

Results of mixed-effects linear regression showing the effect of the intervention on the total time spent consulting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appointment Type</th>
<th>Step change at transition</th>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio (95% CI)</td>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>P-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre transition</td>
<td>Post transition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>1.07 (0.93 to 1.24)</td>
<td>0.3369</td>
<td>0.3869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face to face only</td>
<td>0.53 (0.40 to 0.70)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1.11 (1.04 to 1.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>6.15 (3.08 to 12.29)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>1.12 (1.06 to 1.28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A standard error corrected for missing data. Adjustment is also made for month and day of the week as well as a random intercept for practice to account for different baseline levels.

An interaction P-value is for a test of whether or not the post-transition trend is different from the pre-transition trend.
Continuity of care

Superposed epoch analysis

FIGURE 31 Superposed epoch analysis showing the continuity index relative to the months to launch: practices with status ‘running’. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
TABLE 3: Results of mixed-effects linear regression showing the effect of the intervention on the UPC index for face-to-face appointments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step change at transition</th>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre transition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post transition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in continuity index (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.067 (0.029 to 0.105)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.006 (-0.007 to -0.006)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.103 (-0.237 to 0.103)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: A change in continuity index at the transition is for a test of whether or not the pre-transition trend is different from the post-transition trend. The interaction p-value is for a test of whether or not the post-transition trend is different from the pre-transition trend. Adjustment is also made for month, patient age as well as a random intercept for practice to account for different baseline levels.

Adjustment is also made for month, patient age as well as a random intercept for practice to account for different baseline levels.
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Appendix 4  Demographic characteristics of responders to the patient survey

Overall 63% of patients who responded to the survey were female (528/837), which was slightly higher than the percentage of patients sampled who were female (61%), reflecting a slightly higher response rate for females than for males. The age distribution of patients who responded is presented in Figure 32. Responders were, on average, older than non-responders (mean age 56.2 years and 38.9 years, respectively).

Respondents were asked to rate their health (or the health of the patient they were responding on behalf of) on a five-level Likert scale, from poor to excellent: 26% (201/787) reported very good or excellent health and 13% (98/787) reported poor health (Figure 33). Overall, 64% of respondents (499/779, 57% weighted) stated that they (or the patient who they were responding on behalf of) had a long-standing illness, disability or infirmity (defined in the survey as ‘anything that has troubled you over a period of time, or that is likely to affect you over a period of time’).
Eighty-nine per cent of respondents (697/780, 87% weighted) identified themselves (or the patient who they were responding on behalf of) as white British. Ninety-seven per cent of patients (or the patient they were responding on behalf of) (778/805, 97% weighted) surveyed spoke English as their main language. For the 27 patients who did not speak English as their main language, 22% (6/27, 27% weighted) reported that they spoke English very well, 44% (40% weighted) reported that they spoke English well, 19% (12% weighted) reported that they did not speak English well and 15% (22% weighted) reported that they did not speak English at all.

The majority of respondents reported that they (or the patient who they were responding on behalf of) did not work (54%, 43% weighted). For the remaining respondents, 15% (18% weighted) reported that if they need to see a GP during working hours they can easily take time away from work to do so, 22% (29% weighted) reported that they could do so with some difficulty, whereas 9.4% (11% weighted) reported that they could not take time away from work (Figure 34).

![Figure 34](image)

**FIGURE 34** Weighted percentage of respondents’ self-reported ability to take time away from work to see a GP.
Appendix 5  Initial survey of practices to inform selection of control practices for main analysis of patient experience and secondary care utilisation

Methods

We performed a postal survey of 500 general practices asking about their use of telephone triage in order to inform our analysis of GP Patient Survey data and HES data. Practices were selected at random from those listed in the 2013/14 Quality and Outcomes Framework data set after first excluding those practices with a registered list size of fewer than 1000 patients.96 Paper surveys were mailed to practice managers on 23 January 2015, with a single reminder sent after 4 weeks to practices that had not yet responded. The survey included the following questions:

- Does your surgery use telephone triage for patients asking for an appointment with the GP?
- Who conducts this telephone triage?
- What % of face-to-face appointments are triaged by telephone by a GP? (a) Pre-bookable appointments and (b) same-day appointments.
- When did your surgery begin triaging requests for appointments in the manner currently used?
- Have you received help from a commercial company in adopting telephone triage? If yes, which company?

Results

We received 198 responses to the survey (response rate 39.6%). Of responding practices, 47.5% (94/198) reported using some form of telephone triage for patients wanting an appointment with a GP. Of those practices using telephone triage, the vast majority used GPs to conduct the triage (79/94, 84%), with 30.8% (29/94) and 16.0% (15/94) of practices using nurse practitioners or practice nurses, respectively (with a number of practices using multiple staff types).

Although 14.1% of all responding practices (28/198) reported using telephone triage for at least half of same-day appointments, only 6.1% (12/198) reported using telephone triage for more than half of appointments booked in advance. When restricting to the vast majority of appointments (≥ 80%), these figures fell to 10.6% (21/198) and 5.1% (10/198), respectively. Only four practices (2.0%) reported using telephone triage for 100% of all appointments. Only two practices reported being helped by a commercial company to adopt telephone triage.

Conclusions

Although telephone triage was not rare in our sample, it was very uncommon to find it being used for the vast majority of appointments, particularly pre-bookable appointments. Given that the ‘telephone first’ approach requires all patients to first speak to a GP on the telephone, this suggest that such an approach is not widely used. For this reason, for the analysis of GP Patient Survey data and HES data, we used a random sample of general practices as our control group on the basis that the very low numbers of practices using this approach not included in our intervention sample would have a minimal impact on attenuating any observed differences.
Appendix 6 Statistical methods used in the analysis of GP Patient Survey data

Before-and-after analysis of GP Patient Survey scores (intervention practices only)

Graphs have been produced that illustrate changes in patient experience scores in intervention practices before and after the introduction of the intervention. A superposed epoch analysis is performed whereby the number of survey waves relative to the intervention launch date is calculated for each practice: the survey immediately preceding the intervention launch date is defined as time zero, the survey wave immediately following intervention launch date is time period one, and the survey following that time is period two, etc. Given that the intervention started at different time points in each practice, different relative time periods include data from different periods of time. Furthermore, not all practices had data for all time periods relative to intervention launch. The analysis was restricted to data 2 years either side of the launch date.

For each of the seven GP Patient Survey experience measures, we calculated (1) the mean score within each intervention practice for each relative time period and (2) the mean score across all intervention practices with available data for each relative time period. These means were plotted as time relative to launch.

Comparison with other practices in England (controlled regression analysis)

The superposed epoch analysis does not control for what is happening external to the intervention and may also be confounded by a number of factors, for example the timing of intervention launch relative to nationwide trends and other NHS initiatives. In the second stage of the analysis, we undertook a controlled regression analysis to estimate a difference-in-difference effect of the intervention. Controls were selected at random from all practices classified as non-intervention practices (i.e. any practice in England not on the list provided by commercial companies or practices that launched the ‘telephone first’ approach after 31 December 2015). For computational reasons, our analysis was restricted to data from all intervention practices and a random 10% sample of non-intervention practices, with between 778 and 976 control practices providing data at any one time.

For each continuous GP Patient Survey experience measure, a separate mixed-effects linear regression model was used. With the exception of changing the outcome (patient experience measure), the structure of the models is otherwise the same. Patient-level adjustment is made for self-reported sex, age (eight groups) and ethnicity (five groups) taken from GP Patient Survey responses and IMD (a small-area measure of socioeconomic deprivation based on a patient’s postcode of residence) using groups defined by national quintiles. There is an indicator variable for survey wave capturing both seasonal differences and longer-term trends. Variations in baseline levels for each practice resulting in clustering are accounted for using a random intercept for practice, as well as a random slope for time allowing for differential trends. This modelling allows us to capture the background scores against which the effect of the intervention can be measured. A similarly structured mixed-effects logistic regression model was used to model the binary ‘seen or spoken to on the same day’ outcome.

The effect of the intervention is captured using two fixed-effect variables. The first is an indicator variable that takes the value of 1 when the practice was an intervention practice and the survey was mailed after the intervention had started, and a value of zero otherwise. This term is intended to capture a step change...
in experience measure after starting the ‘telephone first’ approach. The second variable is equal to the time (in years) since the intervention started at a practice and survey mail-out. When the practice is a non-intervention practice, or the survey mail-out precedes the intervention, this variable equals zero. This variable is intended to capture a change in trend of patient experience scores post intervention. Furthermore, random slopes are included for both of these variables to allow for heterogeneity in the effect of the intervention between practices. The estimated SD of these random slopes is combined with the fixed effects to calculate a 95% reference range (i.e. the range of intervention effect we expect to see across most practices).

Finally, a supplementary analysis was performed to investigate if the effect of the intervention was differential between those in work or not in work by including a main effect for working status (based on GP Patient Survey responses) and an interaction between working status and the intervention variable. This analysis was motivated by early findings from the qualitative workstream.
Appendix 7  Sensitivity per-protocol analysis of GP Patient Survey data

This appendix presents findings from the sensitivity analysis for the GP Patient Survey data. The sensitivity analysis followed the same methods as those reported in Appendix 6, but the data were restricted to practices in which, to the best of our knowledge, the system was being run consistent with the method proposed by the commercial companies (i.e. practices that were no longer using a ‘telephone first’ approach or practices running a ‘hybrid’ system were removed from the analysis). The results are very similar to those presented in the main report, with a large improvement in patients’ rating of time to be seen and small decreases in numbers of patients recommending their surgery to others and to their ability to see a GP of their choice. However, as with the main analyses, initial decreases in reported experience for these last two aspects showed some evidence of recovery over subsequent years.

### TABLE 32  The number of practices using the ‘telephone first’ approach in each survey wave (per-protocol sensitivity analysis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave</th>
<th>Number of practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July–September</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January–March</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Results

**Before-and-after analysis of GP Patient Survey scores (intervention practices only)**

![Graph showing mean score over time](image)

**FIGURE 35** Superposed epoch analysis of GP communication composite mean score relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
FIGURE 36 Superposed epoch analysis of ease of getting through on the telephone mean score relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

FIGURE 37 Superposed epoch analysis of recommending GP surgery mean score relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
FIGURE 38 Superposed epoch analysis of ability to see preferred GP mean score relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

FIGURE 39 Superposed epoch analysis of time until seen or spoken to mean score relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
FIGURE 40  Superposed epoch analysis of percentage of people seen or spoken to on the same day relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

FIGURE 41  Superposed epoch analysis of GP convenience composite mean score relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the mean within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a single intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
Comparison with other practices in England (controlled regression analysis)

TABLE 33 Results of controlled mixed-effect regressions modelling, adjusting for patient demographics, national seasonal and long-term trend effects, and clustering by practice including heterogeneity in baseline scores and trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GP Patient Survey outcome</th>
<th>Change following intervention (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Additional yearly</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continuous outcomes: difference on 0–100 scale</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP communication composite</td>
<td>$-1.36 (-2.01$ to $-0.71)$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.001$</td>
<td>$0.16 (-0.16$ to $0.47)$</td>
<td>$0.33$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of getting through on the telephone</td>
<td>$1.79 (0.44$ to $3.13)$</td>
<td>$0.009$</td>
<td>$0.41 (-0.51$ to $1.33)$</td>
<td>$0.39$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you recommend your GP surgery?</td>
<td>$-2.70 (-3.77$ to $-1.63)$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.001$</td>
<td>$0.24 (-0.34$ to $0.82)$</td>
<td>$0.42$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeing preferred GP</td>
<td>$-1.75 (-3.32$ to $-0.18)$</td>
<td>$0.03$</td>
<td>$0.37 (-0.48$ to $1.22)$</td>
<td>$0.39$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time until seen or spoken to</td>
<td>$21.27 (18.87$ to $23.67)$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.001$</td>
<td>$1.91 (0.90$ to $2.93)$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience of appointment</td>
<td>$0.69 (-0.19$ to $1.57)$</td>
<td>$0.12$</td>
<td>$0.70 (0.33$ to $1.07)$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall experience of making an appointment</td>
<td>$0.29 (-1.03$ to $1.61)$</td>
<td>$0.67$</td>
<td>$0.98 (0.33$ to $1.63)$</td>
<td>$0.003$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Binary outcome: OR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seen or spoken to on same day</td>
<td>$3.33 (2.83$ to $3.91)$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.001$</td>
<td>$1.11 (1.04$ to $1.19)$</td>
<td>$0.002$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ The binary outcome of whether or not the patient was seen or spoken to on the same day was modelled using logistic regression.
TABLE 34 Heterogeneity of intervention effects captured by random slopes from controlled mixed-effect regressions modelling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GP Patient Survey outcome</th>
<th>Change following intervention</th>
<th>Additional yearly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step</td>
<td>Additional yearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>95% reference range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous outcomes: difference on 0–100 scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP communication composite</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>−4.34 to 1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of getting through on the telephone</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>−7.40 to 10.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you recommend your GP surgery?</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>−9.29 to 3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeing preferred GP</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>−9.92 to 6.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time until seen or spoken to</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>2.51 to 40.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience of appointment</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>−4.35 to 5.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall experience of making an appointment</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>−9.35 to 9.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary outcome: OR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seen or spoken to on same day</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.14 to 9.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The binary outcome of whether or not the patient was seen or spoken to on the same day was modelled using logistic regression.
Appendix 8 Statistical methods used in the analysis of Hospital Episode Statistics data

Two types of analysis were carried out for each of the outcomes. The first was a before-and-after analysis, illustrated by the ‘superposed epoch graphs’, in which the introduction of the system in each practice is set at time zero. Second, a regression analysis was performed for each outcome, looking (1) for step changes at the time when the intervention was introduced and (2) for a change in the preceding trend (e.g. slowing down of a previous increase). We also model heterogeneity in these changes to examine whether or not the intervention has a different effect in different practices.

Our main analysis was conducted on an intention-to-treat basis. It includes all practices identified by the commercial companies, even when the companies informed us that the practices were running a hybrid form of the system or were no longer running the system. This was done in order to avoid selection bias, whereby only the successful practices continue with the system in the recommended form. A sensitivity analysis (see Appendix 9) was also performed, restricting the analysis to practices in which we believed, on the basis of information provided by the commercial companies, that the system was being run consistent with the companies’ protocols.

Before-and-after analysis (intervention practices only)

Graphs have been produced illustrating changes in A&E attendances and admissions in intervention practices before and after the introduction of the intervention (see Chapter 7, Figures 19–24). These superposed epoch analyses calculate the time relative to the intervention launch date for each month individually for each practice. So the month including the intervention launch date is defined as time zero, the month immediately following the intervention launch date is defined as time period one, and the month following that is defined as time period two, etc. Given that the intervention started at different time points in each practice, different relative time periods include data from different months and years. Furthermore, not all practices had data for all time periods relative to intervention launch, particularly those that started using the ‘telephone first’ approach later in the study (although all practices had at least 3 months of data post intervention, with most practices having > 3 months of data). The analysis was restricted to data from 1 year either side of the launch date.

For each outcome considered, we calculated (1) the number of attendances/admissions per month per 1000 patients within each intervention practice for each relative time period and (2) the mean of practice attendance/admission rates across all intervention practices with available data for each relative time period. These means were plotted as time relative to launch.

Comparison with other practices in England (controlled regression analysis)

The superposed epoch analysis does not control for what is happening external to the intervention practices and could be confounded by a number of factors, for example the timing of the intervention launch in relation to nationwide trends or other NHS initiatives. In the second stage of the analysis, we therefore undertook a controlled analysis to estimate a difference-in-difference effect of the intervention practices compared with control practices in the rest of England.

A mixed-effects Poisson regression was used, adjusting for patient age, sex, deprivation and time period (96 dummy variables, one for each month from April 2008 to March 2016) as fixed effects, a random intercept to account for different baseline rates between practices, and a random slope for a continuous
time variable allowing for different trends between practices. The effect of the intervention is captured using two fixed-effect variables. The first is an indicator variable that takes the value of 1 when the practice was an intervention practice and the HES data related to a time period after the intervention had started, and a value of zero otherwise. This term is intended to capture a step change in attendances after starting the ‘telephone first’ approach. The second variable is equal to the time (in years) since the intervention started at a practice. When the practice is a non-intervention practice, or the data relate to a period preceding the intervention, this variable equals zero. This variable is intended to capture a change in trend of patient experience scores post intervention.

We additionally included a second time period variable, with time pre and post intervention in intervention practices only, and zero in control practices, to allow for a differential trend in admissions or attendances in control practices compared with intervention practices overall, unrelated to the intervention start date.

Furthermore, a random slope is included for the step change variable to allow for heterogeneity in the effect of the intervention between practices. The estimated SD of these random slopes is combined with the fixed effects to calculate a 95% reference range (i.e. the range of intervention effect we expect to see across most practices).
Appendix 9 Sensitivity per-protocol analysis of Hospital Episode Statistics data

This appendix presents findings from the sensitivity analysis for the secondary care data, restricting the analysis to practices that we believed, on the basis of information provided by the commercial companies, were running the ‘telephone first’ approach consistent with the companies’ protocols. The sensitivity analysis followed the same methods as those reported in the main analysis (see Chapter 7 and Appendix 8). The results are very similar to those presented in the main report, with no evidence of a step change in A&E and outpatient attendances, but evidence of a slower increase over time in intervention practices than in the background trend. We also find evidence of step increases in inpatient admissions.

**FIGURE 43** Superposed epoch analysis of A&E attendances relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the attendances within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a different intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
FIGURE 44 Superposed epoch analysis of outpatient attendances relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the attendances within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a different intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

FIGURE 45 Superposed epoch analysis of all inpatient admissions relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the admissions within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a different intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
FIGURE 46 Superposed epoch analysis of all inpatient admissions for ACS conditions relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the admissions within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a different intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

FIGURE 47 Superposed epoch analysis of elective inpatient admissions relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the admissions within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a different intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.
FIGURE 48 Superposed epoch analysis of emergency inpatient admissions relative to the intervention launch. The black lines represent the admissions within a single practice relative to the launch time, with each black line representing a different intervention practice. The green dots represent the mean of individual practice means.

TABLE 35 Results of controlled mixed-effect Poisson regression modelling, adjusting for patient demographics, national seasonal and long-term trend effects, and clustering by practice including heterogeneity in baseline scores and trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Step change at transition</th>
<th>Additional yearly change following transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RR (95% CI)</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A&amp;E attendances</td>
<td>1.00 (0.99 to 1.02)</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient attendances</td>
<td>0.99 (0.98 to 1.00)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All inpatient admissions</td>
<td>1.00 (1.01 to 1.04)</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS condition inpatient admissions</td>
<td>1.05 (1.01 to 1.10)</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elective inpatient admissions</td>
<td>1.03 (1.01 to 1.05)</td>
<td>0.0082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency inpatient admissions</td>
<td>1.02 (1.00 to 1.04)</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> The heterogeneity is given in terms of the 95% reference range. This is the range of RRs for the step changes we expect to see across 95% of practices.
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